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The effect of shared auditors in the supply chain on
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A B S T R A C T

Do supply chain audits have real effects? We focus on the effect of shared audi-
tors in the supply chain on corporate cost stickiness. When a supplier shares
auditors with its customers, the shared auditors provide informational advan-
tages for suppliers’ managers, thus revising their optimistic or pessimistic
expectations and influencing suppliers’ cost stickiness. Using a sample of Chi-
nese A-share listed companies from 2009 to 2017, we explore the relationship
between shared auditors and suppliers’ cost stickiness conditional on manage-
ment expectations. The results show that shared auditors in the supply chain
reduce suppliers’ cost stickiness significantly when suppliers’ managers hold
optimistic expectations, and increase suppliers’ cost stickiness in cases of pes-
simistic expectations. Furthermore, the greater the number of shared auditors,
the stronger the effect. Such effects are more pronounced when supplier firms
share auditors with important customers, have higher demand uncertainty,
and use big 10 auditors.
� 2019 Sun Yat-sen University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecom-

mons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Cost and expense management are important and core issues for an enterprise to optimize its internal struc-
ture, earn profits, and maintain healthy development (Ma and Zhang, 2013). Understanding cost behavior is
essential to cost and management accounting (Anderson et al., 2003). A fundamental assumption in cost
accounting is that the magnitude of change in costs is the same for equivalent increases or decreases in activity
volume (Noreen, 1991). Anderson et al. (2003) use the term ‘sticky costs’ to describe costs that increase faster
than they decrease as demand fluctuates. Using a sample of US listed firms, they find that selling, general, and
administrative (SG&A) costs increase, on average, at a rate of 0.55% per 1% increase in sales but decrease only
0.35% per 1% decrease in sales.

Studies show that managers’ optimistic expectations lead to cost stickiness (Anderson et al., 2003; Banker
et al., 2011, 2014). If managers’ future sales expectations are optimistic, this optimism increases their willing-
ness to acquire additional resources when sales increase and to retain unused resources when sales decrease,
resulting in cost stickiness (Banker et al., 2014). However, if a manager is pessimistic about the future of the
company, he or she will immediately reduce input resources when sales decline and not acquire additional
resources or acquire insufficient resources when sales increase, resulting in weak cost stickiness or cost anti-
stickiness. Managers’ expectations and judgments regarding future sales are based on existing information,
which indicates that the information environment affects the accuracy of managers’ expectations.

Auditors not only play an important role in improving the credibility and reliability of financial statements
but also facilitate the flow of information and ease information asymmetry (Dhaliwal et al., 2016a). When a
supplier uses the same audit firm as its customers (hereafter shared auditors in the supply chain or shared audi-
tors), the shared auditors gain client-specific information from both sides. Such information may add to over-
all information for suppliers’ managers in both contracted and non-contracted manners, which in turn helps
improve the accuracy of management expectations and thus subsequent expense decisions.

To examine the effect of shared auditors on suppliers’ cost stickiness, we use a sample of Chinese A-share
listed companies from 2009 to 2017, of which about 9.1% share an auditor with at least one of their top five
customers. We measure managers’ expectations using the prior period’s change in sales, whether the manager
is overconfident or not, and economic growth. The results show that shared auditors help reduce supplier cost
stickiness significantly when suppliers’ managers hold optimistic expectations, as indicated by a sales increase
in the prior period, management overconfidence, and high economic growth, and increase supplier cost stick-
iness in cases of pessimistic expectations, as indicated by a sales decrease in the prior period and low economic
growth. Furthermore, the greater the number of shared auditors, the stronger the effect. Additional tests sug-
gest that such effects are stronger for supplier firms that share auditors with important customers, have higher
demand uncertainty, and use big 10 auditors. We use a change model and adopt firm fixed effects to attenuate
the potential endogeneity problem. The main conclusions remain unchanged.

Our study contributes to the literature in a number of ways. First, we add to the research on supply chain
audits. The literature generally focuses on supply chain audit quality (Chen et al., 2012a; Huang et al., 2014;
Johnstone et al., 2014). However, little is known about the real effects of supply chain audits.1 We extend the
literature by exploring the effect of supply chain audits on cost stickiness and document evidence consistent
with supply chain auditors acting as information intermediaries and influencing firms’ cost stickiness.

Second, this paper contributes to the emerging literature on the auditor’s information role. Dhaliwal
et al. (2016a) and Cai et al. (2016) find that a common auditor during merger and acquisition (M&A)
transactions can help merging firms reduce uncertainty throughout the process, which allows managers
to more efficiently allocate capital, resulting in higher quality M&As. Bae et al. (2017) declare that knowl-
edgeable auditors provide informational advantages to their clients in a generalized investment setting,
resulting in higher client investment efficiency. We enrich this literature by confirming the information role
of supply chain auditors.

1 Two recent studies examine the effect of supply chain audit on relationship-specific investment and corporate credit risk (Wang and
Huang, 2014; Dhaliwal et al., 2016b).
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Third, our study contributes to the supply chain literature that illustrates the importance of information
sharing between supply chain partners. For example, the exchange of detailed customer demand and inventory
information within the supply chain is associated with reduced supply chain costs (Chen, 1998; Cachon and
Fisher, 2000) and improved efficiency in the use of resources (Matsumura and Schloetzer, 2014). We enrich
this literature by exploring how supplier companies benefit in terms of enhanced accuracy of cost decision
making when they purchase auditing services from the same audit firm as a major customer.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We review the literature in Section 2 and pose our
hypotheses in Section 3. Section 4 describes the sample selection, measures, and research design. We report
our empirical findings in Section 5 as well as additional analyses and robustness tests in Section 6. Section 7
concludes this paper.

2. Literature review

2.1. Research on shared auditors in the supply chain

Research shows that a shared auditor in the supply chain is associated with higher audit quality (Chen
et al., 2012a; Huang et al., 2014; Johnstone et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015) and lower audit fees (Johnstone
et al., 2014). Specifically, Chen et al. (2012a) document that firms that share an auditor with at least one of
their major customers are less likely to misstate accounting numbers compared with firms that do not have
such links. Huang et al. (2014) argue that a supply chain audit firm, coupled with firm-level industry expertise,
results in low discretionary accruals and low restatement probability. Johnstone et al. (2014) find that auditor
supply chain knowledge at the city level is associated with higher audit quality and lower audit fees compared
with auditors with supply chain knowledge at the national level or without supply chain knowledge.

Moreover, a shared auditor in the supply chain can alleviate information asymmetry and mitigate invest-
ment inefficiency in relationship-specific assets, leading to an increase in relationship-specific investments
(Dhaliwal et al., 2016b). Lastly, shared auditors in the supply chain help decrease credit risk (Wang and
Huang, 2014).

2.2. Research on cost stickiness

Studies have predominantly explained cost stickiness with economic factors such as management oppor-
tunism, adjustment costs, and management expectations.

Management opportunism theory declares that managers’ opportunistic behaviors, such as perks and
empire-building incentives, motivate managers to increase costs rapidly when sales rise and to decrease costs
slowly when sales fall, resulting in cost stickiness (Anderson et al., 2003; Banker et al., 2011; Chen et al.,
2012b). Several studies examine management opportunism theory. For example, Chen et al. (2012b) document
that cost asymmetry increases with managers’ empire-building incentives due to the agency problem, but
strong corporate governance mitigates the effects of the agency problem on SG&A cost asymmetry
(Steliaros et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2012b; Xue and Hong, 2016). When managers face incentives to avoid losses
or earnings decreases or to meet financial analysts’ earnings forecasts, they expedite downward adjustment of
slack resources for sales decreases, which lessens the degree of cost stickiness (Dierynck et al., 2012; Kama and
Weiss, 2013). Upward earnings management decreases cost stickiness (Jiang et al., 2015; Xue and Hong, 2016),
while downward earnings management increases cost stickiness (Jiang et al., 2015).

Adjustment costs theory suggests that committed resources invested by a manager, such as human capital
and fixed capital, are more costly to decrease than increase (Jaramillo et al., 1993; Pfann and Palm, 1993, 1997;
Goux et al., 2001; Balakrishnan et al., 2004; Cooper and Haltiwanger, 2006; Banker and Chen, 2006;
Balakrishnan and Gruca, 2008). Sticky costs occur if committed resources are not reduced to the minimum
level necessary to support a reduced activity demand while increased to the maximum level for an increased
activity demand. The literature measures adjustment costs with asset intensity, employee intensity, business
importance, stringent degree of labor protection law, and organizational capital and finds that adjustment
costs are positively associated with cost stickiness (Anderson et al., 2003; Balakrishnan et al., 2004; Banker
et al., 2013).
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Management expectation theory argues that if managers’ expectations for future sales are optimistic, they
will be more willing to acquire additional resources when sales increase and to retain unused resources when
sales decrease; pessimistic expectations have the opposite effect (Anderson et al., 2003; Banker et al., 2011,
2014). The literature uses economic growth, a successive decrease in sales, industry growth, sales change in
the prior period, as well as managers’ overconfidence as proxies for management expectation and finds that
managers’ optimistic (pessimistic) expectation is positively (negatively) associated with cost stickiness
(Anderson et al., 2003; Banker et al., 2011, 2014; Liang, 2015).

3. Hypothesis development

Because the activity level cannot exceed the capacity of the resources committed to an activity, an increase
in demand puts immediate and direct pressure on managers to increase committed costs. However, a decrease
in demand for an activity does not put similar pressure on managers to decrease committed costs. Sticky costs
occur if committed resources are not reduced to the minimum level necessary to support the reduced demand.
Managers weigh the expected cost of slack resources and the expected adjustment cost of committed resources
when sales fall and reduce committed resources more readily when the decline in demand is not transitory.
That is, expected slack resource costs increase with the permanence of a decline in activity demand. Therefore,
expectations about the duration of a change in sales influence managers’ decisions on cost adjustment.

The literature suggests that managers’ optimistic expectations drive cost stickiness (Anderson et al., 2003;
Banker et al., 2011, 2014). Optimistic managers acquire additional committed resources rapidly when sales
increase and retain unused resources when sales decrease, resulting in cost stickiness (Banker et al., 2014). Cor-
respondingly, pessimistic managers reduce input resources immediately when sales decline and do not acquire
additional resources or acquire insufficient resources when sales increase, resulting in weak cost stickiness or
cost anti-stickiness. Managers’ expectations about future sales are based on available information, indicating
that the information environment affects the accuracy of managers’ expectations.

Auditors are usually regarded as assurance providers; however, they can also be viewed as a component of
management’s information environment and a potential information intermediary in some respects (Bae et al.,
2017). Auditors have extensive knowledge about their clients’ operations coupled with broad knowledge of the
industries in which their clients operate. Such knowledge can benefit clients not only by reducing their risk of
audit failure but also through informational advantages if clients seek this additional resource.2 Therefore,
auditors may be an efficient and low-cost information source for managers.

Meanwhile, auditors also have incentives and opportunities to provide information to managers. Auditing
is a low-growth industry, and audit fees typically do not increase substantially absent significant regulatory
changes. Further, auditing has been frequently viewed as a commodity product (Christensen et al., 2012).
To retain ongoing audit contracts, auditors must provide value in the eyes of their clients. Therefore, auditors
have incentives to provide incremental information to clients through formal or informal discussions. In addi-
tion, auditors have frequent contact with their client’s management throughout the year and, therefore, have
opportunities to provide such valuable information to their clients. External auditors have unique access to
senior executives, participate in audit committee meetings, and have access to board meeting minutes and gen-
eral information about a firm (Dhaliwal et al., 2016a). Beginning with the reviews of quarterly financial state-
ments and planning for the year-end audit, auditors meet with client management regularly to stay up to date
on the activities of the company as well as to keep clients informed on regulatory matters and developments
regarding accounting and auditing standards (Bae et al., 2017). Interactions with client management through-
out the year take place in formal or informal meetings, such as lunch and dinner meetings. Thus, opportunities
for soft talk and informational discussions regarding risks and opportunities facing the client firm are readily
available.

In addition, according to ‘‘Chinese Auditing Standard No. 1324 - Going Concern Issue,” auditors should
evaluate whether there are events or circumstances that may cast doubts on the going concern assumption for

2 Our interviews with audit practitioners suggest that audit firms have significant internal knowledge gathered from clients and such
knowledge cleansed of specific client information can be shared in the aggregate. Such communications are usually informal and verbal.
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a client during the risk assessment process. If a manager has made a preliminary assessment of the firm’s going
concern ability, auditors should discuss it with the manager and evaluate whether the manager has identified
circumstances that may result in significant doubts about the firm’s going concern, either alone or in the aggre-
gate. If a manager has identified such issues, auditors should discuss a plan to deal with the issues with the
manager. If the manager has not preliminarily assessed the firm’s going concern ability, auditors should dis-
cuss with the manager the rationality of applying the going concern assumption and ask whether there are
issues against the going concern assumption. In short, auditors are required to evaluate and discuss with man-
agers a firm’s going concern condition, which includes a forward-looking evaluation of future cash flows and
planned activities for the firm (Bae et al., 2017). Therefore, auditors have the ability and opportunity to pro-
vide incremental information to managers during such discussions.

While all auditors have opportunities and incentives to provide value through information to their clients,
the quality of information available from auditors is not expected to be uniform. Supply chain auditors have
higher levels of supply chain expertise and knowledge resources, so we anticipate that the quality of informa-
tion resources is likely higher coming from shared auditors in the supply chain in a similar nature to audit
quality being influenced by the auditor’s expertise and resources (Francis and Yu, 2009). Information is com-
plementary between partners in the supply chain (Clement and Tse, 2005). When a supplier shares an auditor
with its major customers, the shared auditor can gain deep understanding of the state of the businesses, poten-
tial developments, and business risks of the supplier during the audit process, such as information about mar-
ket demand, customer satisfaction, the possibility of losing major customers and so on, thus helping managers
develop more accurate expectations and make better operational decisions.

Therefore, shared auditors in the supply chain have incentives, abilities, and opportunities to provide infor-
mation, and suppliers’ managers have corresponding demands.3 In summary, shared auditors in the supply
chain facilitate information flow, reduce information asymmetry between suppliers and customers, and
weaken management’s optimistic or pessimistic expectations, thus affecting suppliers’ cost stickiness.

After analyzing the effect of shared auditors in the supply chain on managers’ information environment, we
use the model to derive the effect of the improvement in the information environment on cost stickiness.

Assuming that the signal of future demand changes received by managers is DS, DS=+$1 means that sales
will increase by one unit, and DS=-$1 means that sales will decrease by one unit. The probability that the sig-
nal truly reflects future demand changes (in other words, demand changes are permanent) is p. The change in
sales is due to changes in quantity, and price does not change over time.

After receiving the signal DS, managers should increase or decrease cost (SG&A) by C. At the same time,
changes in cost result in adjustment costs. Adjustment cost brought about by increasing cost by C is k1C, and
adjustment cost incurred by reducing cost by C is k2C, where 0 < k1 < k2 < 1.4 Thus, the total cost of increas-
ing cost by C is (1 + k1)C and the total savings of reducing cost by C is (1�k2)C. To ensure that the utility of
additional resource inputs is positive when demand increases, we assume that 1 � (1 + k1)C > 0.

When a supplier and customer do not share an auditor, the supplier’s manager does not know whether the
change in demand is temporary or permanent (incomplete information); if there is a shared auditor, the sup-
plier’s manager knows whether the change in demand is temporary or permanent (complete information).

According to Fig. 1, after receiving the signal of DS = +$1, the manager may increase SG&A or do nothing
if there is not a shared auditor (incomplete information). If the manager chooses to increase cost by C, the
company’s utility will be 1 � (1 + k1)C when future demand increases by one unit and �(1 + k1)C if future
demand does not change. Therefore, the expected utility of increasing SG&A is p � (1 + k1)C.

5 If the manager
chooses to do nothing, the company’s utility will be 0 when future demand increases by one unit or stays

3 Because the value of supply chain relationships to suppliers/customers depends on each company’s prospects, supply chain partners
may use earnings management to inflate earnings to favorably influence the perception of suppliers/customers and their willingness to
undertake continuing relationship-specific investment (Raman and Shahrur, 2008). As a result, managers have incentives to obtain more
reliable information from independent third parties, such as auditors.
4 Adjustment cost of reducing committed resources is higher than that of increasing committed resources (Jaramillo et al., 1993; Pfann

and Palm, 1993, 1997; Goux et al., 2001; Balakrishnan et al., 2004; Cooper and Haltiwanger, 2006; Banker and Chen, 2006; Balakrishnan
and Gruca, 2008).
5 [1 � (1 + k1)C] * p + [�(1 + k1)C] * (1 � p) = p � (1 + k1)C.
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unchanged. As a result, the expected utility of doing nothing is 0. Only when the expected utility of increasing
SG&A exceeds that of doing nothing, that is, p � (1 + k1)C > 0, would a manager choose to acquire addi-
tional committed resources.

Similarly, after receiving the signal of DS = �$1, the manager may decrease SG&A or do nothing if there is
not a shared auditor, as shown in Fig. 2. If the manager chooses to decrease cost by C, the company’s utility
will be �1 + (1 � k2)C when future demand decreases by one unit or stays unchanged. Therefore, the expected
utility of decreasing SG&A is �1 + (1 � k2)C. If the manager chooses to do nothing, the company’s utility will
be �1 when future demand decreases by one unit and 0 if future demand does not change. As a result, the
expected utility of doing nothing is -p. Only when the expected utility of decreasing SG&A exceeds that of
doing nothing, that is, �1 + (1 � k2)C > �p, would a manager choose to decrease committed resources.

In summary, if a manager has optimistic expectations, he or she will increase resources if p > (1 + k1)C
after receiving signal DS = +$1 and do nothing if p < 1 � (1 � k2)C after receiving signal DS = �$1. There-
fore, without shared auditors, cost stickiness exists if (1 + k1)C < p < 1 � (1 � k2)C. However, if a manager
has pessimistic expectations, he or she will do nothing if p < (1 + k1)C after receiving signal DS = +$1 and
decrease resources if p > 1 � (1 � k2)C after receiving signal DS = �$1. Therefore, without shared auditors,
cost anti-stickiness exists if 1 � (1 � k2)C < p < (1 + k1)C.

Fig. 1. Manager’s decision and utility after receiving DS = +$1 without shared auditors.

Fig. 2. Manager’s decision and utility after receiving DS = �$1 without shared auditors.
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When suppliers and customers share auditors (complete information), the shared auditors help ease infor-
mation asymmetry by facilitating information flow. Managers acquiring more high-quality information know
whether changes in demand are transitory and are able to make right decisions. According to Fig. 3, after
receiving the signal of DS = +$1, the manager will increase cost by C if future demand will increase by one
unit (the change is permanent) and do nothing if the change is transitory. Therefore, the expected cost to
the enterprise will increase by pC after receiving the signal of DS = +$1. Similarly, after receiving the signal
of DS = �$1 (as shown in Fig. 4), the manager may decrease cost by C if the change is permanent and do
nothing if the change is transitory. Therefore, the expected cost to the enterprise will decrease by pC after
receiving the signal of DS = �$1. Because the change in expected cost is pC for either signal, DS = +$1 or
DS = �$1, cost asymmetry (including cost stickiness and cost anti-stickiness) does not exist with shared
auditors.

We therefore hypothesize the following:
H1a: Sharing auditors with customers decreases suppliers’ cost stickiness in the case of optimistic manage-

ment expectations.
H1b: Sharing auditors with customers increases suppliers’ cost stickiness in the case of pessimistic manage-

ment expectations.6

Fig. 3. Manager’s decision and utility after receiving DS = +$1 with shared auditors.

Fig. 4. Manager’s decision and utility after receiving DS = �$1 with shared auditors.

6 In the case of pessimistic management expectations, sharing an auditor with the customer reduces suppliers’ cost anti-stickiness, or in
other words, increases the cost stickiness of suppliers.
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4. Sample selection, measures, and research design

4.1. Sample selection

We choose Chinese non-financial firms listed in the A-share market from 2009 to 20177 as our sample. We
then delete (1) ST and *ST firms; (2) firms that do not disclose their top five customers in their annual report;
(3) firms for which all of their top five customers are missing audit data to identify the audit firm; (4) firms in
which the supplier and customer belong to a common business group and share auditors; (5) firms in which the
sum of sales and administrative fees is greater than sales revenue; (6) observations missing necessary financial
statement data or other data to compute the variables in the empirical tests. This leaves us with a sample of
938 firm-year observations, of which 85 observations share auditors with at least one of their top five cus-
tomers. To mitigate the concern of outliers, all continuous variables are winsorized at 1% and 99%. We obtain
top five customer data from Supply Chain Research Database of Chinese Companies (SCRD), GDP data
from National Bureau of Statistics, and other financial statement data from the China Stock Market and
Accounting Research (CSMAR) database.

4.2. Measures and research design

4.2.1. Measure of shared auditors

We measure shared auditors in two ways. First, because a firm can have multiple major customers in a fiscal
year, we define Shareaud as a dummy variable that equals 1 if a firm shares its audit firm with at least one of its
top five customers and 0 otherwise. Second, we define Num as the number of top five clients who uses the same
audit firm as the supplier. For example, if a company shares its audit firm with three of its top five customers,
Num equals 3.

4.2.2. Measure of cost stickiness

Consistent with the literature (Anderson et al., 2003), we use the following logarithmic model to measure
cost stickiness:

DlnCost ¼ b0þb1DlnSalesþ b2Dec � DlnSalesþ e ð1Þ
where DlnCost is the natural log of the change in total administrative and sales expenses, DlnSales is the nat-
ural log of the change in sales revenue, and Dec is a dummy variable with a value of 1 if sales decrease and 0
otherwise. Because the value of Dec is zero when revenue increases, the coefficient b1 measures the percentage
increase in cost with a 1% increase in sales revenue. That is, for every 1% increase in sales revenue, the cost
changes by b1%, indicating the relative importance of variable costs. Because the value of Dec is 1 when rev-
enue decreases, the sum of the coefficients, b1 + b2, measures the percentage decrease in cost with a 1%
decrease in sales revenue. If cost is sticky, then the variation in cost with revenue increases should be greater
than the variation for revenue decreases. Thus, the empirical hypothesis for stickiness, conditional on b1 > 0, is
b2 < 0.

4.2.3. Measure of managers’ expectations

Consistent with the literature (Anderson et al., 2003; Banker et al., 2011, 2014; Liang, 2015), we measure
managers’ expectations by the change in sales in the prior period, whether the manager is overconfident, and
economic growth. Managers are more likely to be optimistic about the future if sales increased in the prior
period, economic growth is rapid, or the manager is overconfident; conversely, if sales declined in the prior
period or economic growth is slow, managers are more likely to hold pessimistic expectations.

Specifically, we measure the change in sales in the prior period (DSalest-1) as the difference between sales in
year t � 1 and those in year t-2. A positive (negative) value of DSalest-1 indicates that sales increased
(decreased) in year t � 1, so managers are more likely to hold optimistic (pessimistic) expectations.

7 To avoid the impact of new accounting standards adopted in 2007, we use China’s A-share listed companies from 2007 to 2017. For the
calculation of prior sales changes (DSalest-1), which needs data in year t-1 and t-2, our final sample is from 2009 to 2017.
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Consistent with the literature (Ahmed and Duellman, 2013; Sun and Zhao, 2014), we measure management
overconfidence (Overconf) using the change in management shareholding. If manager shareholdings increase
in the current year and the increase is not due to equity incentives, share offerings, or share allotment, Over-
conf equals 1 and 0 otherwise.

Economic growth is measured as the GDP growth rate. Observations for which this variable is greater than
or equal to the median value are classified in the DGDP > Median group, and those for which this variable is
less than the median value are classified in the DGDP < Median group.

4.2.4. Research design

We estimate the following regression model to test H1a and H1b:

DlnCost ¼ b0þb1DlnSalesþ b2DlnSales �Dþ b3DlnSales �D � Shareaud=Num

þb4Shareaud=Numþ b5DlnSales � Shareaud=Numþ b6DlnSales �D �AI

þb7DlnSales �D � EIþ b8DlnSales �D � DGDP þYearþ Industryþ e

ð2Þ

where DlnCost is the natural log of the change in total administrative and sales expenses, DlnSales is the nat-
ural log of the change in sales revenue, and D is a dummy variable with a value of 1 if sales decrease and 0
otherwise. Shareaud indicates there is a shared auditor in the supply chain if the value equals 1, and Num iden-
tifies the number of customers sharing auditors with the supplier. A negative value of b2 documents the asym-
metry of cost behavior.

The research design for Hypotheses 1a and 1b estimates empirical models separately for firms with opti-
mistic and pessimistic management expectations and tests the equality of b3 between the two subsamples using
a Chow (1960) test.8 We anticipate that b3 will be significantly positive if shared auditors reduce cost stickiness
in the case of optimistic expectations (as indicated by a sales increase in the prior period, management over-
confidence, and high economic growth), consistent with H1a. As H1b indicates, if managers hold pessimistic
expectations (as indicated by a sales decrease in the prior period and low economic growth), b3 should be sig-
nificantly negative. Consistent with Banker and Byzalov (2014), we include the interaction terms of asset inten-
sity (AI), employee intensity (EI), and economic growth (DGDP) with DlnSales*D separately as control
variables. Detailed variable definitions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Variable definitions.

Variable Definition

DlnCost Natural logarithm of the sum of administrative and sales expenses in year t divided by that in year t � 1
Shareaud A dummy variable that equals 1 if a firm shares its audit firm with at least one of its top five customers and 0 otherwise
Num Number of top five customers who use the same audit firm as the supplier
DlnSales Natural logarithm of revenue in year t divided by that in year t � 1
D An indicator of revenue decrease in year t
DSalest-1 Sales in year t � 1 minus sales in year t � 2
Overconf Equals 1 if manager shareholdings increase in the current year and the increase is not due to equity incentives, share

offerings, or share allotment and 0 otherwise
DGDP GDP growth in year t multiplied by 100
AI Ratio of total assets to sales
EI Ratio of number of employees over sales (unit: million)

8 We adopt this approach, instead of a pooled model with an interaction on our test variable, for two reasons: (1) having fewer
interactions eases economic interpretation of the coefficients and (2) this approach imposes fewer assumptions on the model, as all
coefficients are allowed to vary across the management optimistic/pessimistic expectation subsamples.
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5. Empirical results

5.1. Descriptive statistics

Panel A of Table 2 reports the descriptive statistics for the full sample. As shown in Panel A, the mean val-
ues of DlnCost and DlnSales are 0.143 and 0.127, respectively, suggesting that the operational expenses (sum of
sales and administrative expenses) and revenue of Chinese listed companies are increasing year by year and
that the increase in expenses is higher than that in revenue. The mean value of D was 0.298, indicating that
29.8% of the observations experienced a revenue decrease. The mean value of Shareaud is 0.091, indicating
that 9.1% of firms in the sample share auditors with at least one of their top five customers. The mean value
of Num is 0.111, the minimum value is 0, and the maximum value is 3. Panel B of Table 2 presents the uni-
variate tests and all of the previously described variables between the shared auditor and non-shared auditor
groups. As shown in Panel B, there is no significant difference between the groups.

5.2. Multivariate tests

Tables 3–5 present the estimates for H1a and H1b. In Table 3, we estimate the regression specification given
in Eq. (2) to separately examine the relation between shared auditors and cost stickiness based on the subsam-
ples of sales increase in the prior period and sales decrease in the prior period. For the subsample of sales
increase in the prior period (DSalest-1 > 09), the coefficient of DlnSales * D * Shareaud (DlnSales * D * Num)
is 0.320 (0.297); for the subsample of sales decrease in the prior period (DSalest-1 < 0), the coefficient of DlnSa-

Table 2
Descriptive statistics.

Panel A: Descriptive statistics for the full sample

Variable N Mean Std. dev Min Median Max

DlnCost 938 0.143 0.311 �1.325 0.118 3.870
DlnSales 938 0.127 0.388 �2.374 0.114 3.798
D 938 0.298 0.458 0 0 1
Shareaud 938 0.091 0.287 0 0 1
Num 938 0.111 0.384 0 0 3
AI 938 2.245 1.884 0.194 1.768 26.730
EI 938 1.673 1.357 0.023 1.357 10.280
DGDP 938 8.235 1.256 6.700 7.900 10.600
Overconf 938 0.251 0.434 0 0 1
DSalest-1 938 0.132 0.372 �1.449 0.111 3.798

Panel B: Descriptive statistics of the subsample and univariate tests

Mean Median

Variable Shareaud = 0 Shareaud = 1 t-statistics Shareaud = 0 Shareaud = 1 z-statistics
n = 853 n = 85 n = 853 n = 85

DlnCost 0.145 0.128 0.464 0.120 0.097 1.651*
DlnSales 0.127 0.129 �0.049 0.116 0.095 0.439
D 0.301 0.271 0.589 0 0 0.590
AI 2.241 2.280 �0.183 1.783 1.595 0.501
EI 1.680 1.606 0.481 1.352 1.402 0.279
DGDP 8.227 8.307 �0.557 7.800 7.900 �0.375
Overconf 0.245 0.306 �1.235 0 0 �1.234
DSalest-1 0.131 0.147 �0.382 0.112 0.095 �0.299

See Table 1 for variable definitions. All continuous variables are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles of their annual distributions.
The t- and z-statistics are obtained from the t- and Wilcoxon tests that compare the two-sample differences in the mean and median values,
respectively. The superscripts ***, **, and * indicate two-tailed statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

9 Including DSalest-1 = 0.
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les*D*Shareaud (DlnSales * D * Num) is �0.829 (�0.479) and is statistically significant at the 10% level. The
Chow test shows that the difference between these subsamples is not statistically significant (F-statistics are
1.91 and 1.11 separately). The results in Table 3 imply that shared auditors decrease (increase) suppliers’ cost
stickiness in the case of a sales increase (decrease) in the prior period.

In Table 4, we conduct the regression in Model (2) with the overconfident and non-overconfident manager
groups separately. For the subsample of overconfident managers (Overconf = 1), the coefficient of DlnSa-
les * D * Shareaud (DlnSales * D * Num) is 1.173 (0.766); for the subsample of non-overconfident managers
(Overconf = 0), the coefficient of DlnSales * D * Shareaud (DlnSales * D * Num) is �0.535 (�0.293). The
Chow test shows that the difference between these subsamples is statistically significant (F-statistics are
13.74 and 6.07 separately). The results collectively suggest that shared auditors reduce suppliers’ cost stickiness
if the supplier’s manager is overconfident.

Table 5 shows the results for Eq. (2) based on the subsamples of high and low economic growth. For the
subsample of high economic growth (DGDP > Median), the coefficient of DlnSales * D * Shareaud (DlnSa-
les * D * Num) is 0.011 (0.037); for the subsample of low economic growth (DGDP < Median), the coefficient
of DlnSales * D * Shareaud (DlnSales * D * Num) is �1.491 (�1.246), which is statistically significant at the
1% level. The Chow test shows that the difference between these subsamples is statistically significant (F-
statistics are 2.88 and 4.35 separately). The results in Table 5 indicate that when economic growth is rapid
(slow), shared auditors reduce (increase) suppliers’ cost stickiness.

In summary, the results in Tables 3–5 support H1a and H1b, which suggest that shared auditors reduce
suppliers’ cost stickiness in the case of optimistic management expectations (measured by sales increase in
the prior period, management overconfidence, and high economic growth) and increase suppliers’ cost stick-

Table 3
Regression analysis of the effect of a shared auditor on cost stickiness conditional on a sales change in the prior period.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Variable DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost

DSalest-1 > 0 DSalest-1 < 0 DSalest-1 > 0 DSalest-1 < 0

DlnSales 0.715*** 0.644*** 0.715*** 0.630***
(5.95) (7.97) (5.97) (7.42)

DlnSales * D 0.212 �0.235 0.213 �0.249
(0.19) (�0.29) (0.20) (�0.32)

DlnSales * D * Shareaud 0.320 �0.829*

(0.98) (�1.88)

Shareaud 0.009 �0.128**
(0.24) (�2.50)

DlnSales * Shareaud �0.153 0.401***
(�0.77) (3.08)

DlnSales * D * Num 0.297 �0.479*

(1.16) (�1.72)

Num 0.007 �0.078*
(0.24) (�1.73)

DlnSales * Num �0.134 0.243***
(�1.12) (4.75)

DlnSales * D * AI �0.016 0.006 �0.016 0.006
(�1.39) (0.81) (�1.39) (0.80)

DlnSales * D * EI �0.046 �0.014 �0.046 �0.015
(�0.66) (�0.57) (�0.66) (�0.61)

DlnSales * D * DGDP �0.077 �0.026 �0.078 �0.022
(�0.68) (�0.23) (�0.69) (�0.21)

Year & Industry fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
_Cons 0.057 �0.150* 0.058 �0.141*

(0.52) (�1.85) (0.52) (�1.76)
N 669 269 669 269
R-squared 0.535 0.683 0.536 0.690
Chow test 1.91 1.11

All regressions are estimated by the model of ordinary least squares. The superscripts ***, **, and * indicate two-tailed statistical
significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
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iness in the case of pessimistic management expectations (measured by sales decrease in the prior period and
low economic growth).

6. Additional tests and robustness tests

6.1. Additional tests

As mentioned above, shared auditors in the supply chain facilitate information flow, ease information
asymmetry between suppliers and customers, and weaken management’s optimistic or pessimistic expecta-
tions, thus decreasing or increasing the cost stickiness of suppliers. Next, we use economic growth10 to proxy
for management expectations and examine whether the association between shared auditors and cost sticki-
ness differs depending on customer importance, demand uncertainty, and auditor size.

6.1.1. The effect of customer importance

Sharing an auditor with different customers results in different shared auditor effects. Transactions with the
customer that account for the greatest share of the supplier firm’s revenue, its most important customer, have

Table 4
Regression analysis of the effect of shared auditor on cost stickiness conditional on manager overconfidence.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Variable DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost

Overconf = 1 Overconf = 0 Overconf = 1 Overconf = 0

DlnSales 0.998*** 0.615*** 0.994*** 0.609***
(5.36) (10.54) (5.29) (10.39)

DlnSales * D �1.905 0.009 �2.255* 0.025
(�1.48) (0.01) (�1.93) (0.03)

DlnSales * D * Shareaud 1.173** �0.535**

(2.48) (�2.16)

Shareaud 0.091 �0.096***
(1.62) (�3.08)

DlnSales * Shareaud �0.533* 0.408***
(�1.86) (3.31)

DlnSales * D * Num 0.766 �0.293

(1.59) (�1.49)

Num 0.064 �0.068***
(1.36) (�3.02)

DlnSales * Num �0.311 0.244***
(�0.97) (6.05)

DlnSales * D * AI 0.051 �0.010 0.055 �0.010
(0.79) (�1.46) (0.85) (�1.47)

DlnSales * D * EI �0.021 �0.003 �0.032 �0.003
(�0.21) (�0.16) (�0.31) (�0.15)

DlnSales * D * DGDP 0.072 �0.048 0.120 �0.050
(0.51) (�0.51) (1.01) (�0.52)

Year & Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
_Cons 0.093 �0.044 0.108 �0.041

(0.39) (�1.23) (0.45) (�1.16)
N 235 703 235 703
R-squared 0.642 0.567 0.639 0.573
Chow test 13.74*** 6.07**

All regressions are estimated by the model of ordinary least squares. The superscripts ***, **, and * indicate two-tailed statistical
significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

10 Managers hold optimistic expectations if GDP growth is greater than or equal to median and hold pessimistic expectations otherwise.
Compared with sales change in the prior period and management overconfidence, using economic growth to measure management
expectations makes the number of subsamples equal; thus, the conclusion will be more reliable.
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the strongest influence on the supplier. The importance of customers decreases gradually from the top 1 to 5.
Sharing an auditor with customers of higher importance enables the shared auditor to acquire information
more relevant to the supplier, especially information about the customer’s demand for enterprise products,
thus mitigating optimistic (pessimistic) management expectations and decreasing (increasing) the suppliers’
cost stickiness.

We use a customer’s rank to measure the importance of that customer.11 The higher the rank, the more
important the customer is. Observations for customers that rank higher than or equal to the median value
are classified in the customer importance > median group and those with a rank less than the median value
are classified in the customer importance < median group. We regress these two groups separately, using
Model (2) to examine the effect of customer importance.

Table 6 presents the estimates. When managers hold optimistic expectations, the coefficients of DlnSa-
les * D * Shareaud and DlnSales * D * Num in the customer importance > median group are both signifi-
cantly positive, while the coefficients of DlnSales * D * Shareaud and DlnSales * D * Num in the customer
importance < median group are both significantly negative. The Chow test shows that the difference between
these subsamples is statistically significant (F-statistics are 49.66 and 28.78 separately). These results collec-
tively suggest that the relationship between shared auditors in the supply chain and suppliers’ cost stickiness
will be more pronounced in firms sharing auditors with customers of higher importance when suppliers’ man-

Table 5
Regression analysis of the effect of a shared auditor on cost stickiness conditional on economic growth.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Variable DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost

DGDP >Median DGDP <Median DGDP >Median DGDP <Median

DlnSales 0.561*** 0.765*** 0.562*** 0.755***
(9.56) (6.23) (9.60) (6.11)

DlnSales * D 1.048 5.230** 0.970 5.248**
(1.20) (2.38) (1.10) (2.39)

DlnSales * D * Shareaud 0.011 �1.491***

(0.03) (�3.45)

Shareaud �0.047 �0.070*
(�1.07) (�1.86)

DlnSales * Shareaud 0.096 0.259
(0.53) (1.59)

DlnSales * D * Num 0.037 �1.246***

(0.14) (�3.53)

Num �0.029 �0.053*
(�0.93) (�1.94)

DlnSales * Num 0.062 0.170**
(0.56) (2.48)

DlnSales * D * AI 0.002 �0.009 0.002 �0.009
(0.44) (�1.15) (0.40) (�1.16)

DlnSales * D * EI �0.004 �0.024 �0.005 �0.025
(�0.29) (�0.45) (�0.31) (�0.46)

DlnSales * D * DGDP �0.152 �0.807*** �0.143 �0.808***
(�1.59) (�2.68) (�1.49) (�2.68)

Year & Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
_Cons �0.014 �0.009 �0.012 �0.005

(�0.51) (�0.06) (�0.45) (�0.04)
N 470 468 470 468
R-squared 0.469 0.645 0.469 0.649
Chow test 2.88* 4.35**

All regressions are estimated by the model of ordinary least squares. The superscripts ***, **, and * indicate two-tailed statistical
significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

11 If a supplier shares an auditor with more than one customer, we choose the customer of highest rank to calculate customer importance.
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agers hold optimistic expectations. However, if the suppliers’ manager is pessimistic about the future, the coef-
ficients of DlnSales * D * Shareaud and DlnSales * D * Num in both groups are insignificant. The Chow test
suggests that the difference between the subsamples is statistically insignificant. Therefore, the evidence does
not support that sharing auditors with customers of high importance increases suppliers’ cost stickiness when
the supplier’s managers hold pessimistic expectations.

6.1.2. The effect of demand uncertainty

If demand is hard to predict (high demand uncertainty), the bias of management expectation is more likely
to exist. Shared auditors’ information role should be more pronounced in cases of high demand uncertainty.
We use the standard deviation of sales revenue in the most recent 3 years (sdSales) to measure demand
uncertainty. Observations with demand uncertainty higher than or equal to the median value are classified
in sdSales > median group and those with demand uncertainty less than the median value are classified in
sdSales < median group. We regress the two groups separately using Model (2) to examine the effect of
demand uncertainty.

Table 7 shows the results. When a suppliers’ managers hold optimistic expectations, the coefficients of
DlnSales * D * Shareaud and DlnSales * D * Num in sdSales < median group are both insignificantly negative,
while the coefficients of DlnSales * D * Shareaud and DlnSales * D * Num in sdSales > median group are both

Table 7
Regression analysis of shared auditors’ information role conditional on demand uncertainty.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Management optimistic expectations Management pessimistic expectations

Variable DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost

sdSales sdSales sdSales sdSales sdSales sdSales sdSales sdSales
>median <median >median <median >median <median >median <median

DlnSales 0.541*** 0.639*** 0.538*** 0.641*** 0.830*** 0.396*** 0.827*** 0.396***
(6.71) (8.14) (6.59) (8.20) (5.43) (4.61) (5.41) (4.61)

DlnSales * D 0.575 1.949 0.521 1.909 7.547*** 2.240 7.563*** 2.218
(0.42) (1.55) (0.38) (1.51) (3.76) (0.87) (3.78) (0.86)

DlnSales * D * Shareaud 0.382 �0.036 �1.365*** �0.294

(0.88) (�0.09) (�3.85) (�0.17)

Shareaud 0.0409 �0.134*** �0.086 �0.001
(0.59) (�2.73) (�1.50) (�0.02)

DlnSales * Shareaud �0.104 0.179 0.294* �0.175
(�0.44) (0.91) (1.89) (�1.40)

DlnSales * D * Num 0.205 �0.021 �1.012*** �0.372

(0.57) (�0.07) (�3.62) (�0.22)

Num 0.012 �0.115*** �0.050 �0.005
(0.27) (�2.63) (�1.29) (�0.13)

DlnSales * Num 0.024 0.228** 0.159** �0.173
(0.13) (2.04) (2.02) (�1.40)

DlnSales * D * AI �0.027 �0.153 �0.027 �0.152 �0.080 �0.007 �0.080 �0.007
(�0.99) (�1.25) (�0.98) (�1.25) (�1.55) (�0.65) (�1.55) (�0.66)

DlnSales * D * EI 0.077 0.082 0.075 0.082 0.073 0.039 0.073 0.039
(0.95) (1.44) (0.95) (1.43) (1.06) (0.36) (1.05) (0.36)

DlnSales * D * DGDP �0.102 �0.263* �0.096 �0.259* �1.133*** �0.341 �1.135*** �0.337
(�0.71) (�1.73) (�0.66) (�1.70) (�3.84) (�0.99) (�3.85) (�0.98)

Year & Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
_Cons �0.021 �0.035 �0.025 �0.033 �0.580* 0.200** �0.574* 0.200**

(�0.23) (�1.01) (�0.26) (�0.93) (�1.84) (1.96) (�1.82) (1.96)
N 247 223 247 223 205 263 205 263
R-squared 0.529 0.425 0.530 0.423 0.789 0.239 0.790 0.239
Chow test 1.36 2.19 3.96** 3.53**

All regressions are estimated by the model of ordinary least squares. The superscripts ***, **, and * indicate two-tailed statistical
significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively
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insignificantly positive. The Chow test shows that the difference between the subsamples is statistically
insignificant. Therefore, the evidence does not support that shared auditors are more likely to decrease sup-
pliers’ cost stickiness for high demand uncertainty firms when suppliers’ managers hold optimistic expecta-
tions. However, if suppliers’ managers are pessimistic about the future, the coefficients of
DlnSales * D * Shareaud and DlnSales * D * Num in sdSales > median group are both significantly negative,
while the coefficients of DlnSales * D * Shareaud and DlnSales * D * Num in sdSales < median group are both
insignificantly negative. In addition, the Chow test suggests that the difference between the subsamples is sta-
tistically significant (F-statistics are 3.96 and 3.53 separately). These results collectively indicate that the rela-
tionship between shared auditors in the supply chain and suppliers’ cost stickiness is stronger in firms of high
demand uncertainty when the suppliers’ managers hold pessimistic expectations.

6.1.3. The effect of auditor size
Larger audit firms have greater resources to both generate and collect incrementally valuable information

(Bae et al., 2017). Therefore, we anticipate that larger audit firms weaken management’s optimistic (pes-
simistic) expectations to a greater extent, resulting in lower (higher) cost stickiness. Because the Chinese audit
market is much more dispersed in contrast to the oligopolistic market structure in the US (Guan et al., 2016)
and the market share of the big 4 is very low, we measure auditor size using big 10 and non-big 10 firms. We
anticipate that shared auditors’ informational role should be more pronounced for big 10 auditors.

Table 8
Regression analysis of shared auditors’ information role conditional on auditor size.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Management optimistic expectations Management pessimistic expectations

Variable DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost DlnCost

Big10 = 1 Big10 = 0 Big10 = 1 Big10 = 0 Big10 = 1 Big10 = 0 Big10 = 1 Big10 = 0

DlnSales 0.635*** 0.573*** 0.626*** 0.573*** 0.751*** 0.774*** 0.736*** 0.774***
(6.87) (8.11) (6.90) (8.11) (4.59) (6.17) (4.47) (6.17)

DlnSales * D 0.488 �0.471 0.444 �0.471 7.371*** 0.538 7.431*** 0.538
(0.68) (�0.29) (0.60) (�0.29) (3.15) (0.19) (3.20) (0.19)

DlnSales * D * Shareaud 0.288 �0.630 �1.644*** 1.172*

(0.84) (�0.91) (�3.32) (1.83)

Shareaud �0.055 �0.087 �0.075 0.012
(�1.06) (�0.99) (�1.59) (0.35)

DlnSales * Shareaud �0.068 0.672 0.281 �0.429
(�0.33) (1.27) (1.42) (�1.17)

DlnSales * D * Num 0.224 �0.630 �1.340*** 1.172*
(0.95) (�0.91) (�3.12) (1.83)

Num �0.026 �0.087 �0.054 0.012
(�0.81) (�0.99) (�1.59) (0.35)

DlnSales * Num �0.027 0.672 0.185** �0.429
(�0.23) (1.27) (2.09) (�1.17)

DlnSales * D * AI �0.038*** 0.046* �0.038*** 0.046* �0.005 0.011 �0.005 0.011
(�2.87) (1.75) (�2.79) (1.75) (�0.63) (0.10) (�0.64) (0.10)

DlnSales * D * EI 0.141*** �0.044*** 0.139*** �0.044*** �0.026 0.114 �0.027 0.114
(3.45) (�2.76) (3.36) (�2.76) (�0.42) (1.16) (�0.44) (1.16)

DlnSales * D * DGDP �0.143* 0.021 �0.137* 0.021 �1.107*** �0.191 �1.112*** �0.191
(�1.89) (0.12) (�1.75) (0.12) (�3.38) (�0.50) (�3.41) (�0.50)

Year & Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
_Cons �0.046 0.276*** �0.045 0.276*** 0.068 0.011 0.070 0.011

(�1.36) (4.94) (�1.30) (4.94) (0.48) (0.37) (0.52) (0.37)
N 220 250 220 250 254 214 254 214
R-squared 0.427 0.537 0.426 0.537 0.707 0.558 0.713 0.558
Chow test 0.46 0.39 9.14*** 7.67***

All regressions are estimated by the model of ordinary least squares. The superscripts ***, **, and * indicate two-tailed statistical
significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
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Table 8 presents the estimates. When suppliers’ managers hold optimistic expectations, the coefficients of
DlnSales * D * Shareaud and DlnSales * D * Num in the big 10 group are both insignificantly positive, while
the coefficients of DlnSales * D * Shareaud and DlnSales * D * Num in the non-big 10 group are both insignif-
icantly negative. The Chow test shows that the difference between these subsamples is statistically insignificant.
Therefore, the evidence does not support that shared auditors are more likely to decrease suppliers’ cost stick-
iness for big 10 auditors when suppliers’ managers hold optimistic expectations. However, if suppliers’ man-
agers are pessimistic about the future, the coefficients of DlnSales * D * Shareaud and DlnSales * D * Num in
the big 10 group are both significantly negative, while the coefficients of DlnSales * D * Shareaud and DlnSa-
les * D * Num in the non-big 10 group are both significantly positive. In addition, the Chow test suggests that
the difference between the subsamples is statistically significant (F-statistics are 9.14 and 7.67 separately).
These results collectively suggest that the relationship between shared auditors in the supply chain and sup-
pliers’ cost stickiness will be more pronounced for big 10 auditors if suppliers’ managers hold pessimistic
expectations.

6.2. Robustness tests

First, supplier companies audited by shared auditors may have some innate characteristics that are associ-
ated with cost stickiness, and those characteristics may not be controlled in our regression models, which may
cause omitted variable problems. Consistent with Weiss (2010) and using quarterly data, we estimate firm-year
level cost stickiness (Sticky) based on firms that experienced a sales increase in the prior period and conduct a
change analysis to address this concern. The results in Table 9 show that the coefficients of DShareaud and
DNum are both significantly negative, suggesting that shared auditors reduce suppliers’ cost stickiness if man-
agers hold optimistic expectations.

Second, we include firm fixed effects in Model (2). The untabulated results12 are consistent with those
reported earlier, so our main conclusions remain unchanged using this alternative model specification.

Table 9
Change Analysis.

(1) (2)
Variable DSticky DSticky

DShareaud �0.069*

(�1.65)

DNum �0.046**

(�2.24)

DAI 0.018 0.019
(0.40) (0.44)

DEI �0.103** �0.104**
(�2.09) (�2.10)

D2GDP 0.019 0.018
(0.81) (0.77)

DD �0.070 �0.070
(�1.19) (�1.20)

Year & Industry fixed effects Yes Yes
_Cons 0.525 0.526

(1.31) (1.32)
N 324 324
R-squared 0.094 0.094

All variables are yearly change variables. The superscripts ***, **, and * indicate two-tailed
statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

12 Readers can contact the authors for the table if necessary.
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7. Conclusion

Supply chain relationships between suppliers and their major customers are of strategic importance in the
modern economy, and prior research has investigated the effects of these relationships on partners within the
supply chain (Johnstone et al., 2014). However, little is known about how other constituents in capital mar-
kets, such as auditors, might be affected by or have effects on supply chain relationships. Based on the data of
Chinese A-share listed companies from 2009 to 2017, we explore the association between shared auditors and
cost stickiness conditional on management expectations. The results show that sharing auditors with cus-
tomers helps reduce suppliers’ cost stickiness significantly in the case of optimistic management expectations,
as indicated by a sales increase in the prior period, management overconfidence, and high economic growth
and increase suppliers’ cost stickiness in the case of pessimistic expectations, as indicated by a sales decrease in
the prior period and low economic growth. Further, the greater the number of shared auditors, the stronger
the effect. Additional tests suggest that such effects will be more pronounced for firms that share auditors with
important customers, have higher demand uncertainty, and share big 10 auditors.

This study provides direct empirical evidence that supply chain auditors affect suppliers’ cost stickiness,
enriches research on supply chain audits, and sheds light on the improvement of supply chain audit and cor-
porate cost management. In addition, this study reveals that the auditor is an integral part of the management
information set and indicates the auditor’s information role, thus helping investors, academic researchers, and
regulators to develop an overall understanding of the auditor’s role in corporate governance.
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1. Introduction

Stakeholders have diverse information needs, and as financial information cannot meet all of their decision-
making needs, non-financial information has become increasingly important. Since 2009, the China Securities
Regulatory Commission (CSRC) has required that some listed companies to disclose their social responsibility
reports together with their annual reports, while other listed companies can independently decide whether to
disclose their social responsibility reports. According to the Rankins CSR Ratings, the number of listed com-
panies issuing CSR reports increased from 471 in 2009 to 795 in 2016, and the proportion of firms voluntarily
issuing CSR reports increased from 28.03% (132) to 47.55% (378) over the same period. Thus, both the num-
ber of listed companies disclosing their CSR activities and the proportion of firms voluntarily disclosing CSR
activities are increasing. However, CSR disclosure is not uniform, and the content and form of the reports are
largely arbitrary and inconsistent (Shen and Jin, 2006; Quan et al., 2015).

Non-financial information is more difficult to manipulate than financial information, so it is useful for eval-
uating financial information (Dhaliwa et al., 2011). As important participants in the capital market, the Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) believes that CPAs can use non-financial information as an
independent and effective benchmark for evaluating financial reporting data and can use non-financial data to
improve the detection of fraud. Therefore, non-financial information such as CSR reports has become an
important component of audit risk assessment and risk response (Zhu et al., 2015). Although CSR disclosure
has a ‘‘communication effect”, thus reducing information asymmetry (Li et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2016), empir-
ical evidence shows that CSR disclosure also has a ‘‘cover-up effect”, and can become a managerial tool for
concealing immoral behaviors such as inadequate profitability or other bad news (Koehn and Ueng, 2010;
Quan et al., 2015). In practice, once corporate immoral behavior is discovered or exposed, it will cause serious
adverse consequences, as in the cases of the Sanlu ‘‘poisoned milk powder” incident in 2008, the ‘‘zombie
meat” incident in 2015, the fake Nike ‘‘best basketball shoes” incident in 2017, and so on.

Accordingly, it is important to ask the following questions: how do companies’ CSR disclosure decisions
affect their independent audit demand decisions? when selecting auditors, do they prefer ‘‘big” or ‘‘small”
firms? In addition, due to regional differences in resource endowment, geographical location, and national
policies, there are obvious differences in the institutional environments of Chinese listed companies in China’s
transitional economy (Fan et al., 2011). As a result, companies’ motivation to disclose information and their
capacity to misrepresent their activities are heterogeneous due to different institutional constraints (Cheng
et al., 2011). Therefore, when examining the relationship between voluntary CSR disclosure and audit behav-
iors, enterprises’ institutional environments should be taken into account.

Regulatory factors can obscure companies’ motivation to issue CSR reports; that is, CSR reports that are
part of a company’s mandatory disclosure are not entirely the product of managerial autonomy (Wang et al.,
2014). Therefore, this study uses a sample from the 2008 to 2016 period of A-share listed companies on the
Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges that are not required to issue CSR reports. This allows the study
to investigate the relationship between the voluntary disclosure of CSR information and independent auditing
needs. It asks the following questions: (1) do enterprises that voluntarily disclose CSR reports prefer ‘‘big” or
‘‘small” audit firms, and how much do they pay for auditing services?; and (2) does the institutional environ-
ment affect the demand for independent audits among enterprises that voluntarily disclose CSR information?

The results indicate that enterprises that voluntarily disclose CSR information prefer ‘‘small” audit firms,
which have a higher audit risk and charge higher auditing fees, but a good institutional environment can effec-
tively suppress this preference. Further tests show that the impact of voluntary CSR disclosure on independent
auditing needs varies with disclosure motivations, and that corporate performance and the quality of enter-
prises’ information disclosure influence this relationship. The lower the quality of information disclosure,
the stronger the preference for ‘‘small” firms.

This study contributes to the literature in several ways. First, few studies of the factors that influence the
demand for independent audits have explored the effect of voluntary CSR disclosure. As government super-
vision on CSR is in an important period of system construction and regulation, the study of the relationship
between voluntary CSR disclosure and independent audit demand provides important empirical evidence for
the effects of government supervision in a transition economy. Second, using independent audit needs as an
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example, this study enriches our understanding of the consequences of disclosing non-financial information,
and provides a new perspective for understanding how the institutional environment in China affects the
micro-path of audit demand. Third, most studies of CSR disclosure do not distinguish between voluntary
and mandatory disclosure. In fact, these two types of disclosure have quite different motivations. This study
uses a sample that contains only enterprises that can choose whether to make CSR disclosures, which
improves the reliability and pertinence of the research conclusions and provides better guidelines for improv-
ing relevant policies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature and develops our hypotheses.
Section 3 introduces the research design. Section 4 reports the empirical results and analyses. Section 5 pre-
sents further analyses. Section 6 gives our robustness test. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Literature and hypotheses development

Previous studies of the economic consequences of CSR disclosure focus on earnings management
(Hemingway and Maclagan, 2004; Chen et al., 2018), capital cost (Dhaliwal et al., 2011; Li et al., 2013),
tax avoidance (Hoi et al., 2013; Zou, 2018), and so on. Their conclusions are inconsistent. Most studies of
the impact of CSR disclosure on audit behavior consider its effect on audit fees (Zhu et al., 2015; Peter
et al., 2017), and very few consider its relationship with independent audit needs. In fact, auditors have a num-
ber of reasons for paying attention to clients’ CSR disclosures. First, because auditors have a deep under-
standing of their customer’s business environment and financial situation, they are able to evaluate non-
financial information disclosed by the customer. As CSR is an important type of non-financial information,
auditors can obtain additional information through its disclosure, which in turn provides favorable conditions
for audit risk assessment. Second, CSR disclosure tends to attract the attention of external stakeholders (Kong
et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014), thus creating a kind of supervisory pressure on auditors’ behaviors, so auditors
need to consider CSR disclosure in risk assessment procedures. Third, some studies indicate that CSR is used
by managers to pursue their self-interest (Hemingway and Maclagan, 2004; Quan et al., 2015), which can influ-
ence business operation risk and consequently affect the evaluation of audit risk. Based on the above analysis,
this study argues that it is necessary and important to examine the impact of voluntary CSR disclosure on
independent audit needs.

According to principal-agent theory, managers use CSR to enhance their professional reputation and per-
sonal interests, and that this is at the expense of shareholders’ interests. In other words, CSR disclosure has
‘‘cover-up effect.” Hemingway and Maclagan (2004) argue that CSR is used to cover up managers’ earnings
manipulation and other misconduct. Kim et al. (2012) believe that the purpose of CSR disclosure is to create
an apparently transparent social image for enterprises, which allows them to conduct earnings management
behind the screen. Gao et al. (2012) finds that Chinese private enterprises are more likely to make charitable
donations in the hope of covering up or diverting the public’s attention from other improper behaviors such as
the internal lack of social responsibility or the declining reputation of the enterprises. That is to say, the char-
itable donations of Chinese private enterprises are more ‘‘instrumental” and are ‘‘green scarf” rather than ‘‘red
scarf.”

In addition, in the context of China’s special transition economy, the content and language of voluntary
CSR disclosure are often selected to convey positive information about the company’s active fulfillment of
its responsibilities, for very obvious public relations purposes (Song and Gong, 2006). To some extent,
CSR disclosure has become a tool for enterprises to seek rent from the government; that is, it can help enter-
prises obtain rent. Zou (2018) finds that CSR disclosure is negatively related to actual tax burden, and the
relationship is more obvious among enterprises that disclose CSR information voluntarily, suggesting that
enterprises proactively disclose CSR information, while secretly engaging in tax avoidance behaviors. Li
et al. (2016) find that the tendency to make donations and the amount of donations of Chinese private listed
companies are positively related to tax avoidance, which means that there is a phenomenon of ‘‘apparent
donation, but secret tax avoidance” among these companies. As audits are external governance mechanisms,
higher quality audits provide more supervision and more restriction on tax avoidance (Jin and Lei, 2011). The
size of accounting firms is a basic guarantee of high audit quality (De Angelo, 1981). As large accounting firms
have higher professional competence than smaller firms and are more concerned about reputation, litigation
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risk, and audit failure penalties, firm size is usually used as a proxy for high-quality audits (Pan, 2010; Chen
et al., 2013). Auditors can determine whether an enterprise’s operation risk is increased by negative CSR per-
formance (Koh and Tong, 2013). When auditing a client with high operation risk, big audit firms have the
motivation and ability to increase the number of audit procedures applied to the client’s accounting informa-
tion, thus reducing the audit risk to an acceptable level. However, small audit firms may not have the profes-
sional competence or resources needed to detect false information. In reality, audit committees’ choice of
auditor is usually directed by managers, even directly decided by them (Zhang et al., 2010). Therefore, the
managers of enterprises that have voluntarily disclosed CSR may select small audit firms to avoid unfavorable
auditor supervision, which sends a negative signal to stakeholders. Based on the above analysis, we propose
the following research hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1. Other factors being equal, companies that make voluntarily CSR disclosures are more likely to
select ‘‘small” accounting firms as auditors than companies that do not disclose CSR.

What is the effect of selecting ‘‘small” audit firms on audit fees? Generally, there are three determinants of
audit pricing: normal cost, risk premium, and reputation premium. Compared with ‘‘big” audit firms, ‘‘small”
audit firms do not have a reputation premium. Therefore, assuming that normal audit cost is controlled, audit
risk is the main factor in determining the audit fees of ‘‘small” audit firms. Confucian culture, which occupies a
dominant position in Chinese culture, emphasizes ‘‘wise self-preservation, the doctrine of the mean,” which
creates a universal mentality of ‘‘the less trouble the better” in listed companies, and this leads them to restrict
the disclosure of information. According to Rankins CSR Ratings (RKS), ‘‘reporting before management” is
a common problem among Chinese listed companies. Although the number of enterprises voluntarily disclos-
ing CSR information is increasing, most of the CSR reports have low scores, well below the RKS passing
grade. Furthermore, the content of most CSR reports are merely ‘‘gratifying” summaries, and there are
‘‘clone” CSR reports (Quan et al., 2015). The number of CSR reports assured by third-party authorities is very
small, they are insufficiently independent, and the assurance practice standards are not uniform (Shen et al.,
2011). In practice, enterprises labeled socially responsible have frequently engaged in activities that damaged
social interests and their corporate reputations, for example, Vanke’s ‘‘poisonous floor” case and Tsingtao
Beer’s ‘‘quality gate” case. Thus, the general public lacks confidence in the quality of CSR reports, and ques-
tions the motivations of enterprises that voluntarily disclose CSR information. Zhu et al. (2015) argue that as
an important type of non-financial information, CSR reports can provide auditors with information that is
important for the audit process, and is an important component of audit risk assessment and risk response.
Specifically, when determining audit pricing, auditors may tend to think that voluntary CSR disclosure
enhances audit risk and increases audit efforts, causing an increase in audit costs; thus, they will charge these
audit clients higher audit fees. Based on the above analysis, we propose the following research hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2. Other factors being equal, companies that make voluntary CSR disclosures pay higher audit
fees to employ ‘‘small” accounting firms than with companies that do not disclose CSR information.

Institutional environment is a basic determinant of the behaviors of economic subjects, and enterprise
behaviors are often endogenous within a specific institutional environment. As China’s capital market is a
new and transitional market, there are significant differences in the institutional environments of different
regions, which can cause differences in the motivations for information disclosure, the ability to make false
statements (Cheng et al., 2011), and the corporate governance role of independent auditing. Hence, it can
be reasonably inferred that the preference for ‘‘small” audit firms among enterprises that voluntarily disclose
CSR information may be affected by the local institutional environment. First, as the level of marketization
and legalization is relatively high in areas with good institutional environments, enterprises in these areas are
motivated to provide more transparent and higher quality accounting information to alleviate the agency
problem and strengthen the role of signal transmission (Liu and Wang, 2014); thus, the demand for high-
quality auditing is strong. In contrast, in a bad institutional environment, investors have insufficient legal pro-
tection, and enterprises lack the need for high-quality auditing (Zhang et al., 2012). Second, in an area with
strong legal protections and developed market intermediaries, enterprises’ illegal or immoral behaviors are
more likely to be investigated and exposed, and the subsequent losses are more serious. That is, the costs
and risks of actively disclosing CSR information are greater, which makes the fulfillment of CSR more signif-
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icant, and thus enterprises seek high quality auditing. Lastly, according to the reputation mechanism theory
and ‘‘deep pocket” theory, reputation and legal punishment mechanisms are more likely to play a role in good
institutional environments; thus, in these environments, auditors’ concerns for self-reputation and litigation
risk will lead to high audit quality (Chen et al., 2010; Liu and Wang, 2014). Based on the above analysis,
we propose the following research hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3. Other factors being equal, improving the regional institutional environment can effectively
restrain the preference of enterprises that voluntarily disclose CSR information for ‘‘small” accounting firms.

3. Research design

3.1. Sample selection and data source

We select all of the A-share companies listed on the Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges between 2008
and 2016 as our initial sample. China began to implement a policy that is a mixture of mandatory and vol-
untary CSR disclosure in 2009, but as companies disclose their last year’s CSR reports during this year,
2008 is the initial year. Then, we exclude the following observations from the sample: (1) financial companies,
because these companies have special operational characteristics and accounting systems; (2) companies with
abnormal operations such as ST and *ST companies; (3) companies issuing B-shares, H-shares, and other for-
eign shares, because the market price, accounting standards, and regulatory environment of such stocks are
different than those of A-share companies; (4) companies that are required to disclose CSR activities, because
this study examines the differences in independent audit demand between companies that choose to disclose
CSR activities and those that choose not to disclose CSR activities; and (5) any observation with missing data.
The final sample has 13,340 observations, including 1622 observations of voluntary disclosure, and 11,718
observations with no disclosure. The financial data are mainly from the CSMAR database and the CSR report
data are from the RKS database. In addition, to eliminate the interference of outliers on our regression tests,
all of the continuous variables are winsorized at the 1% and 99% levels.

3.2. Models and variable definitions

We construct Model (1) to test Hypothesis 1 as follows:

Auditori;t ¼ a0 þ a1CSRi;t þ a2Sizei;t þ a3Levi;t þ a4Growthi;t þ a5Revi;t þ a6Invi;t þ a7Curri;t þ a8Roai;t

þ a9Lossi;t þ a10Agei;t þ a11Top1i;t þ a12Seoi;t þ a13Soei;t þ Year þ Industry þ ei;t ð1Þ
where i indexes the firm and t indexes the year. The dependent variable, Auditori,t, is a dummy variable for the
enterprise’s independent audit demand. Following previous studies, this study defines ‘‘big” accounting firms
as firms that are ranked in the top 10 in the ‘‘Information about the Top 100 Ranked Firms in the Compre-
hensive Evaluation of Certified Public Accountants Firms” issued by the Chinese Association of Certified
Public Accountants (CACPA). If an accounting firm employed by company i in year t is ranked in the top
10, Auditor is equal to 0, and otherwise 1. The independent variable CSRi,t indicates whether company i vol-
untarily discloses its CSR report in year t; if yes, the variable is equal to 1, and otherwise 0. Hypothesis 1 pre-
dicts that the regression coefficient a1 of variable CSRi,t will be significantly positive.

We construct Model (2) to test Hypothesis 2 as follows:

Infeei;t ¼ a0 þ a1CSRi;t þ a2Auditori;t þ a3CSRi;t � Auditori;t þ a4Sizei;t þ a5Levi;t þ a6Growthi;t

þ a7Revi;t þ a8Invi;t þ a9Curri;t þ a10Roai;t þ a11Lossi;t þ a12Agei;t þ a13Top1i;t þ a14Seoi;t

þ a15Soei;t þ a16Auditopi;t þ a17Sqsubi;t þ Year þ Industry þ ei;t ð2Þ
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Model (2) is an OLS regression model that examines the effect of voluntary CSR disclosure on auditor
selection and audit fees. The independent variable Infeei,t represents audit fee, which is equal to the natural
logarithm of the domestic audit fees paid by enterprise i in year t. Hypothesis 2 predicts that the regression
coefficient a3 of the interaction term CSRi,t � Auditori,t will be significantly positive.

We construct Model (3) to test Hypothesis 3 as follows:

Auditori;t ¼ a0 þ a1CSRi;t þ a2Hmkti;t þ a3CSRi;t � Hmkti;t þ a4Sizei;t þ a5Levi;t þ a6Growthi;t

þ a7Revi;t þ a8Invi;t þ a9Curri;t þ a10Roai;t þ a11Lossi;t þ a12Agei;t þ a13Top1i;t þ a14Seoi;t

þ a15Soei;t þ Year þ Industry þ ei;t ð3Þ
Model (3) is a logit regression model, which is used to test whether the relationship between voluntary CSR

disclosure and independent audit demand is affected by differences in regional institutional environments. The
variable Hmkti,t, a dummy variable representing institutional environment, is derived from the ‘‘Marketiza-
tion Index” published by Fan et al. in 2011. As this index only includes data up to 2010, we draw on Yang
et al. (2014) to develop an index for 2011 and later years: for example, the index for 2011 is equal to the index
of 2010 plus the average value added of 2008, 2009, and 2010 (the three previous years). The marketization
indexes for each year in the 2012–2016 period are calculated in an analogous fashion. If the marketization
index of the area where the enterprise is located is larger than the sample median, then Hmkti,t equals 1,
and otherwise 0. Hypothesis 3 predicts that the regression coefficient of the interaction term CSRi,t -
� Hmkt

i,t
will be significantly negative.

Table 1
Variable definitions.

Variable name Variable
symbol

Variable definitions

Audit fees Infee Natural logarithm of the domestic audit fees paid by the enterprise
Independent audit demand Auditor Equal to 1 if a company employs a ‘‘non-top10” accounting firms for auditing, and

otherwise 0
CSR information

voluntary disclosing
CSR Equal to 1 if a company discloses its CSR report voluntarily, and otherwise 0

Institutional environment Hmkt Equal to 1 if the marketization index is larger than the sample median, and otherwise 0.
Firm size Size Natural logarithm of total assets at the end of the year
Debt level Lev Ratio of total liabilities to the total assets at end of the year
Enterprise growth ability Growth Annual percentage revenue growth of the firm
Receivable items Rev Ratio of accounts receivable to the total assets at the end of the year
Inventory items Inv Ratio of inventories to the total assets at the end of the year
Liquidity ratio Curr Ratio of current assets to the current assets at the end of the year
Profitability Roa Ratio of annual net profit to the total assets at the end of the year
Operation loss Loss A dummy variable that equals 1 if the business operates at a loss in the current year, and

otherwise 0.
Years of listing Age Natural logarithm of one plus the number of years a company has been listed
Ownership concentration Top1 Shareholding ratio of the largest shareholder at the end of the year
Motivation of equity

financing
Seo An indicator variable that equals 1 if the firm has the demand of additional shares or rights

issue in the current year, and otherwise 0.
Nature of property rights Soe An indicator variable that equals 1 if the firm is ultimately controlled by the government,

and otherwise 0.
Audit opinions Auditop Equal to 1 if the firm obtains the standard unqualified audit opinion in that year, and

otherwise 0.
Number of subsidiaries Aqsub Square roots of the number of subsidiaries included in the consolidated statements at the

end of the year
Year variable Year Dummy variable, controlling the time effect
Industry variable Industry Dummy variable, controlling the industry effect. According to the industry classification

standard of the Securities Regulatory Commission in 2012, the manufacturing industry is
classified as a second-level industry, and all of the other industries are classified as first-
level.
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Following previous studies (Simunic, 1980; Wang et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2017), the following variables are
controlled in the models: firm size, debt level, enterprise growth ability, receivable items, inventory items, liq-
uidity ratio, profitability, operation loss, years of listing, ownership concentration, motivation of equity
financing, nature of property rights, audit opinions, and number of subsidiaries.

The definitions of all of the variables are presented in Table 1.

4. Empirical results and analysis

4.1. Descriptive statistics

Table 2 reports the summary statistics, including the means, medians, minimum, maximum, and standard
deviations of the variables. The mean, minimum, and maximum of Infee are 13.343, 12.206, and 14.845 respec-
tively, indicating that the companies paid a range of audit fees. The mean of Auditor is 0.470, suggesting that
more than half of the sample companies employ ‘‘Top 10” accounting firms. The mean of CSR is 0.122, show-
ing that only 12.2% of the sample companies voluntarily disclose their CSR reports, indicating that Chinese
enterprises are generally unwilling to voluntarily engage in CSR disclosure. In Table 3, the variables are
grouped into subsamples of companies that voluntarily disclose their CSR reports and companies that do
not disclose their CSR reports. The means are calculated for each subsample. The results show that the means
of Infee and Auditor for companies that voluntarily disclose their social responsibility reports are significantly
higher than those of companies that do not disclose their social responsibility reports, indicating that compa-
nies that practice voluntarily CSR disclosure are more willing to hire non-top 10 accounting firms to conduct
audits and are willing to pay higher audit fees. The means of most of the control variables are significantly
different between the subsamples.

4.2. Correlation analysis

Table 4 lists the Pearson correlation coefficients of the variables. The correlation coefficient between Audi-
tor and CSR is 0.042, which is significantly positive at the 1% level, suggesting that companies that voluntarily
disclose their CSR reports are more willing to employ ‘‘small” accounting firms than companies that do not
disclose their CSR reports; thus Hypothesis 1 is preliminarily supported. The correlation coefficient between
Infee and CSR is 0.125, which is also significantly positively correlated at the 1% level, indicating that
companies that voluntarily disclose their CSR reports may pay higher audit fees than companies that do

Table 2
Descriptive statistics of the variables.

Variable Obs Mean Median Minimum Maximum Sd

Infee 13,340 13.343 13.305 12.206 14.845 0.506
Auditor 13,340 0.470 0 0 1 0.499
CSR 13,340 0.122 0 0 1 0.327
Size 13,340 21.678 21.605 19.436 24.477 1.017
Lev 13,340 0.425 0.416 0.046 0.896 0.213
Growth 13,340 0.223 0.111 �0.575 4.679 0.629
Rev 13,340 0.113 0.091 0 0.446 0.100
Inv 13,340 0.159 0.122 0 0.755 0.148
Curr 13,340 2.592 1.646 0.301 20.136 2.996
Roa 13,340 0.038 0.035 �0.160 0.191 0.051
Loss 13,340 0.091 0 0 1 0.288
Age 13,340 2.037 2.197 0 3.296 0.773
Top1 13,340 0.346 0.325 0.090 0.751 0.149
Seo 13,340 0.226 0 0 1 0.418
Soe 13,340 0.366 0 0 1 0.482
Sqsub 13,340 2.427 2.236 0 20.149 1.991
Auditop 13,340 0.972 1 0 1 0.164
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not disclose their CSR reports. In addition, the absolute value of the correlation coefficients between variables
is generally less than 0.5, which shows that there is no serious multi-collinearity problem in the model.

4.3. Multivariate regression analysis

Table 5 reports the results of the analyses of the relationships between voluntary CSR disclosure, institu-
tional environment, and independent audit needs. The regression coefficient of CSR, shown in column (1), is
0.415 and is significantly positive at the 1% level, showing that companies that voluntarily disclose their CSR
reports are more willing to employ ‘‘small” accounting firms than companies that do not disclose their CSR
reports. Thus, Hypothesis 1 is supported. The regression coefficient of the interaction term CSR � Auditor,
shown in column (2), is 0.044 and is significantly positive at the 5% level, suggesting that small accounting
firms employed by the companies that voluntarily disclose their CSR reports charge higher audit fees, perhaps
because small accounting firms believe that auditors’ efforts and audit risk are increased by voluntary CSR
disclosure. The regression results for CSR are given in columns (3) and (4). The former is significantly positive
at the 1% level, and the latter is negative and insignificant. The total regression results given in columns (2) to
(4) support Hypothesis 2. The regression coefficient of CSR is significantly positive at the level of 1%, and the
regression coefficient of the interaction term CSR � Hmkt is significantly negative at the 1% level, indicating
that the preference for small accounting firms expressed by companies that voluntarily disclose their CSR
reports decreases as the regional institutional environment improves. Thus, Hypothesis 3 is supported.

5. Further analysis

5.1. Motivations for CSR disclosure

Since 2009, China has had a policy that combines voluntary CSR disclosure with mandatory CSR disclo-
sure. Scholars have conducted a series of studies on the motivations for CSR disclosure, including legitimacy
motivation, economic motivation, political motivation, and managers’ self-interest motivation, which suggest
the economic consequences of disclosing CSR reports driven by different motivations are different (Branco
and Rodrigues, 2008; Dhaliwal et al., 2011; He et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014; Zou, 2018; Heminway and
Maclagan, 2004). Therefore, it is necessary to examine whether the influence of voluntary CSR disclosure

Table 3
Mean difference tests of the variables.

Variable Mean Mean difference test

CSR = 0 CSR = 1

Infee 13.320 13.540 �0.194***

Auditor 0.462 0.526 �0.064***

Size 21.614 22.146 �0.532***

Lev 0.422 0.446 �0.024***

Growth 0.226 0.200 0.026*
Rev 0.115 0.098 0.017***

Inv 0.156 0.182 �0.026***

Curr 2.608 2.480 0.128*
Roa 0.038 0.043 �0.005***

Loss 0.094 0.070 0.024***

Age 2.025 2.125 �0.100***

Top1 0.345 0.358 �0.013***

Seo 0.226 0.224 0.002
Soe 0.360 0.412 �0.052***

Auditop 0.970 0.991 �0.021**

Sqsub 2.387 2.721 �0.334***

Note: The superscripts ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels,
respectively.
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on auditor selection varies with the motivation for engaging in CSR disclosure. First, following Zhang et al.
(2014), the legitimacy motivation is explored by using the Senind variable, which represents industry sensitiv-
ity to social responsibility concerns. Companies in safe production sensitive industries, product quality sensi-
tive industries and environmental protection-sensitive industries are classified as having high industry
sensitivity. According to the Securities Regulatory Commission’s 2012 industry classifications, Senind is equal

Table 5
Regression results for relationships between voluntary CSR disclosure, institutional environment, and independent audit demand.

Variable Dependent variable

Auditor Infee Auditor

Full sample Auditor = 1 Auditor = 0 Full sample

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

CSR 0.415*** 0.005 0.058*** �0.003 0.641***
(7.398) (0.315) (4.282) (�0.193) (8.292)

Auditor �0.080***
(�11.903)

CSR*Auditor 0.044**
(2.241)

Hmkt �0.501***
(�11.940)

CSR*Hmkt �0.588***
(�5.137)

Size �0.162*** 0.284*** 0.264*** 0.306*** �0.151***
(�7.041) (61.683) (40.927) (46.435) (�6.473)

Lev 0.131 �0.070*** �0.054* �0.104*** 0.028
(0.950) (�2.853) (�1.663) (�2.829) (0.201)

Growth 0.049 0.016*** 0.012 0.020** 0.039
(1.595) (2.824) (1.498) (2.456) (1.262)

Rev 0.238 0.212*** 0.152*** 0.268*** 0.492**
(1.107) (5.867) (2.841) (5.417) (2.282)

Inv 0.224 �0.078*** �0.017 �0.133*** 0.262
(1.307) (�2.772) (�0.458) (�3.050) (1.513)

Curr 0.010 �0.011*** �0.013*** �0.010*** 0.010
(1.301) (�8.982) (�7.191) (�5.698) (1.206)

Roa �1.586*** �0.023 0.041 �0.104 �1.457***
(�3.195) (�0.257) (0.346) (�0.822) (�2.907)

Loss �0.154* 0.061*** 0.060*** 0.057*** �0.157*
(�1.911) (4.459) (3.124) (2.957) (�1.931)

Age 0.236*** �0.022*** �0.021*** �0.022*** 0.214***
(7.655) (�4.294) (�2.859) (�2.994) (6.893)

Top1 �0.198 0.032 0.018 0.047 �0.138
(�1.512) (1.435) (0.553) (1.459) (�1.041)

Seo �0.016 0.019** 0.013 0.022** �0.032
(�0.353) (2.279) (1.091) (2.033) (�0.671)

Soe �0.097** �0.127*** �0.114*** �0.148*** �0.184***
(�2.141) (�16.475) (�11.007) (�12.707) (�3.970)

Auditop �0.126*** �0.190*** �0.052*
(�6.140) (�6.802) (�1.837)

Sqsub 0.066*** 0.064*** 0.066***
(25.612) (17.505) (18.427)

Constant 4.266*** 7.181*** 7.520*** 6.789*** 4.041***
(8.774) (77.758) (58.147) (51.436) (8.242)

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 13,340 13,340 6265 7075 13,340
Wald Chi2/F value 919.89 304.7 134.6 178.9 1113.40
Pseudo R2 /Adjusted R2 0.056 0.522 0.503 0.520 0.069
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to 1 if a company belongs to a sensitive industry such as mining, manufacturing, power, heat, gas, and water
production and supply, and otherwise 0. Second, following Zhang et al. (2014), we adopt two variables—cus-
tomer distance (CP) and refinancing demand (Fseo)—to investigate the economic motivation. If a company
belongs to the textile, clothing, fur, food, beverage, or pharmaceutical industry, then the variable CP is equal
to 1, and otherwise 0. For refinancing demand, if the company has additional issuance or allotment in the fol-
lowing year, Fseo is 1, and otherwise 0. Third, due to their close relationship with the government, state-
owned enterprises are more likely to get preferential policies (Li and Zheng, 2016), whereas it is more difficult
for non-state-owned enterprises to obtain government resources. Thus, the motivation of rent-seeking from
the government through voluntary disclosure of CSR information is stronger for non-state-owned enterprises
(Godfrey, 2005; Zou, 2018). Therefore, non-state-owned enterprises are more inclined than state-owned enter-
prises to voluntarily disclose their CSR reports. Finally, the principal-agent theory suggests that the disclosure
of CSR information may be a tool to ‘‘whitewash” managerial misconduct. As the agent cost of managers is
one of the necessary conditions for the existence of this ‘‘cover-up effect” (Tian and Wang, 2017), we use the
variable of agency cost (Adm) to test the existence of managers’ self-interest motivation; the higher the agency
cost, the stronger the self-interest motivation of managers. Following Li (2014), agency cost is measured as the

Table 7
Regression results for firm performance and information disclosure quality.

Variable Dependent variable: Auditor

Profit and loss Return on equity Institutional
ownership

Evaluation rating

loss Profit decline not
decline

low high pass/fail good/
excellent

CSR 0.764*** 0.388*** 0.478*** 0.333** 0.728** 0.349** 0.605*** 0.286**
(2.971) (3.414) (4.046) (2.563) (2.490) (2.487) (4.094) (2.058)

Size �0.353*** �0.144*** �0.184*** �0.155*** �0.208* �0.130* �0.204*** �0.130**
(�3.773) (�3.119) (�3.809) (�3.068) (�1.880) (�1.953) (�3.529) (�2.238)

Lev 0.251 0.240 0.230 0.250 0.208 �0.325 0.259 0.055
(0.489) (0.930) (0.877) (0.897) (0.345) (�0.948) (0.832) (0.159)

Growth �0.058 0.039 0.097* 0.032 �0.132 0.114* 0.057 0.042
(�0.336) (1.258) (1.656) (0.857) (�1.027) (1.951) (1.279) (0.980)

Roa �1.677 �1.641* �2.247*** 0.007
(�1.132) (�1.691) (�2.813) (0.008)

Rev 0.770 0.197 0.283 0.178 �0.502 0.408 0.513 �0.036
(0.781) (0.479) (0.634) (0.382) (�0.494) (0.805) (0.994) (�0.065)

Inv �0.285 0.291 0.028 0.490 0.583 0.724 0.007 0.471
(�0.441) (0.880) (0.081) (1.351) (0.773) (1.567) (0.016) (1.116)

Curr �0.015 0.012 0.007 0.015 �0.002 0.002 0.007 0.019
(�0.312) (0.941) (0.463) (0.945) (�0.053) (0.111) (0.451) (1.049)

Age 0.435*** 0.217*** 0.248*** 0.238*** 0.286* 0.166** 0.228*** 0.283***
(2.683) (3.714) (4.041) (3.354) (1.870) (2.205) (3.332) (3.446)

Top1 �0.568 �0.201 0.025 �0.507* 0.363 0.137 0.385 �0.806**
(�0.934) (�0.754) (0.088) (�1.697) (0.580) (0.403) (1.180) (�2.289)

Seo �0.444** 0.020 0.009 �0.047 �0.129 0.047 �0.160** 0.111*
(�2.565) (0.419) (0.143) (�0.696) (�0.841) (0.805) (�2.480) (1.780)

Soe �0.162 �0.076 �0.124 �0.057 �0.069 �0.042 �0.138 �0.050
(�0.874) (�0.788) (�1.214) (�0.547) (�0.301) (�0.327) (�1.083) (�0.435)

Constant 7.767*** 3.856*** 4.555*** 4.009*** 5.244** 4.289*** 5.323*** 3.071**
(4.012) (3.984) (4.520) (3.761) (2.300) (3.095) (4.380) (2.544)

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 1210 12,127 7118 6218 1123 7655 6598 6733
Wald Chi2 108.83 434.53 361.17 282.41 126.50 261.94 346.89 220.12
Pseudo R2 0.114 0.052 0.061 0.055 0.116 0.051 0.072 0.048
Coefficient difference test of

CSR
P = 0.02 P = 0.07 P = 0.00 P = 0.05
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ratio of management expenses to revenue. If the ratio is larger than the median of the sample, Adm is equal to
1, and otherwise 0.

Based on the above analysis, Table 6 reports the regression results for the disclosure motivations subsam-
ples discussed above. The regression coefficients of CSR in column (1) are smaller than that in column (2), but
there is no significant difference, suggesting that when voluntary CSR disclosure is driven by the legitimacy
motivation, its effect on the demand for high-quality auditing is limited, perhaps because the legitimacy moti-
vation cannot guarantee the disclosure level of CSR information. To reduce the risk of auditors’ delivering
negative signals to stakeholders, these enterprises may have a weak demand for high quality audits. There
are no significant differences in the regression coefficients of CSR between columns (3) and (4), or between
columns (5) and (6), indicating that economic motivations do not significantly affect the relationship between
voluntary CSR disclosure and independent auditing demand, perhaps because Chinese listed companies can’t
make scientific decisions when they determine the disclosure level of CSR information in practice, the signif-
icant impact of customer proximity on CSR remains at the decision-making level of whether to disclose CSR
reports, but not at the actual disclosure level of CSR information (Zhang et al., 2014). The supervision mech-
anism proposed by China’s regulatory authorities, that ‘‘the refinancing of listed companies will be linked to
the fulfillment of social responsibility”, has not worked effectively, thus listed companies do not feel the need

Table 8
Regression results for the disclosure level of CSR information.

Variable Dependent variable: Auditor

Score �0.030***
(�4.328)

Med_score 0.494***
(4.090)

Mea_score 0.583***
(4.778)

Size �0.404*** �0.441*** �0.429***
(�4.958) (�5.529) (�5.360)

Lev 0.394 0.466 0.480
(0.790) (0.933) (0.961)

Growth �0.015 �0.013 �0.026
(�0.123) (�0.104) (�0.213)

Rev �1.028 �0.934 �0.954
(�1.429) (�1.308) (�1.334)

Inv �0.003 0.004 0.007
(�0.005) (0.007) (0.013)

Curr 0.036 0.040 0.039
(1.426) (1.600) (1.558)

Roa �0.426 �0.177 0.029
(�0.275) (�0.114) (0.019)

Loss 0.033 0.050 0.087
(0.129) (0.195) (0.333)

Age 0.280*** 0.303*** 0.297***
(2.910) (3.135) (3.090)

Top1 0.206 0.164 0.146
(0.547) (0.436) (0.387)

Seo �0.195 �0.188 �0.189
(�1.411) (�1.363) (�1.371)

Soe �0.256* �0.259* �0.252*
(�1.903) (�1.919) (�1.857)

Constant 11.960*** 11.351*** 11.005***
(6.793) (6.375) (6.152)

Year Yes Yes Yes
Industry Yes Yes Yes
N 1580 1580 1580
Wald Chi2 161.05 158.29 164.69
Pseudo R2 0.094 0.093 0.096
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to improve the disclosure level of CSR information when they have refinancing motivation (Zhang et al.,
2012). Generally, high-quality auditing is more likely to discover the true ‘‘information content” of CSR
reports. Therefore, to reduce the risk of conveying bad signals to stakeholders, companies in close contact with
customers and companies with refinancing needs tend to choose low-quality audits when they voluntarily dis-
close CSR reports.

Comparisons of the regression coefficients of CSR between columns (7) and (8) and between columns (9)
and (10) shows that (7) and (9) are significantly larger than (8) and (10) correspondingly, which means the
relationship between voluntary CSR disclosure and independent audit demands is significantly influenced
by political motivations and managerial self-interest motivation. Specifically, the disclosure of CSR informa-
tion may allow managers to conceal misconduct (Hemingway and Maclagan, 2004; Zou, 2018). For managers,
voluntary CSR disclosure can reduce the demand for high-quality audits and thus reduce the possibility that
auditors will convey to stakeholders bad signals that could damage the enterprises’ or their own reputation. As
a resource of great value, political connections can be exploited by managers conducting rent-seeking activi-
ties, and the transactions that can help obtain various benefits from government officials are often in a ‘‘grey
zone” of activities forbidden by the formal system (Tang et al., 2011). Obviously, managers do not want sen-
sitive information related to rent-seeking activities to be made public and become the focus of attention from
external investors and regulators. As auditing is an external supervision mechanism, political connections will
weaken the demand for high-quality audits (Du and Zhou, 2010).

5.2. Firm performance and information disclosure quality

As CSR disclosure can allow managers to cover up inadequate profitability or other bad news, it can be
expected that firm performance and information disclosure quality may have different effects on the relation-
ship between CSR disclosure and audit demand. Therefore, we further divide the sample into subsamples
based on firm performance and information disclosure quality. Specifically, to examine firm performance,
the sample is divided into subsamples of enterprises with and without operational losses and into subsamples
of enterprises with declining or not declining business operations. If the net profit of an enterprise is less than
0, it is classified as operating at a loss; if the rate of return on common stockholders’ equity is lower than in the
previous year, the firm is classified as having performance declines. Columns 2–5 of Table 7 show that com-
pared with companies that do not disclose CSR information, companies that make voluntary CSR disclosures
are more inclined to select ‘‘small” accounting firms for auditing when their business is operating at a loss or
firm performance is declining. To examine information disclosure quality, we create subsamples based on
institutional ownership and on the evaluation of information disclosure. Previous studies indicate that enter-
prises with high institutional ownership have relatively high quality information disclosure (Velury and
Jenkins, 2006; Gao and Zhang, 2008). In this sample, if the percentage of institutional ownership of an enter-
prise is higher than the sample median, we assume that the quality of information disclosure is high. The Shen-
zhen Stock Exchange grades the information disclosure quality of enterprises as excellent, good, pass, or fail.
Following Yi et al. (2010), this study treats grades of ‘‘good” or ‘‘excellent” as indicators of high quality of
information disclosure. As shown in columns 6–9 of Table 7, the preference of enterprises that voluntarily dis-
close CSR information for ‘‘small” audit firms is stronger in enterprises with low quality information
disclosure.

5.3. Disclosure level of CSR information

The previous section examines the influence of voluntary CSR disclosure on audit demand; however, as
China does not yet have clear provisions for the format and content of CSR disclosure reports, the level of
disclosure in CSR reports is uneven. Hence, we restrict the sample to enterprises that voluntarily disclose
CSR information to further test the effect of disclosure level on audit demand. Drawing on Huang and
Zhou (2017) and Chen et al. (2018), the RKS rating scores are used to measure the disclosure level of CSR
information. The higher the rating score, the higher the disclosure level. Specifically, we use two measures
of disclosure level. The first directly uses the rating scores (Score). The second is a dummy variable Med_score
(Mea_score) calculated from the sample median (mean) of the rating scores; if the score is less than the sample
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median (mean), Med_score (Mea_score) is equal to 1, and otherwise 0. The regression results, given in Table 8,
show that the regression coefficient of Score is significantly negative at the 1% level, and the regression coef-
ficients of Med_score (Mea_score) are significantly positive at the 1% level, indicating that among companies
that voluntarily disclose their CSR reports, lower disclosure levels increase the likelihood of ‘‘small” account-
ing firms being employed to conduct audits, perhaps because the disclosure of CSR information has a ‘‘cover-
up” effect. Compared with small accounting firms, big accounting firms devote more auditing resources to
CSR information because of their professional competence and their concerns for reputation loss, litigation

Table 9
Regression results of models after PSM.

Variable Dependent variables

Auditor Infee Auditor
(1) (2) (3)

CSR 0.345*** �0.008 0.621***
(4.484) (�0.413) (5.627)

Auditor �0.107***
(�5.539)

CSR*Auditor 0.080***
(2.975)

Hmkt �0.503***
(�4.393)

CSR*Hmkt �0.617***
(�3.960)

Size �0.297*** 0.328*** �0.271***
(�5.682) (29.781) (�5.110)

Lev �0.068 �0.194*** �0.230
(�0.208) (�3.170) (�0.688)

Growth �0.052 0.028*** �0.064
(�0.876) (2.937) (�1.075)

Rev �0.321 0.353*** 0.004
(�0.662) (4.001) (0.009)

Inv 0.167 0.105 0.147
(0.448) (1.618) (0.389)

Curr 0.005 �0.016*** 0.010
(0.293) (�5.164) (0.542)

Roa �1.499 �0.256 �0.966
(�1.367) (�1.265) (�0.856)

Loss �0.177 0.079** �0.161
(�0.979) (2.373) (�0.866)

Age 0.290*** �0.031** 0.268***
(4.359) (�2.561) (3.962)

Top1 0.032 �0.014 0.109
(0.121) (�0.291) (0.410)

Seo �0.031 0.023 �0.066
(�0.310) (1.288) (�0.659)

Soe �0.077 �0.143*** �0.191**
(�0.828) (�8.460) (�1.984)

Auditop �0.039
(�0.744)

Sqsub 0.056***
(10.141)

Constant 6.552*** 6.497*** 6.611***
(5.550) (25.882) (5.468)

Year Yes Yes Yes
Industry Yes Yes Yes
N 3106 3106 3106
Wald Chi2/F value 233.53 81.39 322.06
PseudoR2 /adjusted R2 0.064 0.539 0.090
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risk and audit failure penalties, and thus big firms are more likely to discover the disclosure aims and true
information content of CSR reports.

6. Robustness tests

To ensure the reliability of the main conclusions, this study carries out several robustness tests.

Table 10
Two stage least square regression with an instrumental variable.

variable Dependent variables

CSR Auditor Infee Auditor
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Mean_pro 3.113***
(31.011)

P_CSR 0.915*** 0.160*** 0.598***
(9.615) (2.866) (6.092)

Auditor �0.126***
(�14.420)

P_CSR*Auditor 0.209***
(3.558)

Hmkt �0.289***
(�7.213)

P_CSR* Hmkt �1.222***
(�3.888)

Size 0.362*** �0.237*** 0.326*** �0.163***
(19.801) (�16.230) (69.618) (�9.789)

Lev �0.437*** 0.507*** �0.165*** 0.307***
(�3.766) (6.071) (�6.689) (3.618)

Growth �0.099*** 0.063*** 0.015** 0.042**
(�3.455) (3.371) (2.512) (2.227)

Rev �0.545*** �0.251* 0.363*** �0.089
(�3.263) (�1.930) (9.797) (�0.680)

Inv 0.389*** 0.191* �0.122*** 0.279***
(3.862) (1.843) (�4.231) (2.650)

Curr 0.003 0.005 �0.013*** 0.005
(0.354) (1.013) (�10.250) (0.976)

Roa 1.957*** �0.499 �0.227** �0.264
(4.573) (�1.638) (�2.497) (�0.850)

Loss 0.065 �0.075 0.046*** �0.062
(0.995) (�1.520) (3.224) (�1.252)

Age �0.044* 0.092*** 0.002 0.081***
(�1.800) (5.007) (0.332) (4.383)

Top1 �0.254** �0.051 �0.014 �0.057
(�2.331) (�0.634) (�0.620) (�0.704)

Seo �0.061 �0.082*** 0.058*** �0.085***
(�1.612) (�2.971) (7.155) (�3.049)

Soe 0.073** 0.067** �0.163*** �0.006
(1.983) (2.502) (�20.877) (�0.216)

Auditop �0.131***
(�6.052)

Sqsub 0.022***
(12.223)

Constant �9.256*** 4.554*** 6.564*** 3.197***
(�24.220) (14.888) (69.428) (9.134)

Year No No No No
Industry No Yes Yes Yes
N 13,340 13,340 13,340 13,340
Wald Chi2/ F value 1342.79 491.51 341.1 791.53
Pseudo R2/ adjusted R2 0.158 0.027 0.495 0.044
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6.1. Propensity score matching (PSM)

Our sample of firms that voluntarily disclose CSR information may raise the problem of self-selection; that
is, companies may decide to disclose a CSR report only when the demand for a high-quality audit is not
strong. To mitigate the influence of the self-selection problem on our findings, the PSM method is adopted.
First, following Zhang et al. (2014), and Huang and Zhou (2017), we establish Model (4), which includes some
factors that are known to affect voluntary CSR disclosure. Second, we use a logit regression to compute ten-
dentiousness scores and then match them 1:1 to get two groups called ‘‘enterprises disclosing CSR reports vol-
untarily” and ‘‘enterprises not disclosing CSR reports”. Finally, we regress the matched samples using the
previous main models.

CSRi;t ¼ a0 þ a1Sizei;t þ a2Levi;t þ a3Roai;t þ a4Top1i;t þ a5Duali;t þ a6Bsizei;t þ a7Mcgbi;t þ a8Soei;t

þ a9Seoi;t þ a10HHIi;t þ a11CP i;t þ a12Listplacei;t þ a13Senindi;t þ Year þ ei;t ð4Þ
where the definitions of CSR, Size, Lev, Roa, Top1, Seo, and Soe are the same as in Table 1. Dual is a variable
indicating whether the chairman and CEO are the same person; if so, it takes 1, and otherwise 0. Bsize, an
indicator of the size of the board of directors, equals the number of directors. Mcgb indicates managers’ own-
ership at the end of year. HHI is the product market competition, which is based on the H. Findall index. CP
is the customer proximity, such that if the enterprise belongs to the textile, clothing, fur, food, beverage, or
pharmaceutical industry, it takes 1, and otherwise 0. Listplace is the dummy variable representing listing loca-
tion, such that if a company is listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange, Listplace equals 1, and otherwise 0.
Senind is a dummy variable representing the industry’s sensitivity to social responsibility issues, such that if
the enterprise belongs to mining, manufacturing, power, heat, gas, or water production and supply, it is 1,
and otherwise 0.

Table 9 reports the regression results for the matched samples. The regression coefficient of CSR is signif-
icantly positive at the 1% level (column (1)), and the interaction term CSR � Auditor is also significantly pos-
itive at the 1% level (column (2)). These results indicate that companies that voluntarily disclose CSR tend to
select small accounting firms for audits and pay them higher audit fees than companies that do not disclose
their CSR reports. The regression coefficient of the interaction term CSR � Hmkt is signficantly negative
at the 1% level (column (3)), which suggests that a good institutional environment can effectively weaken
the positive correlation between voluntary CSR disclosure and the tendency to choose ‘‘small” accounting
firms. The above regression results are consistent with our main findings, which further verifies all three
hypotheses.

6.2. Instrumental variable (IV)

To avoid any potential endogeneity problems in the above findings, this study uses an instrumental variable
to control. Following Feng et al. (2016), the mean of the voluntary CSR disclosure of enterprises in the same
region in the same year (Mean_pro) is taken as the instrumental variable indicating whether enterprises will
voluntarily disclose CSR activities in the current period. We argue that the companies in the same region (the
same province where a company is registered) share an external environment, so their CSRs are to some extent
correlated. However, the disclosure decisions of other companies in the same region should not affect the focal
company’s independent audit requirements; therefore, the variable Mean_pro satisfies the exogenous principle
of an instrumental variable. Table 10 shows the test results of a two stage least square (2SLS) test using the
instrumental variable. The regression coefficient of Mean_pro (column (1)) is significantly positive. The regres-
sion coefficient of P_CSR, which is represented whether or not enterprises voluntarily disclose their CSR
reports, equals the expected value. The P_CSR value is obtained from the first-stage regression. The regression
coefficient of the interaction term P_CSR � Auditor (column (3)) is significantly positive, and the regression
coefficient of the interaction term P_CSR � Hmkt (column (4)) is significantly negative. Overall, the results
support the main findings.
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Table 11
Regression results of the robustness tests.

Variable Dependent variables

Auditor Infee Auditor

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

CSR 1.254*** 0.650*** 0.942*** 0.040 1.604***
(4.459) (8.501) (8.350) (1.591) (7.604)

Mkt �0.048***
(�5.736)

CSR*Mkt �0.081***
(�3.086)

Hmkt �0.463*** �0.481***
(�11.221) (�8.477)

CSR*Hmkt �0.589*** �1.034***
(�5.178) (�4.025)

Auditor �0.085***
(�9.244)

CSR*Auditor 0.075**
(2.272)

Size �0.155*** �0.149*** �0.144*** 0.275*** �0.138***
(�6.729) (�6.419) (�4.807) (46.551) (�4.586)

Lev 0.076 �0.008 0.319 �0.076** 0.236
(0.546) (�0.056) (1.608) (�2.259) (1.177)

Growth 0.040 0.040 0.058** 0.003 0.050*
(1.315) (1.286) (1.991) (0.614) (1.750)

Rev 0.373* 0.496** 0.519 0.184*** 0.794**
(1.733) (2.302) (1.612) (3.391) (2.463)

Inv 0.276 0.249 �0.022 �0.162*** 0.090
(1.604) (1.437) (�0.099) (�4.748) (0.408)

Curr 0.008 0.009 0.024 �0.014*** 0.022
(1.041) (1.195) (1.036) (�4.194) (0.968)

Roa �1.530*** �1.405*** �1.698** 0.037 �1.731**
(�3.081) (�2.807) (�2.531) (0.324) (�2.551)

loss �0.157* �0.151* �0.085 0.045*** �0.105
(�1.940) (�1.859) (�0.808) (2.610) (�0.985)

Age 0.219*** 0.214*** 0.351*** �0.014 0.285***
(7.079) (6.876) (5.678) (�1.461) (4.544)

Top1 �0.180 �0.146 �0.202 0.013 �0.198
(�1.374) (�1.105) (�1.064) (0.399) (�1.033)

Seo �0.023 �0.029 0.017 0.014 0.006
(�0.486) (�0.618) (0.260) (1.157) (0.083)

Soe �0.141*** �0.185*** �0.089 �0.136*** �0.172***
(�3.078) (�3.994) (�1.565) (�14.283) (�2.943)

Auditop �0.112***
(�4.753)

Sqsub 0.063***
(18.153)

Constant 4.503*** 4.116*** 3.637*** 7.457*** 3.773***
(9.193) (8.397) (5.687) (62.564) (5.841)

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 13,340 13,340 6816 6816 6816
Wald Chi2/F value 963.51 . 1101.87 597.93 169.7 671.12
Pseudo R2/adjusted R2 0.060 0.068 0.073 0.521 0.084
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6.3. Additional robustness tests

We also examine how using an alternate measure of institutional environment affects Hypothesis 3. Specif-
ically, we directly use the annual marketization index (Mkt) to measure institutional environment; a higher
index number indicates a better institutional environment. We rerun the regression, and the results are listed
in column (1) of Table 11. We also create a third measure of institutional environment: we make the marke-
tization index in 2011 and subsequent years directly equal to the previous year’s value, and then construct a
dummy variable of institutional environment (Hmkt), where if the index is larger than the sample median,
Hmkt is equal to 1, and otherwise 0. We rerun the regression using this alternate measurement and the results
are reported in column (2) of Table 11.

In another robustness test, we use different regression samples. To further examine the influence of volun-
tary CSR disclosure on independent audit demand, we limit our sample to enterprises that either voluntarily
disclosed their CSR activities in every year of the nine-year sample period or did not disclose their CSR activ-
ities in any of the nine years. The regression results are listed in columns (3)–(5) of Table 11. Consistent with
the results reported above, we find that enterprises that voluntarily disclose their CSR activities prefer ‘‘small”
accounting firms for audits and are willing to pay higher audit fees, but a good institutional environment can
effectively restrain this preference. These robustness tests further support our hypotheses.

7. Conclusions and implications

In recent years, due to crises that have exposed a lack of food safety, environmental pollution, and safety
production accidents, the public has begun to demand that enterprises recognize their social responsibilities.
Since China issued policies related to social responsibility, enterprises have gradually realized the importance
of social responsibility for business development. Since 2008, the number of enterprises disclosing CSR reports
has increased each year, as has the number of voluntary disclosures. CSR reports provide important non-
financial information, which can play a supplementary role in audits. This study uses a sample of listed com-
panies from the 2008 to 2016 period to examine the relationship between voluntary CSR disclosure and inde-
pendent audit demand, and the effects of institutional environment on this relationship. Our conclusions can
be summarized as follows. (1) The demand for high-quality auditing is weaker in enterprises that voluntarily
disclose their CSR reports; that is, such enterprises are more inclined to employ small accounting firms for
auditing services and to pay them higher audit fees. (2) As the regional institutional environment improves,
the preference for small accounting firms is effectively restrained. (3) The relationship between voluntary
CSR disclosure and independent audit demand is influenced by the disclosure motivations. Specifically, polit-
ical motivation and managers’ self-interest motivation strengthen the preference for ‘‘small” firms, but legit-
imate motivations and economic motivations have no significant impact on the focal relationship. (4) The
business performance and information disclosure quality of enterprises also have an impact on the focal rela-
tionship. Specifically, the preference for ‘‘small” accounting firms is stronger in enterprises with poor perfor-
mance or low quality of information disclosure. (5) Among enterprises that voluntarily disclose their CSR
reports, lower levels of disclosure are associated with stronger preferences for ‘‘small” accounting firms.
The main conclusions of this study are unchanged by a series of robustness tests.

China currently has a transition economy, and a system for supervising CSR is currently being constructed
by the relevant government departments. Therefore, this study’s findings make important contributions to the
understanding of the economic consequences of voluntary CSR disclosure, its influence on independent audit
demand, and how institutional environment affects micro-enterprise decision-making. The study also provides
empirical evidence that will help government regulatory authorities to formulate targeted normative policies
related to CSR. One aspect of supervision that government regulators should strengthen is the supervision of
the performance and disclosure of CSR. In particular, they should severely crack down on pseudo-social
responsibility behaviors, improve the information quality of voluntary CSR disclosure, and promote CSR that
truly serves stakeholders. In addition, as a good institutional environment can play a positive role in helping
enterprises to make audit selection decisions, government departments should actively and steadily improve
the external institutional environment and focus on fostering and enhancing an environment that promotes
high-quality audits. This study also helps managers to realize the importance of the economic consequences
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of social responsibility activities. To fully exploiting the usefulness of CSR information, they need to
strengthen the motivation and content of CSR reports and promote the overall improvement of CSR disclo-
sure quality.
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Short selling may accelerate stock price adjustment to negative news. However,
the literature provides mixed evidence for this prediction. Using short-sale refi-
nancing and a staggered difference-in-differences (DID) model, this paper
explores the effect of short selling on stock price adjustment. Our results show
that (1) short-sale refinancing improves the speed of stock price adjustment to
negative news. This result holds after we control for endogeneity. (2) The pos-
itive relationship between short-sale refinancing and stock price adjustment
speed is significant in subsamples of stocks with higher earnings management
or lower accuracy of analyst forecasts, indicating that firms with more opaque
information are more likely to be targeted by short sellers. In subsamples of
stocks with a higher ownership concentration or lower ownership by institu-
tional investors, short selling is more likely to increase the speed of stock price
adjustment, indicating that ownership structure may influence negative news
mining. (3) As short-sale refinancing exacerbates the absorption of bad news
by stock prices, it increases crash risk. This study enriches the research on
the economic consequences of short selling and provides empirical evidence
supporting regulations on short selling in China.
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1. Introduction

Capital markets use efficient pricing of assets to achieve an optimal allocation of resources. In an effective
capital market, the stock price guides the flow of resources to the most promising projects, and managers use
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the stock price to make decisions (Durnev et al., 2004). However, these rules rely on efficient asset pricing. As
an important financial innovation product, short selling may improve price discovery in a capital market by
facilitating the absorption of negative news into stock prices (Miller, 1977). Short selling has existed in coun-
tries with developed capital markets for a long time. The Chinese capital market has a rather short history. Its
regulations and rationality of its investors need improvement, and its conditions for short selling are imma-
ture. However, after more than 20 years of development, the Chinese capital market has developed consider-
ably. On March 31, 2010, China officially piloted a short-sale trading mechanism, hoping that it would help
stock prices better integrate investor information and better reflect intrinsic value.

Previous studies have examined the effect of short selling on the efficiency of stock pricing. Most studies
using global data indicate that short selling promotes stock price absorption of negative information and
improves market efficiency (Diamond and Verrecchia, 1987; Hong and Stein, 2003; Bris et al., 2007;
Boehmer and Wu, 2013). Bris et al. (2007) suggest that removing short-sale restrictions makes stock prices
more sensitive to negative news. Although Bris et al. (2007) control for country-specific characteristics using
cross-listing and event studies, the selection of cross-listing and policy implementation is not random. The
approach in Bris et al. (2007) does not completely resolve the endogeneity problem by only comparing before
and after a shock. It is noteworthy that the conclusion in Bris et al. (2007) is based on evidence from a specific
country and therefore may not be applicable to other countries with different institutional environments.

China has the largest emerging capital market. Previous studies on whether short selling affects pricing effi-
ciency have shown mixed results. Chang et al. (2014), Xiao and Kong (2014), and Li et al. (2015) find that
short selling can improve market efficiency. Xu and Chen (2012) provide evidence that short selling does
not improve the speed of price adjustment to negative news using one-year data. However, Tang et al.
(2016) extend the sample from 2007 to 2012 and suggest that short selling does indeed improve the speed
of stock price adjustment to negative news by investigating the relationship between margin trading and short
selling.

We propose that opposite conclusions with the same institutional background may be related to the mea-
sures of efficiency and samples used. First, previous studies are mainly based on the information content and
volatility or liquidity of stock prices (Chang et al., 2014; Xiao and Kong, 2014; Li et al., 2015). However, short
selling in China is different from that in other countries (Gao and Lin, 2018). The China Securities Regulatory
Commission permits both short selling and margin trading of only 950 pilot firms. Short selling delivers neg-
ative information, whereas margin trading delivers positive information. Therefore, the effect of short selling
may be compounded by that of margin trading. Second, regulators often take liquidity, volatility, turnover
and other indicators as criteria1 for choosing pilot firms for short selling and margin trading. As a result, pilot
firms may be different from control firms (Su and Ni, 2018). Third, due to the lack of shortable securities, short
selling in China is rare. Therefore, it is reasonable to draw the conclusion that short selling does not facilitate
more efficient price discovery in this specific capital market.

In February 2013, a pilot program called refinancing was officially launched in China. In the refinancing
project, China Securities Finance Corporation Limited (CSFC) borrows stocks from listed companies’ share-
holders and other lenders and makes them available to securities companies, which make them available to
investors for short selling. The introduction of this trading mechanism has facilitated short selling by expand-
ing the number of stocks that securities companies can lend to their clients. Fig. 1 shows the time trend of
short-sale refinancing volume as well as short selling from 2010 to 2019. As can be seen in Fig. 1, after
short-sale refinancing was officially allowed in 2013, the volume of short selling increased exponentially. This

1 The standard for a short selling target is defined in the ‘‘detailed rules for implementation,” sorted from large to small according to
weighted evaluation value, and comprehensively considers the conditions of the individual stock and market including the following
factors. (1) The stock has been on the exchange for over 3 months. (2) The firm has no less than 100 million shares or no less than 500
million yuan of market value for stocks purchased through margin trading, and no less than 200 million shares or no less than 800 million
yuan of market value for stocks sold through short selling. (3) The number of shareholders shall not be less than 4,000. (4) None of the
following situations have occurred in the past three months: (i) the average daily turnover was less than 15% of the average daily turnover
of the benchmark index, and the average daily turnover amount was less than RMB50 million; (ii) the deviation value between the average
daily change and the average daily change of the benchmark index was more than 4%; or (iii) the fluctuation range was more than 5 times
that of the benchmark index. (5) Stock issuing companies have completed the reform of non-tradable shares. (6) Stock transactions are not
subject to special treatment by the exchange. (7) Other conditions as prescribed in the ‘‘detailed rules for implementation.”
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indicates that the launch of the short-sale refinancing program indeed boosted the growth of short selling.
During the early period after the launch of the program, securities companies only selected some shortable
securities as pilot securities, so the pilot shortable securities and other shortable securities are the treatment
group and control group, respectively. As a result, the differences between the treatment and control groups
in liquidity, volatility and turnover are small. Accordingly, this allows us to examine the real economic con-
sequences of short selling. Additionally, after refinancing transactions started on August 27, 2012, margin
trading has been allowed for both the control and treatment groups. However, only the treatment group is
available for short-sale refinancing from February 28, 2013. Therefore, our sample, to a certain extent,
may remove the confounding effect of margin trading.

Using a staggered difference-in-differences (DID) model and short-sale refinancing in China, this paper
explores whether short selling affects the speed of stock price adjustment to negative information. The results
show that short-sale refinancing improves price adjustment to negative news. The result holds after controlling
for endogeneity, indicating that short selling improves the speed of price adjustment to negative information.
We also find that the positive relationship between short-sale refinancing and the speed of price adjustment to
negative information is significant in a subsample of stocks with higher earnings management or lower accu-
racy of analyst forecasts, indicating that firms with more opaque information are more likely to be followed by
short sellers. In firms with higher ownership concentrations or lower percentages of institutional investors,
short selling is more likely to increase the speed of price adjustment to negative information, indicating that
ownership structure may influence negative news mining of short selling. In the end, we find that as short-sale
refinancing exacerbates the absorption of bad news into stock prices, stock price crash risk increases. Investor
structure may explain this result. Short selling in China has only been permitted and practiced recently; in
addition, most investors are individuals and institutional investors, which exhibit herd behavior (Xu et al.,
2013). These factors may cause excessive short selling due to overconfidence in private information or due
to an excessively pessimistic mood. Such short selling behavior can cause negative emotions in the market
to increase (Scheinkman and Xiong, 2003), trigger share prices falling and increase stock price crash risk.

Our paper contributes to the literature in several ways. First, using an exogenous event, we find that short
selling in the Chinese capital market improves the speed of price adjustment to negative news. Although Bris
et al. (2007) use national level data and suggest that relaxing the restriction on short selling makes the pilot
firms’ stock prices more sensitive to negative news; however, results based on data from one country may
not be applicable to countries with different institutional environments. In addition, prior research on this
topic in the Chinese context has not reached a consistent conclusion (Chang et al., 2014; Xu and Chen,
2012; Tang et al., 2016).

Second, we discover the influence of the information environment and ownership structure on the economic
consequences of short selling, which enriches the literature on short sellers’ bad news mining based on the
characteristics of listed companies.
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Fig. 1. Time trend of short-sale refinancing and short selling volume.
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Third, we find that short selling in China increases stock price crash risk. Whereas this conclusion is con-
sistent with Callen and Fang’s (2015) study on US-listed companies, it is inconsistent with another study using
a Chinese sample (Chu and Fang, 2016). Using short selling volume in China, Chu and Fang (2016) find that
although margin trading increases stock price crash risk, short selling reduces stock price crash risk to some
extent. We propose that short sellers choose companies with more accumulated negative news to short sell, so
the findings based on short selling volumes may have endogeneity issues. This paper solves this problem by
using whether a firm is subject to short-sale refinancing to study the effect of short selling on stock price crash
risk.

Fourth, our conclusions have implications for regulators. Short selling in China helps accelerate price
adjustment to negative news, but it can also increase stock price crash risk due to share price stimulation. Chi-
na’s policymakers should be careful in regulating short selling activities, make rigid market operational rules,
make full and effective use of short selling’s advantages and avoid excessive volatility caused by short selling.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the literature and give research
hypotheses. Section 3 reports the data sources, model interpretation, variable analysis and summary statistics
of the sample. Section 4 reports and discusses the empirical results and handling of the endogeneity problem.
In Section 5, we further analyze the effect of information transparency and ownership structure on the short
selling effect and explore the economic consequences of short-sale refinancing on crash risk. Section 6 presents
the conclusion.

2. Institutional background, literature review and hypotheses

Margin trading and short selling refer to brokers lending money to investors to buy securities or lending
securities to investors to sell in anticipation of a price drop, respectively; the borrowers must deposit collateral.
On March 31, 2010, a pilot program to allow margin trading and short selling was officially launched in China,
allowing investors to borrow funds and securities from brokers for margin trading and short selling and end-
ing the ‘‘unilateral market” in which short selling had been prohibited for more than 20 years. The short sell-
ing mechanism has become an important reform of the Chinese stock market; it has attracted extensive
attention and brought new opportunities for investors’ trading methods. The development of short selling
in China is different from that in a mature capital market. The pilot has been expanded, step by step, from
90 firms available for short selling at the beginning to 950 firms on December 12, 2016. Although short selling
may bring significant stock price discovery and market efficiency, its scale was restricted in the early stages due
to insufficient security sources, limited capital and a high entry threshold. In addition, due to high transaction
costs, transaction time and place constraints and other short selling constraints, margin trading has the dom-
inant market role. Basically, the uneven scale of the two types of trading means that they have an asymmetric
effect on market efficiency, so there is still room for development of the short selling mechanism.

To improve the margin trading and short selling mechanisms and broaden the sources of funds and secu-
rities available for margin trading and short selling, CSFC implemented a refinancing mechanism on August
27, 2012, allowing securities trading through refinancing. On February 28, 2013, CSFC officially implemented
short-sale refinancing. Short-sale refinancing means that a securities finance company lends its securities to
another securities company for that company’s securities lending business. Fig. 2 shows the time trend of
the number of pilot securities and the transaction volume of short-sale refinancing. As of December 12,
2016, when the number of pilot securities expanded to 950, equal to the number available for margin trading,
the volume of short-sale refinancing achieved rapid growth. The large increase in short-sale refinancing after
2014 was due to the state council publishing ‘‘Opinions of the State Council on Further Promoting the Sound
Development of Capital Markets” in May 2014. Securities lending and short selling have achieved leapfrog
development through the perfecting of the capital market system and optimized short selling mechanism.
Short-sale refinancing is conducive to improving securities market efficiency, meeting investor requirements
for diversified investments and risk management, establishing and strengthening the investment concept of
the securities market and improving securities companies’ ability to manage income, innovation and risk.
The gradual expansion of the number of pilot firms not only shortens the gap between the treatment and con-
trol groups in this study but also avoids the possibility of margin trading affecting the results and thus provides
an ideal natural experiment to explore the economic consequences of short selling.
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The short-sale refinancing program has important practical significance. First, the pilot program increased
short selling by Chinese investors and provided them with more profit opportunities, which is conducive to
investors implementing diversified investment strategies through refinancing to disperse risk. Second, the pilot
program changed investment behavior and reduced risk in the Chinese securities market. When short selling is
restricted due to capital market immaturity and various system shortcomings, insider trading and stock
manipulation lead to continuous stock price increases. When that happens, a large number of investors often
follow the trend to seek excess profits. However, the introduction of short-sale refinancing has focused short
sellers’ attention on overvalued stocks and optimized investment behavior in the market. Finally, the refinanc-
ing pilot has promoted the return of securities to their intrinsic value and reduced the price bubble in the mar-
ket. Stocks with high share prices are more likely to attract short sellers for securities lending. Short sellers
deliver relevant information to the stock market by shorting securities, thus inhibiting the price bubble and
causing stock prices to return to their fundamental value, which has also been explained by prior research
(Su and Ni, 2018). In practice, ‘‘black swan” events, such as Shuanghui clenbuterol and Yili melamine, have
a significant effect on stock price. Black swan events may increase short-sale refinancing, which will enhance
the price discovery function of the stock market. Fig. 3 shows the trend of short-sale refinancing trading in
Hebei Iron and Steel from 2014 to 2017. After 2014, there was excess capacity and negative growth at Hebei.
A large number of employees were laid off, and bribery occurred in 2017. This black swan event had a signif-
icant negative effect on Hebei, leading to a sharp increase in its short selling trading volume in 2015 and 2017.
This example shows that a black swan event can indeed increase short selling trading volume.

Previous studies on short selling have focused on the effect of short selling on stock pricing efficiency but
have not reached a consistent conclusion. Miller (1977) was the first to propose that under short selling restric-
tions, stock prices only reflect the attitude of optimistic investors and are overvalued because pessimistic inves-
tors cannot short sell the stock. Diamond and Verrecchia (1987) suggest that short selling restrictions reduce
the efficiency of stock pricing, especially when bad news cannot be reflected timely in stock prices. However,
Diamond and Verrecchia (1987) also point out that investors adjust stock price expectations in consideration
of short selling restrictions, so the restrictions do not result in overvalued stock prices. This view was sup-
ported by Xu and Chen (2012) using margin trading and short selling data in China. They found that the price
of target firms makes no difference to the content of negative private information or to the speed of adjustment
to market downswings. The influence on pricing efficiency is still limited mainly because the mechanism is lim-
ited by factors during the pilot that led to low trading volume. After the implementation of short selling,
research on short selling gradually increased. Previous studies have used empirical data to prove that short
selling restrictions lead to the overvaluation of stock prices (Chang et al., 2007; Figlewski, 1981) and verified
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the hypothesis of stock price overvaluation proposed by Miller (1977). Aitken et al. (1998), using the event
research method, suggest that stock prices would fall after short sales in the Australian market. Diether
et al. (2009) also found that stock returns decrease after short sales. Desai et al. (2002) confirm the decline
of stock prices after short sales using NASDAQ data from 1988 to 1994 and propose that the more short sell-
ing transactions, the lower the stock’s return. Chang et al. (2014) find that when listed companies became pilot
firms, their stock return became negative, indicating that short selling restrictions led to the overvaluation of
stock. The Chinese capital market is not yet mature, and the introduction of the short selling mechanism was
late, so relevant research has only recently developed. Gu and Hao (2011) find that short selling constraints
lead to pricing deviation using a stochastic valuation model and panel data. Li et al. (2014) find that compared
with stocks available to short, stocks restricted from short sales showed higher yields after the shock. Li et al.
(2015) propose that margin trading could improve pricing efficiency by improving stock liquidity, reducing
information asymmetry and increasing shareholding width. Some research proposes that short selling may
reduce stock price volatility (Hong and Stein, 2003; Xiao and Kong, 2014). Chu and Fang (2016) propose that
short selling improves pricing efficiency but that the possibility of reducing volatility is small while the under-
lying stock has little risk of crashing. Su and Ni (2018) study the relationship between short selling constraints
and stock price changes from the perspective of short-sale refinancing and find that a reduction in short selling
constraints can not only reduce market asymmetry and volatility but also reduce market stability and aggra-
vate market slump.

Some papers distinguish positive news from negative news by focusing on short selling and stock pricing
efficiency and study the adjustment speed of stock price to different kinds of news. Diamond and Verrecchia
(1987) theoretically propose that short-selling constraints prevent negative news from being reflected in the
stock price in a timely manner, thus reducing the rate of information absorption by the stock price. Bris
et al. (2007) use global data to compute cross-autocorrelations between lagged one-week market returns
and individual stock returns and confirm that relaxing short-selling constraints is conducive to improving
the speed of adjustment to bad news. However, conclusions drawn at a national level may not apply in
a different institutional environment. Saffi and Sigurdsson (2011) use the correlation coefficient of market
returns on lagged stock returns, the delay of stock price reaction to market information, and the distribu-
tion of stock returns as measures of stock pricing efficiency. They show that short selling can accelerate the
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Fig. 3. Time trend of short-sale refinancing volume for Hebei iron and steel.
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speed of stock price adjustment to information, but they do not distinguish between good and bad news,
which would affect short selling differently. However, Xu and Chen (2012) use one-year data to put forward
that short sales do not improve the speed of stock price adjustment to negative news, which can be
explained by the short sample period. Additionally, in 2011, when short selling was in its initial period,
it could not play its significant role in such a short period. The positive relationship between short selling
and speed of stock price adjustment to negative news could not be obtained due to the restrictions on
underlying stock type and quantity, transaction costs and barriers to entry. Tang et al. (2016) use an
enlarged sample range, 2007–2012, and find that short selling can indeed improve the speed of stock price
adjustment to negative news. Despite using a PSM + DID method for a robustness test, the particularities
of securities and the influence of margin trading could not be removed, so endogeneity problems remain.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider endogeneity and explore the effect of short selling on the speed of stock
price adjustment to negative news.

Short selling can affect the speed at which stock prices adjust to negative news. In short selling trading,
investors who hold negative news expect a stock price to fall in the future, so they pay a margin to a broker
to borrow the stock and sell it. When the stock price falls, the investor buys the stock and repays it to the
broker they borrowed it from, earning money from the stock price falling. Short selling restrictions result
in pessimistic investors who cannot short sell leaving the stock market (Miller, 1977); therefore, negative news
is not reflected timely in stock prices. Fama (1965) proposed that in an efficient market, stock prices reflect
historical and current information about a company’s value, good or bad, and stock prices adjust according
to market information timely and comprehensively. When short selling is restricted, short sellers cannot react
to negative information through trading, resulting in asymmetric price adjustments to positive and negative
information and delayed price adjustments to negative news. The ban on short selling also reduces the effi-
ciency of information transmission and expression in the market (Diamond and Verrecchia, 1987), leading
to a decrease in the propagation speed of bad news, whereas the introduction of short selling accelerates
the speed of adjustment to negative information through trading. Thus, allowing short selling accelerates
investors’ search for negative news and the rate at which stock prices absorb it.

Based on that, we propose the following hypothesis:
Short selling accelerates the speed of stock price adjustment to negative news.

3. Research design

3.1. Sample construction and data sources

We choose the pilot firms for short selling from 2010 to 2017 as the sample. The research data mainly come
from the CSMAR database. Table 1 provides the annual adjustments in margin and short selling pilot firms
and the expansion and adjustments for short-sale refinancing. On December 5, 2011; January 31, 2013;
September 16, 2013; September 22, 2014; and December 12, 2016, the firms available for margin and short
selling securities were expanded, ultimately reaching 950. On February 28, 2013; September 16, 2013; June
20, 2014; April 30, 2015; and December 12, 2016, the number of short-sale refinancing pilot firms increased,
starting at 287 and ending at 950.

Table 1
Timetable of adjustments to short selling and short-sale refinancing firms.

Year Short selling in Short selling out Total short selling Refinancing in Refinancing out Total refinancing

2010 96 6 90 0 0 0
2011 190 2 278 0 0 0
2012 0 0 278 0 0 0
2013 482 60 700 299 12 287
2014 218 19 899 356 18 625
2015 0 8 891 269 3 891
2016 77 18 950 77 18 950
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3.2. Model and variables

We use the method in Bris et al. (2007) to measure the speed of stock price adjustment to negative news:

qdiff i ¼ q0i � q1i; ð1Þ
in which q0i and q1i are the cross-autocorrelations between market weekly returns lagged one week and indi-
vidual stock weekly returns, respectively, when the market return falls or rises, reflecting different price delays
when the market moves in different directions, namely the speed of stock price adjustment to negative news.
Bris et al. (2007) point out that downside cross-autocorrelation (q0i) is high when there is a short-selling
restriction, as stock prices cannot quickly respond to the market’s downward fluctuation. In contrast, upside
cross-autocorrelation (q1i) is low if stock prices can adjust quickly to good news when the market fluctuates
upward. When short selling is allowed and market friction is removed, the asymmetric restriction between
margin trading and short selling disappears, resulting in a significant drop in qdiffi. Thus, the difference in
cross-autocorrelation qdiffi can be used to measure the speed of stock price adjustment to positive and negative
news.

From the short selling firms used as the sample, the short-sale refinancing firms are the treatment group and
the rest are the control group. After a treatment firm can be traded through short-sale refinancing, Shock is 1;
otherwise Shock is 0. We exclude the following from the sample: (1) financial companies; (2) companies with
negative equity; (3) companies with annual stock trading days under six months; and (4) companies with miss-
ing variables.

Xu and Chen (2012) suggest that the P/E ratio is related to stock pricing efficiency from the perspective of a
pricing bubble. With reference to Tang et al. (2016), company size (natural logarithm of total assets at the end
of the year) and market-to-book value are significantly correlated with the speed of stock price adjustment to
news and are selected as control variables. Hou and Moskowitz (2005) decompose the factors related to price
delay into traditional liquidity indicators (trading days, etc.) and investor recognition or attention (number of
shareholders, etc.) and believe that investor attention may explain stock price delays better than traditional
liquidity indicators. In addition, we refer to Hou and Moskowitz (2005) to select our control variables, such
as the number of employees, market beta coefficient, financial leverage and other variables related to the speed
of stock price adjustment to news. Li and Zhang (2015) believe that earnings forecasts issued by firms not sub-
ject to the short selling restriction were more ambiguous and that the market reaction to their profit forecasts
was greater, so the quality of information disclosure may affect the speed of stock price adjustment to news.
On that basis, we refer to Li and Xiao (2015) and, based on a listed company’s earnings forecast, divide its
content into four types of information to use as good news: continuing profitability, profitability in advance,
slight profitability and return to profitability. We count the number of good news items disclosed in quarterly
earnings forecasts each year and name this variable News, which we use to control management earnings fore-
cast information for the effects of price discovery. In addition, we use earnings management to control for
information transparency and shareholding ratio of the largest shareholder and proportion of independent
directors to control for the influence of ownership structure and governance level.

To measure the influence of short selling on the speed of stock price adjustment to news, we use firm fixed
and year fixed effects models to control for company and time variants in the DID analysis (Bertrand and
Mullainathan, 2003). Armstrong et al. (2012) use this model when studying corporate governance and infor-
mation environments. Specific to the field of short selling, Jin et al. (2015) also use this method in their
research on short selling and investment efficiency.

The basic model is as follows:

qdiff i;t ¼ ai þ at þ a1Shocki;t þ Controli;t þ ei;t ð2Þ
in which qdiffi,t is the price adjustment speed for stock i in period t, ai is the firm fixed effect, at is the year fixed
effect. The short-sale refinancing variable (Shock) measures whether a stock is allowed to be traded in short-
sale refinancing. When a stock is allowed to be traded in short-sale refinancing, Shock is 1; before a security is
allowed to be traded in short-sale refinancing and for all other control firms, Shock is 0. a1 measures the speed
of stock price adjustment to negative news. When the coefficient of a1 is significantly negative, it indicates that
short selling accelerates the speed of stock price adjustment to negative news. Otherwise, the opposite is true.
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Table 2 provides the variable definitions. Finally, to avoid the possible influence of outliers, the continuous
variables are winsorized at 1%.

3.3. Descriptive statistics

Table 3 reports the descriptive statistics of the variables. It shows that the mean value of Shock is 0.735,
indicating that 73.5% of all firms in the sample are allowed to be traded in short-sale refinancing. The quartile
of qdiff is –0.063, its maximum value is 0.590, and its mean value is 0.255, indicating the price delay in market
adjustment to good news. The results are consistent with those of Xu and Chen (2012).

The mean value of Size is 23.273, and its standard deviation is 1.327. The mean value of financial leverage is
0.488, which is consistent with the data in relevant literature (Chen and Ma, 2017). The quartile coefficient of
market beta is 0.753, the third quartile is 1.339, and the mean value is 1.040, which is consistent with Hou and

Table 2
Variable definitions.

Variable type Variable definition

Dependent
variables

qdiff q0-q1, the difference between the speed of stock price adjustment to good or bad news
q0 The downside cross-autocorrelation between market weekly returns lagged one week and individual

stock weekly returns, representing the speed of stock price adjustment to good news
q1 The upside cross-autocorrelation between market weekly returns lagged one week and individual

stock weekly returns, representing the speed of stock price adjustment to bad news
Independent

variable
Shock For treatment group firms that are allowed to be traded in short-sale refinancing, Shock is 1,

otherwise 0.
Control

variables
Size Company size, natural logarithm of total assets at the end of the year
Leverage Financial leverage, the ratio of total liabilities to total assets
Sholders The natural logarithm of the number of shareholders of a company
Employees The natural logarithm of the number of employees of a company
MB Market-to-book value
Trading days The natural logarithm of the number of trading days of an individual stock
BETA Market beta coefficient, regression coefficient between stock current return and market current

return
PE P/E ratio divided by 100
News Earnings forecast news, a measure of the amount of good news a company discloses during the year
EarningMgt The absolute level of earnings management, measuring the transparency of corporate information1

First The largest shareholder shareholding ratio
Independence Ratio of independent directors

1 Refer to the measure of earnings management mentioned in Kothari et al. (2005).

Table 3
Descriptive statistics.

Variables Mean Standard deviation 25th Median 75th

pdiff 0.255 0.561 �0.063 0.257 0.590
Shock 0.735 0.442 0.000 1.000 1.000
Size 23.273 1.327 22.289 23.118 24.063
Leverage 0.488 0.200 0.338 0.495 0.645
Sholders 11.090 0.891 10.474 11.026 11.644
Employees 8.534 1.370 7.610 8.510 9.384
MB 3.291 2.552 1.590 2.531 4.143
Trading days 5.439 0.126 5.460 5.485 5.497
BETA 1.040 0.421 0.753 1.067 1.339
PE 72.160 161.147 0.153 0.288 0.610
News 1.244 1.625 0.000 0.000 3.000
EarningMgt 0.060 0.063 0.019 0.041 0.076
First 0.371 0.163 0.239 0.357 0.499
Independence 0.377 0.058 0.333 0.364 0.429
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Moskowitz (2005). The mean value and standard deviation of earnings management level are 0.060 and 0.063,
respectively, and are consistent with those reported by Xin et al. (2014).

4. Empirical analysis

4.1. Short-sale refinancing and the speed of price adjustment to news

Table 4 reports the regression results of DID analysis on the sample. Column (1) reports the influence of
short-sale refinancing on Short (the proportion of short selling, securities that are sold divided by the number
of trading shares), the coefficient of Shock is positive and significant at the 1% level and shows that short-sale
refinancing is significantly and positively related to short selling. This result indicates that short-sale refinanc-
ing promotes short selling.

Column (2) reports the effect of short-sale refinancing on price adjustment speed. The result shows that the
coefficient of Shock is negative and significant at the 5% level, indicating that short-sale refinancing accelerates
the speed of price adjustment to negative news. Hypothesis 1 is proven. From the perspective of the control
variables, the larger the company, the smaller the financial leverage, the larger the market-to-book ratio, and
the more trading days, the slower the speed of price adjustment to negative news.

The in and out of firms in the short-sale refinancing program during the sample period may affect the
regression results. To ensure robustness of the results, a robustness test is carried out and the results are
reported in columns (3) and (4) of Table 4. In column (3), the portion of the treatment group that have chan-
ged status within 6 months are moved to the control group. In column (4), the portion of the treatment group

Table 4
Analysis of short-sale refinancing and speed of price adjustment to news.

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)
Short qdiff qdiff qdiff

Shock 0.007*** �0.073** �0.156*** �0.228***
(19.77) (�2.12) (�4.13) (�4.79)

Size 0.102** 0.110** 0.094**
(2.32) (2.49) (2.00)

Leverage �0.330** �0.343** �0.296**
(�2.37) (�2.47) (�2.01)

Sholders �0.098*** �0.094*** �0.067**
(�3.59) (�3.42) (�2.27)

Employees �0.005 �0.005 �0.011
(�0.16) (�0.17) (�0.35)

MB 0.032*** 0.033*** 0.034***
(4.31) (4.40) (4.40)

Trading days 0.212*** 0.207*** 0.242***
(2.68) (2.63) (2.96)

BETA 0.077*** 0.091*** 0.081***
(2.81) (3.30) (2.66)

PE 0.005 0.005 0.005
(0.67) (0.68) (0.72)

News �0.019*** �0.021*** �0.023***
(�2.64) (�2.83) (�2.93)

EarningMgt �0.102 �0.100 �0.096
(�0.60) (�0.59) (�0.55)

First �0.276 �0.280 �0.370
(�1.27) (�1.29) (�1.61)

Independence �0.06 �0.043 0.023
(�0.22) (�0.15) (0.08)

Firm Control Control Control Control
Year Control Control Control Control
R2 0.412 0.040 0.043 0.052
Observations 4475 4475 4475 3876
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that have changed status within 6 months are removed from the sample. Then, the DID analysis is repeated.
The results show that after adjusting the sample, the coefficient of Shock is still negative and significant in each
column, consistent with the previous DID analysis results and ensuring the robustness of the conclusion.

4.2. Endogenous problem processing: PSM-DID

As for the selection rules of the refinancing pilot, according to the refinancing business rules of China Secu-
rities Finance Co., Ltd. (trial) published as early as August 2012, CSFC can adjust the firms included in the
refinancing securities pilot program under some circumstances, such as price fluctuation, change of operations
or management status, and merger or acquisition.2 On February 28, 2013, when refinancing was officially
announced, the characteristics of the 90 pilot firms were not mentioned, but the underlying stocks were of
higher market value and good liquidity. On June 20, 2014, the pilot expansion announcement clearly pointed
out that current market value and turnover were the main factors for selection. Therefore, to avoid the pos-
sible influence of biased securities on our conclusion, we conduct propensity score matching (PSM) between
the treatment and control groups and conduct further DID analysis.

First, we select variables, such as turnover and the logarithm of the circulation market value of securities,
that would affect stocks in the short-sale refinancing pilot and other stocks in the industry at the same time.
We run a probit model during each sample year to test whether a firm is in the treatment or control group.
Then, the treatment and control groups are matched using calipers of 0.05 and 0.01 according to the propen-
sity score neighbor matching method with replacement. Finally, the matched samples are analyzed to test the
balance panel data hypothesis and the common supporting hypothesis. Panel A of Table 5 shows the differ-
ence between the control and experimental groups after PSM. After matching with calipers of 0.01 and 0.05,
the mean difference of the paired variables between the control and experimental groups is not significant,
indicating that PSM corrected the distribution deviation of the two groups’ sample values, and the values
of the paired variable of the two groups were close to the same.

Columns (1) and (2) of Panel B in Table 5 report the regression results of the DID analysis on the matched
sample. Column (1) reports a 1:1 match with a matched caliper of 0.05, and column (2) reports a 1:1 match
with a matched caliper of 0.01. The coefficient of Shock is still negative and significant in columns (1) and (2),
which is consistent with the regression results with the full sample. In conclusion, the results of PSM-DID
analysis show that short selling can improve the speed of price adjustment to negative information. By accel-
erating the price sensitivity to bad news in the market, negative news can be timely reflected in stock prices,
which is conducive to improving the pricing efficiency of the capital market. Therefore, the hypothesis is valid.

4.3. Parallel trend test

That the treatment and control groups have a parallel trend before short selling is an important prerequisite
for using the DID model. Only when there is no significant difference between the treatment and control
groups before the experiment can the treatment effect of short selling with the DID model be true. To ensure
the robustness of the DID regression results, we refer to the studies of Chen and Ma (2017), Ni and Zhu
(2017), the following regression model for a parallel trend test:

qdiff i;t ¼ aþ bPOST �2ð Þ þ cPOST �1ð Þ þ dPOST 0; 1ð Þ þ ePOST 2; 3ð Þ þ controli;t þ ei;t ð3Þ
The dummy variables are set according to the periods in which short-sale refinancing is allowed. Two years

before short-sale refinancing is allowed for a security, POST(-2) is 1; otherwise, it is 0. The year before

2 Article 18 of the refinancing business rules of China Securities Finance Co., Ltd. (trial) states, ‘‘The company shall, according to the
relevant management rules and market conditions of the underlying securities, reasonably determine the list of the underlying securities
and publish it before the opening of each trading day.” Article 19 states, ‘‘The company may adjust the list of underlying securities in the
following circumstances: (1) abnormal fluctuation of price of the underlying securities happens; (2) there are major changes in the
operation and management of the listed company corresponding to the underlying securities; (3) merger, acquisition or material assets
reorganization of the listed company corresponding to the underlying securities happens; (4) the underlying securities of margin lending
and short selling are temporarily adjusted by the stock exchange; (v) other circumstances that the company needs to be adjusted
necessarily.”
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refinancing is allowed, POST(-1) is 1, otherwise 0. The year a stock becomes eligible for refinancing and the
year after, POST(0,1) takes 1, otherwise 0. POST(2,3) is 1 when a pilot security is within two to three years
after refinancing is allowed, otherwise 0. The coefficients of b, c, d and e in the model are the main regression
coefficients. The regression results of the parallel trend test are listed in column (3) of Panel B in Table 5. The
results show that the coefficients b and c are not significant, indicating that the parallel trend hypothesis of the
DID method is valid. Compared with the control group, the price sensitivity to bad news of firms in the treat-
ment group did not improve before they became a pilot firm for short selling. However, d and e are negative
and significant, indicating that, compared with the control group, price sensitivity to bad news improved after
firms in the experimental group became pilot firms for short-sale refinancing and their stock prices could
absorb negative news more effectively and reduce the degree of information asymmetry.

5. Additional analysis

5.1. The influence of information transparency on the short-sale refinancing effect

We find that short selling accelerates the speed of stock price adjustment to negative news, indicating that
short sellers may mine the negative news of listed companies, thus accelerating the transmission of such news.
If this is true, then for firms in the sample with low information transparency, short sellers are more likely to
mine negative news, leading to faster stock price adjustment to negative news. Based on this, we refer to the
study of Xin et al. (2014) and measure the information transparency of enterprises using the absolute level of
earnings management and accuracy of analyst earnings forecasts (Wang et al., 2015) and then explore the role
of information transparency in the effect of short-sale refinancing. Higher levels of earnings management may
indicate that companies want to hide negative news, leading to less transparency. Higher earnings forecasting
accuracy alleviates the degree of information opacity.

Table 6 reports the main analysis results. Columns (1) and (2) report the results after dividing the sample
according to the median of absolute value of earnings management. The coefficient of Shock is negative and

Table 5
Analysis of PSM-DID and parallel trend test.

Panel A: T-test of matched variables

Caliper Paired variable Control group number Mean Treatment group number Mean Difference of mean

0.01 Circulation Market Value 63 16.347 63 16.342 0.005
Turnover 18.187 19.212 �1.026

0.05 Circulation Market Value 71 16.443 71 16.394 0.049
Turnover 16.737 19.148 �2.411

Panel B:Analysis of PSM+DID and parallel trend test

Variable (1) (2) (3)
Caliper is 0.05 Caliper is 0.01 Parallel Trend Test

qdiff qdiff qdiff

Post(-2) 0.034
(1.28)

Post(-1) �0.024
(�0.56)

Post(0,1) �0.091**
(�2.35)

Post(2,3) �0.086**
(�2.28)

Shock �0.207** �0.193*
(�2.11) (�1.81)

Control Variables Control Control Control

Year Control Control Control
Firm Control Control Control
R2 0.098 0.082 0.041
Observations 431 380 4475
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significant at the 10% level when earnings management is higher, indicating that the greater the earnings man-
agement, the greater the information opacity, so price discovery is faster. Columns (3) and (4) report the
results after dividing the sample according to the median of analyst forecast accuracy. The coefficient of Shock
is negative and significant at the 1% level when analyst earnings forecast accuracy is poor, which shows that
the worse the analyst earnings forecast accuracy, the greater the information opacity, so price discovery is fas-
ter. In conclusion, the results in Table 6 show that the greater the information opacity, the more likely short
sellers are to dig for negative news and thus accelerate the speed of price adjustment to negative news.

5.2. The influence of ownership structure on the short-sale refinancing effect

Under different ownership structures, the severity of the agency problem and hiding of negative news by
managers may differ, which may affect the short-sale refinancing effect. Based on this, we explore the influence
of short-sale refinancing on the speed of stock price adjustment to negative news from the perspective of own-
ership structure. The shareholding structure of listed companies in China is relatively concentrated, and com-
panies are at risk of being invaded by controlling shareholders (Stulz, 2005). Major shareholders may grab
resources from listed companies by hiding negative news, which will lead to short sellers digging for negative
news and a stronger short selling effect. In addition, the higher the ratio of institutional shareholders, the more
supervision management receives from institutional investors, and the smaller the agency problem with share-
holders will be (Du and Xiu, 2009). Management may have little motivation to hide bad news, so the effect of
short-sale refinancing will be smaller. Therefore, the shareholding ratio of the largest shareholder is used to
measure the degree of ownership concentration and the shareholding ratio of institutional investors is used
to measure the degree of supervision of firm management to explore the influence of short-sale refinancing
on the speed of stock price adjustment to negative news under different ownership structures.

Table 7
The Influence of ownership structure on the short-sale refinancing effect.

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)
qdiff qdiff qdiff qdiff

Largest shareholder Institutional investors

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH
Shock �0.062 �0.082* �0.115** �0.039

(�1.20) (�1.72) (�2.12) (�0.73)
Control variable Control Control Control Control

Year Control Control Control Control
Firm Control Control Control Control
R2 0.037 0.058 0.053 0.061
Observations 2236 2239 2234 2241

Table 6
The influence of information transparency on the short-sale refinancing effect.

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)
qdiff qdiff qdiff qdiff

Earnings management Accuracy of analyst earnings forecast

LOW HIGH HIGH LOW
Shock �0.066 �0.090* 0.002 �0.178***

(�1.21) (�1.65) (0.04) (�2.83)
Control Variables Control Control Control Control

Year Control Control Control Control
Firm Control Control Control Control
R2 0.038 0.053 0.079 0.076
Observations 2226 2249 1797 17,961

1 Table 6 (3) and (4) show a difference in the number of observations from the main regression sample due to the exclusion of samples
with missing accuracy of analyst earnings forecast.
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Table 7, columns (1) and (2) report the results after grouping by the largest shareholder ratio as a measure-
ment of ownership concentration, and it shows that in the group with higher ownership concentration, the
coefficient of Shock is negative and significant at the 10% level, indicating that the higher the ownership con-
centration, the greater the information opacity. Therefore, short-sale refinancing is likely to accelerate the
speed of stock price adjustment to negative news. Columns (3) and (4) report the results of the groups divided
by the median shareholding ratio of institutional investors, and show that short-sale refinancing has a more
obvious effect on the speed of stock price adjustment to negative news in companies with a low shareholding
ratio of institutional investors. The results show that short-sale refinancing’s effect varies across ownership
structures. When ownership concentration is high or the proportion of institutional investors is low, the cor-
porate governance mechanism is poor and short-sale refinancing’s effect appears to be concentrated, reducing
noise trading and increasing the speed of stock price adjustment to negative news.

5.3. Economic consequences: Short-sale refinancing and crash risk

Short sellers’ search for bad news accelerates the rate at which stock prices adjust to negative news, poten-
tially leading to a higher crash risk. Therefore, we introduce crash risk to explore the economic consequences
of short selling. We use Chen et al. (2001) as a reference to measure the crash risk with two indicators, namely,
the negative skew of stock returns of (NCSKEW) and the difference between the volatility of rising and falling
stock prices (DUVOL). Following Chen et al. (2001), Chu and Fang (2016) and Jiang et al. (2015), the control
variables are RET, annual stock return rate; SIGMA, the standard deviation of a stock’s weekly return; Size,
the natural logarithm of total assets; Leverage, the ratio of total liabilities to total assets; MB, market-to-book
value; ROA, ratio of net profit to total assets; EarningMgt, earnings management level and MHOLD, man-
agement shareholding ratio. Table 8 shows the regression results of short selling on stock price crash risk.
It shows that the coefficient of Shock is significantly positive at the 1% and 5% levels, indicating that stock
price crash risk significantly increases due to short selling transactions.

Table 8
Short-sale refinancing and crash risk.

Variable (1) (2)
NCSKEW DUVOL

Shock 0.111*** 0.064**
(2.82) (2.10)

RET �12.566*** �10.102***
(�6.52) (�6.77)

SIGMA �1.106 �0.572
(�1.27) (�0.85)

Size �0.075* �0.073**
(�1.65) (�2.08)

Leverage 0.109 0.076
(0.63) (0.57)

MB 0.035*** 0.016*
(3.26) (1.92)

EarningMgt 0.177 0.018
(0.92) (0.12)

ROA 0.057 �0.080
(0.15) (�0.26)

MHOLD 3.231* 2.764*
(1.75) (1.94)

Year Control Control
Firm Control Control
R2 0.073 0.083
Observations 42,701 4270

1 The decrease in sample size is caused by the absence of the stock price crash variable.
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Chu and Fang (2016) use short selling volume to measure short selling and show that short selling can
reduce stock price crash risk to a certain extent. However, short sellers choose companies with more concen-
trated bad news to trade, so there may be some sample selection bias in this conclusion. Bris et al. (2007) find
that the market’s negative bias rate increases after the deregulation of short selling, which indicates that stock
price crash risk may increase after deregulation of short selling. Callen and Fang (2015) reach similar conclu-
sions. We also find that the relaxation of short selling restrictions in China leads to crash risk. China allowed
short selling late and as a result, investors are mainly individuals, and among institutional investors herd
behavior is significant (Xu et al., 2013). Immature investors may engage in excessive short selling with over-
confidence in private information or engage in short selling due to an excessively pessimistic mood, eventually
leading to share prices falling and increasing crashes (Scheinkman and Xiong, 2003).

6. Conclusion

Short selling allows investors holding negative news to trade in a timely manner, thus accelerating the speed
of stock price adjustment to negative news (Bris et al., 2007). However, inconsistent conclusions have been
drawn regarding this effect in China. Short-sale refinancing, launched in February 2013, expanded the sources
of securities available for borrowing and facilitated short selling. In the early pilot period, securities financial
companies selected only some stocks as pilots. The pilot and non-pilot short selling firms are our treatment
and control groups, respectively. To a certain extent, this minimizes the differences between the treatment
and control groups in terms of liquidity, volatility and turnover, and provides an opportunity to investigate
the economic consequences of short selling.

Based on this, we use the DID method to explore the influence of Chinese short selling on the speed of price
adjustment to negative information. We find that short selling is conducive to the timely and effective reflec-
tion of negative news in stock prices. Through short selling, stock prices can quickly adjust and react to neg-
ative news in the market to accelerate the speed of price adjustment to negative information, reduce stock price
delay and improve pricing efficiency. In addition, investors are more likely to conduct short selling by mining
bad news in an environment with less information transparency. Short-sale refinancing has different effects
under different firm ownership structures. In addition, short selling is more likely to encourage short sellers
to dig for negative news, ultimately raising crash risk. The results will help short sellers play their market role
and improve pricing efficiency.
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1. Introduction

Since 2001, more than 120 countries have required or allowed the use of International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) (Ball, 2016). In line with this international trend, China conducted four main sets of
accounting reforms, in 1992, 1998, 2001, and 2006, with each replacing the preceding reform. The goals of
these reforms have been to converge with IFRS (Peng et al., 2008) and attract foreign direct investments as
a means of achieving high levels of economic growth (Wu et al., 2007).

The new Chinese accounting standards (CAS) have covered all aspects of IFRS, with great care taken to
substantially align with IFRS. However, due to the uniqueness of China’s environment, the country has
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modified its adoption of IFRS in some respects (Hou et al., 2014). Wu et al. (2014) argue that the economic
consequences of convergence with IFRS should differ from those related to the full adoption of IFRS. Indeed,
there are many key differences between the Chinese version of IFRS and the standard version. One important
difference between them is their position concerning accounting conservatism (AC). In 2010, the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) removed the term ‘‘prudence” (or AC) from its conceptual framework.
In contrast, the Ministry of Finance (MOF), which determines the CAS, has adopted the prudence principle as
a basic standard in the 2006 accounting reform, stating in article 18 that ‘‘an enterprise shall exercise prudence
in recognition, measurement, and reporting of transactions or events. It shall not overstate assets or income
nor understate liabilities or expenses.” Moreover, IAS 16 and IAS 38 allow both the revaluation model and
the cost model, whereas Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises No. 4 – Fixed Assets (ASBE 4) adopts
only the cost model, which is in line with AC. More importantly, ASBE 4 prohibits the reversal of impairment
losses for most long-term assets, but IAS 36 prohibits this practice only for goodwill. In effect, the prohibition
on the reversal of impairment losses works against the recognition of good news, which aligns with conditional
conservatism (CC).1

This study examines the impact of China’s convergence with IFRS, not mandatory IFRS adoption, on
UNCC. This study has four main motivations. First, research on IFRS and AC is still limited, and the findings
remain unclear (André et al., 2015). In the Chinese context, Hou et al. (2014) confirm that there is still no
direct evidence on the impact of China’s convergence with IFRS on AC. Therefore, the impact of convergence
with IFRS in China is relatively under-investigated (Li et al., 2018). Second, most studies concerning IFRS
and AC largely focus on the impact of mandatory IFRS adoption, not convergence with IFRS. In effect,
the impact of convergence with IFRS should differ from the full adoption of IFRS (Wu et al., 2014). However,
convergence with IFRS has been considered by relatively few studies (Liu et al., 2016). Third, most studies on
IFRS and AC focus on developed countries, and relatively few studies focus on developing countries (Liu
et al., 2011). In this respect, Hou et al. (2014) state that developed markets differ from other markets in many
significant ways. Fourth, UNCC is not investigated in the literature as much as CC, and UNCC is considered
by relatively few studies (Qiang, 2007).

A comprehensive comparison is conducted between old and new CAS, taking account of all the new prac-
tices that may affect UNCC. The theoretical comparison suggests that the negative impact of convergence with
IFRS is expected to overcome its positive impact on UNCC. As predicted, the findings show that the Chinese
capital market has experienced a significant decline in UNCC following convergence with IFRS.

One very recent study that explores the association between mandatory IFRS adoption and UNCC is that
of Fullana et al. (2018), which differs from this study in many ways. First, this study deals with the impact that
convergence with IFRS has on UNCC, whereas Fullana, González, and Toscano deal with the economic con-
sequences of the full adoption of IFRS on UNCC. Second this study focuses on China, a developing country,
whereas Fullana, González, and Toscano focus on Spain, a developed country. Third, this study covers an
extended period, from 1996 to 2017, whereas Fullana, González, and Toscano investigate only the period from
2000 to 2009. In this regard, the study addresses serious concerns about the potential effect of the global finan-
cial crisis on the results of Fullana, González, and Toscano. Their measure, the MTB ratio, maybe reduced
after the adoption of IFRS as a result of a reduction in the market values of firms during the global financial
crisis, and not as a result of increases in the book values of firms caused by a reduction in UNCC owing to
mandatory IFRS adoption. To isolate the potential effects of the global financial crisis, this study excludes
2008 from the sample period, as 2008 is the year when the impact of the global financial crisis was the strongest
in China (Hou et al., 2014). Fourth, this study analyses new practices resulting from convergence with IFRS
that might increase or decrease UNCC, whereas Fullana, González, and Toscano consider only some of the
key differences between old Spanish GAAP and IFRS. Fifth, to measure UNCC this study uses the intercept
of the Basu (1997) model and the cumulative negative accruals measure. whereas Fullana, González, and Tos-
cano use the MTB ratio as a proxy of UNCC. In effect, variations in the MTB ratio can be driven by many
factors other than IFRS, such as growth options, financial crises, and inflation. Therefore, the MTB ratio may
fail to capture UNCC (Lara and Mora, 2004).

1 For more detail on the differences between China’s new accounting standards and IFRS, please see Deloitte (2006).
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This study covers several gaps in the literature. First, UNCC is seldom investigated in the accounting
literature (Lara and Mora, 2004). Moreover, prior studies mainly focus on exploring the economic conse-
quences of mandatory IFRS adoption rather than the economic consequences of convergence with IFRS.
Therefore, this study enriches the literature concerning the relationship between convergence with IFRS
and UNCC. Second, previous studies on this topic focus on developed countries. Therefore, investigating this
issue in China provides the literature with useful sights from the perspective of a major developing country.
Policymakers, accounting standards setters, the IFRS Foundation, and IFRS adopters in other countries can
all greatly benefit from understanding the Chinese experience.

2. The potential impact of convergence with IFRS on UNCC

The theory of AC suggested by Watts (2003) assumes that accounting regulation can play a role in
determining the level of AC. The following two sections discuss the positive and negative effects of China’s
convergence with IFRS on UNCC.

2.1. The positive impact of convergence with IFRS on UNCC

The new CAS is analyzed, considering 14 cases that are related to 10 new Chinese standards that may lead
to an increase in UNCC. These cases concern ASBE 2—Long-Term Equity Investments, ASBE 4—Fixed
Assets, ASBE 6—Intangible Assets, ASBE 9—Employee Compensation, ASBE 11—Share-Based Payments,
ASBE 13_Contingencies, ASBE 16—Government Subsidies, ASBE 18—Income Taxes, ASBE 20—Business
Combinations, and ASBE 27—Exploitation of Petroleum and Natural Gas.

In addition, seven new accounting practices that might increase UNCC are captured, namely increasing
expenses and/or liabilities, accelerated depreciation methods, recording accruals for expenses, using the cost
method, applying the pooling of interests method, using the output method to compute the depletion of min-
eral interests, and using balance sheet method for taxation.

The most frequent practice is the wide recognition of liabilities and/or expenses (see, ASBE 4, §8, 13; ASBE
6, §12; ASBE 9, §2, 6; ASBE 11, §4–6, 8, 10–12; ASBE 13, §4,8,10; ASBE 16, §6–8). As is well known, UNCC
understates the book value of stockholders’ equity (André et al., 2015). This bias can be introduced by over-
stating expenses and/or liabilities. However, liabilities and/or expenses can be recognized more quickly by
using the accrual basis instead of the cash basis. In this respect, the new ASBE 9—Employee Compensation
recognizes compensation payable as a liability according to the accrual basis, and not the cash basis (ASBE 9
§4). Accelerated depreciation methods inflate depreciation expenses in early periods (Qiang, 2007), and thus
these methods increase UNCC. In this regard, the new ASBE 6—Intangible Assets opens the door to the
use of accelerated depreciation methods (ASBE 6 §17). Similarly, the new ASBE 27—Exploitation of Petro-
leum and Natural Gas allows the use of the output method and the straight-line method, and it allows the
computation of mineral interest depletion in proved properties (ASBE 27 §21). The output method probably
reports larger depletion expenses than the straight-line method, which is regarded as income-increasing (Scott,
2009). Alternatively, bias resulting from UNCC practice can be introduced by understating assets and/or rev-
enues. Concerning this issue, the new ASBE 13_Contingencies require that obligations related to a contin-
gency must be recognized as estimated liabilities when they are likely to cause economic benefit to flow out
(ASBE 13 §4,8,10). However, expected compensation must be recognized as an asset when the inflows are vir-
tually certain, rather than likely (ASBE 13 §7). In this respect, the practice of not recognizing expected assets
until the inflows are virtually certain is considered a bias that enhances UNCC. Historical cost accounting sup-
ports UNCC. Unlike fair value accounting, historical cost accounting does not allow changes to the book
value of assets, even if the real value of such assets changes through time. As a result, historical cost account-
ing understates the net value of assets. The cost method is an example of historical cost accounting. In this
respect, the new ASBE 2—Long-Term Equity Investments requires that a long-term equity investment of
an investing enterprise that is able to control the invested enterprise shall be measured by using the cost
method (ASBE 2 §5). The pooling of interests method also aligns with historical cost accounting, as this
method, when applied during an acquisition or merger, allows the balance sheets of two enterprises to be
added together, using their book values rather than their fair values, which results in no goodwill. However,
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the non-recognition of goodwill understates the net value of assets, which reflects UNCC. In this regard, the
new ASBE 20—Business Combinations adopts the pooling of interests method for evaluating business com-
binations involving entities that are controlled by the same entities (ASBE 20 §6). Unlike the tax payable
method, the balance sheet method recognizes deferred income taxes in the balance sheets as either assets or
liabilities. Given the phenomena of tax avoidance and the tendency of firms to pay no more than the tax pay-
able, the majority of deferred income taxes are expected to represent deferred income tax liabilities rather than
deferred income tax assets. If this is the case, then the application of the balance sheet method eliminates the
non-recognition of deferred income tax liability, and thus enhances UNCC.

2.2. The negative impact of convergence with IFRS on UNCC

In analyzing the new CAS, 26 cases related to 13 new standards that may reduce UNCC are considered,
namely ASBE 1—Inventories, ASBE 2—Long-Term Equity Investments, ASBE 3—Investment Real Estates,
ASBE 6—Intangible Assets, ASBE 7—Exchange of Non-Monetary Assets, ASBE 10—Enterprise Annuity
Fund, ASBE 12—Debt Restructuring, ASBE 14—Revenues, ASBE 16—Government Subsidies, ASBE
17—Borrowing Costs, ASBE 20—Business Combinations, ASBE 21—Leases, ASBE 22—Recognition and
Measurement of Financial Instruments.

Eight newly adopted practices that might reduce UNCC are observed, namely fair value accounting, reduc-
ing amortization/depreciation, capitalization, and liabilities, increasing gains, using the accrual basis for
income, and canceling the Last In First Out (LIFO) method.

The most frequent practice is fair value accounting, which is used in all 13 of the standards investigated (see
ASBE 2, §9; ASBE 3, §10–11; ASBE 6, §14; ASBE 7, §3; ASBE 10, §6; ASBE 12, §5–7; ASBE 14, §5, 13; ASBE
20, §13–15; ASBE 21, §11, 32; and ASBE 22, §30). In this regard, KPMG (2014) documents that the new CAS
introduces more requirements for fair value accounting at the expense of historical cost accounting. Unlike
historical cost accounting, fair value accounting does not understate the net value of assets. Furthermore,
it does not ignore the recognition of day one gains or losses. Thus, fair value accounting mitigates UNCC.
Regarding the reporting of gains, the new CAS increase the recognition of gains in many cases (see, ASBE
2, §9; ASBE 12, §5–7; ASBE 14, §5; ASBE 16, §7; ASBE 20, §13; ASBE 21, §32). However, the initial recog-
nition of an account as a gain is closed in earnings, instead of being recognized as a liability, or closed in cap-
ital reserves. This practice increases earnings and thus reduces UNCC. In terms of reducing amortization/
depreciation, the new CAS directly reduce the amount of amortization/depreciation, either directly (see,
ASBE 2, §5; ASBE 3, §11; ASBE 6, §17, 19) or indirectly (see, ASBE 6, §18). Specifically, the new ASBE
6—Intangible Assets requires that the expected residual value shall be taken into account in computing the
amortization amount of intangible assets (ASBE 6 §18). This new policy reduces the amount of amortization
expense, as the deduction of residual value from the cost reduces the amortization expense, and UNCC as a
result. Capitalization is adopted in five cases (see, ASBE 6, §9, 17; ASBE 17, §4, 6; ASBE 21, §11, 18). This
practice decreases expenses at the initial recognition, as it recognizes expenditures as assets rather than
expenses. Therefore, this capitalization policy does not align with UNCC. Liabilities are negatively affected
by the new ASBE 21—Leases, as this case states that if a sale and leaseback transaction that results in an oper-
ating lease is based on the fair value, then the difference between the sales proceeds and the carrying amount of
the asset shall be closed in earnings (ASBE 21 §32), rather than deferred as a liability. Indeed, recognizing an
item as a gain instead of treating it as a liability at initial recognition has a positive (negative) effect on both
earnings and net assets (UNCC). The new ASBE 16—Government Subsidies adopts the accrual basis in rec-
ognizing government grants related to income (ASBE 16 §5), but not on a cash basis. In this matter, accrual
basis accounting recognizes government grants quicker than cash basis accounting. Thus, UNCC is negatively
affected. Finally, the new ASBE1—Inventories does not adopt the LIFO method (ASBE 1, §14) which over-
states the cost of sales, and thus this case increases UNCC.

3. Literature review

Several studies document an adverse effect of IFRS application on CC. In the European Union context,
Chen et al. (2010) consider whether changes in accounting quality can be attributed principally to IFRS
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application. They find that CC is significantly reduced after the full adoption of IFRS. Piot et al. (2010)
explore the effect of mandatory IFRS adoption on AC in Europe. They report a decrease in CC (but not
in UNCC) in the presence of a Big 4 auditor under mandatory IFRS adoption. Ahmed et al. (2013) test
the impact of mandatory adoption of IFRS on accounting quality. They observe that CC declines significantly
under IFRS in countries with strong enforcement, but countries with weak enforcement experience insignifi-
cant declines of CC. André et al. (2015) find an overall reduction in CC after mandatory IFRS adoption in 16
European countries. They document that this decline is less pronounced in countries where compliance with
IFRS is strictly enforced.

Some studies suggest an opposite trend. Gassen and Sellhorn (2006) document that CC is significantly
higher for IFRS-compliant firms than for German firms applying domestic GAAP. Barth et al. (2008) demon-
strate that CC is improved among voluntary adopters relative to non-IAS firms. They note that their results
may be not attributable to the application of IAS rather than to the effects of economic environment and
firms’ incentives. Günther et al. (2009) capture improvements in CC among German firms that adopted IFRS
on either a voluntary or a mandatory basis. In comparing the quality of accounting measures used under the
United Kingdom GAAP and those used in IFRS, Iatridis (2010) find that IFRS are associated with more
timely loss recognition. Dimitropoulos et al. (2013) document that in Greece, CC increased after mandatory
IFRS adoption, relative to use of the local GAAP. Chan et al. (2015) find that CC is improved only among
IFRS firms that have higher costs of debt, and in European countries that are less dependent on bank financ-
ing or private debt.

In China, Chen et al. (1999) find that earnings under the old Chinese GAAP are higher than those reported
under IAS, suggesting that IAS are more conservative. In examining the period from 1992 to 1998, Ball et al.
(2000b) detect a weak level of CC among Chinese firms, whether they report under the old Chinese GAAP or
IAS (although international auditors certify those reporting under IAS). In comparing profits before and after
the 1998 accounting reform, Chen et al. (2002) confirm that profits under the old Chinese GAAP are higher
than those reported under IAS. Peng et al. (2008) also determine that profits under the 2001 accounting reform
are higher than those under IAS. Notably, they point out that the 2001 accounting reform decreased the gap in
profits. Hou et al. (2014) find that the positive impact that China’s convergence with IFRS has on the use of
accounting performance in determining executive compensation is significantly affected by a reduction in AC,
as a result of China’s convergence with IFRS. However, Liu et al. (2016) concur that Chinese firms recognized
losses in a timely manner after 2007. They observe that before 2007, Chinese firms following IFRS were more
conditionally conservative than those operating under the old Chinese GAAP. In addition, Liu, Skerratt, and
Li note that after 2007, the CC of Chinese firms following the new Chinese GAAP was similar to the CC prac-
ticed under the IFRS prior to 2007. Bradford et al. (2017) demonstrate that the governance role that AC plays
in the dividend policies of Chinese firms is reduced, because convergence with IFRS tends to reduce CC. In a
more recent study, Li et al. (2018) document that the 2001 accounting reform enhances CC significantly. In
contrast, the 2006 accounting reform is found to have a negative effect on CC. Notably, Li et al. document
that CC has increased since 2011, following the global financial crisis (2007–2009).

Research on IFRS and UNCC is very limited with conflict findings reported by few papers (Lara and
Mora, 2004). Some studies suggest a negative relationship between IAS/IFRS and UNCC. In Germany,
Hung and Subramanyam (2007) explore the effects of the voluntary adoption of IAS on financial statements.
They provide strong evidence that balance sheets (UNCC) under German GAAP are more conservative than
IAS. In a very recent study, Fullana et al. (2018) find that the full adoption of IFRS in Spain leads to signif-
icant reductions in UNCC.

Other studies find positive associations between IAS/IFRS and UNCC. Ball et al. (2000b) use the Basu
model to observe that the net income reported under IAS has lower intercepts than the net income reported
under domestic Chinese GAAP, indicating that IAS income is more unconditionally conservative than
Chinese-standard income. Callao et al. (2007) find that the gap between book and market values has been
wider since IFRS compliance became mandatory in Spain, suggesting that UNCC has increased after the
adoption of IFRS. Piot et al. (2010) find that in the European Union, UNCC(but not CC) is higher after
mandatory IFRS adoption in the presence of a Big 4 auditor. Gastón et al. (2010) document that market value
is significantly higher than book value following the application of IFRS in Spain and the UK, concluding
that UNCC is enhanced under the adoption of IFRS.
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In addition, a number of studies support the notion that accounting quality is unlikely to be determined by
accounting standards alone. Ball et al. (2000b) find no evidence that Chinese accounting income is condition-
ally conservative, under either domestic standards or IAS, although the latter was audited by international
accounting firms. They suggest that accounting standards per se do not have the main role in determining
the timeliness of loss recognition. Ball et al. (2000a) detect that common-law countries are substantially more
conditionally conservative than code-law countries. They propose that differences in legal and institutional
environments have a dominant influence on the levels of CC across countries. Ball et al. (2003) find that
the interactions between accounting standards and preparer incentives generally produce CC. They suggest
that the properties of earnings are ultimately determined by the institutional factors that influence the incen-
tives of managers and auditors. Bushman and Piotroski (2006) find that countries with high-quality judicial
systems, and countries with strong public enforcement of securities laws, tend to experience high levels of
CC. They document that civil law countries with greater state involvement tend to exhibit lesser CC than com-
mon law countries with low state involvement. Further, they find that companies in countries with high levels
of state involvement in the economy tend to experience lower CC than companies in countries with less state
involvement. Moreover, they note that firms in countries with weak investor protections and low-quality judi-
cial systems reflect less CC in their accounting numbers than firms in countries with strong investor protec-
tions and high-quality judicial systems. Hung and Subramanyam (2007) find that German firms experience
an increase in CC under both IAS and German GAAP, highlighting the significant role of institutional factors
in explaining the variation in firms’ CC rather than accounting standards. Lara et al. (2008) document that CC
is more pronounced in common-law-based developed economies, where enforcement is high. Further, their
results reveal that the use of IASB standards does reflect CC in emerging countries with weak enforcement
and low investor protection. Concerning Greece, Karampinis and Hevas (2011) fail to find a substantial
increase in CC after mandatory IFRS adoption. Accordingly, they recommend that simultaneous infrastruc-
ture changes are essential to provide superior financial reporting. He et al. (2012) observe several unintended
effects of convergence with IFRS, concluding that incentives and institutional factors play key roles in deter-
mining the level of accounting quality. Christensen et al. (2015) capture mixed results concerning CC in Ger-
many. First, they find that CC increased after German firms voluntarily adopted IFRS (prior to the
mandatory IFRS adoption). Second, CC is decreased after the adoption of IFRS became mandatory. They
conclude that incentives play a main role in determining the relation between IFRS and CC.

4. Hypotheses development

Based on the theoretical analysis of the expected impacts that convergence with IFRS has on UNCC in
China, as summarized in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, the negative impact of convergence with IFRS on UNCC
(see Section 2.2) is expected (for many reasons) to overcome the positive impact of that convergence (see
Section 2.1).

First, Chinese capital market rules provide Chinese firms with incentives to inflate their earnings, which
contradicts the concept of AC. For instance, the rules state that a firm will be delisted if it reports losses in
three consecutive years. Such rules create strong incentives for Chinese companies to manage earnings in order
to maintain their listing status (He et al., 2012). Another example is that Chinese firms commonly inflate their
earnings by engaging in abnormal related party transactions before their initial public offering periods
(Aharony et al., 2010). Apparently, it is expected that managers will prefer new Chinese standards that have
a negative impact on UNCC, at the expense of new Chinese standards that have a positive impact on UNCC.

Second, some cases that have a positive impact on UNCC (see Section 2.1) apply only under certain con-
ditions, which do not occur permanently. For example, a delayed payment for purchasing fixed or intangible
assets is subject to being expensed if the payment is delayed (ASBE 4, §8; ASBE 6, §12). In addition, a recog-
nition of compensation for the cancelation of a labor relationship with employees can be applied under certain
conditions (ASBE 9 §6).

Third, some cases having a positive impact on UNCC (see Section 2.1) apply due to specific choices, and
therefore do not occur permanently. For example, accelerated depreciation methods or the straight-line
method can be used to compute the amortization of intangible assets with limited service (ASBE 6 §17).
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However, to compute the depletion of mineral interests in proved properties (ASBE 27 §21), either the
straight-line or the output method can be used.

Fourth, some cases that have a positive impact on UNCC (see Section 2.1) are associated with abnormal
situations. For example, for the recognition of obligations related to a contingency (ASBE 13 §4,8,10) in a case
involving government subsidies, they generally arise due to distress. To give another example, cases involving
business combinations are relevant only to a limited number of companies.

Fifth, only about half of the cases that have a negative impact on UNCC (see Section 2.2) occur perma-
nently, or under normal situations. Such cases include prohibiting the LIFO method (ASBE 1 §14); cancelling
the amortization of ‘‘equity investment differences” (ASBE 2 §5), the non-amortization of indefinite life intan-
gible assets (ASBE 6 §19); computing the expected residual value in amortization of intangible assets (ASBE 6
§18); capitalizing development costs (ASBE 6 §9); recognizing financial assets with good liquidity according to
fair value (ASBE 10 §6); canceling amortization for positive goodwill (ASBE 6 §19); and recognizing all finan-
cial assets and financial liabilities, including derivatives, according to their fair values at initial recognition
(ASBE 22 §30).

In summary, China’s convergence with IFRS is predicted to have a negative impact on UNCC, and the
following hypothesis is proposed in the alternative form with a negative direction:

H1: The level of UNCC is significantly reduced under the Chinese version of IFRS.

5. Research design

Consistent with Basu (1997) and Giner and Rees (2001), Basu (2005) documents that the intercept coeffi-
cient, b0, of the Basu (1997) model can be used to measure UNCC, indicating that the lower the intercept, the
greater the UNCC. The model proposed by Basu (1997) is conducted as follows:

Eit ¼ b0 þ b1Dit þ b2Rit þ b3RitDit þ eit ð1Þ
where Eit represents net profit after extraordinary items of firmi in yeart, scaled by the market value of firmi in
yeart�1. Rit represents the adjusted stock return of firmi over a year ended April 30. Dit is a dummy variable
that takes the value of 1 if Rit is negative, and 0 otherwise. eit is the error term.

To measure the change in UNCC after convergence with IFRS, the Basu model is transformed by adding
another variable, IFRSit, as a dummy variable and its interaction effects with stock returns. The transformed
model is constructed as follows:

Eit ¼ b0 þ b1Dit þ b2Rit þ b3RitDit þ b4IFRSit þ b5IFRSitDit þ b6IFRSitRit þ b7IFRSitDitRit þ eit ð2Þ
where IFRSit is a dummy variable that equals 1 for years after 2006, and 0 otherwise.

The coefficient b4 represents the change in the intercept coefficient, b0, of the Basu model. A significantly
positive (negative) value of b4 reveals that UNCC is decreased (increased) after convergence with IFRS.

6. Data

6.1. Data selection

Compared with past research, this study covers a relatively more extended period, from 1996 to 2017.
Brüggemann et al. (2013) believe that using short periods is one weakness of contemporary IFRS studies
and thus call for a re-examination of probable IFRS effects by using longer time series. In this context, Liu
et al. (2011) argue that a more comprehensive view of the changes in accounting quality in China could be
provided by a longitudinal study of accounting quality over a longer period. In addition, financial regulation
changes may need sufficient time to be appropriately practiced in firms. In turn, it is important to update the
sample (Liu et al., 2016). Therefore, this study extends the sample period to include the years between 1996
and 2017.
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Table 1 reports the data collection process. The initial data come from the China Stock Market and
Accounting Research (CSMAR) database, consisting of 3704 firms listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange
or the Shenzhen Stock Exchange from 1996 to 2017. As only A-listed firms are heavily influenced by the
2006 accounting reform, all B-listed firms (114 firms) are removed. All firms related to the financial sector
(82 firms) are also dropped, as they follow different reporting regulations. Only listed firms with normal status
are considered, and firms with other statuses (316 firms) are ignored. Additionally, all observations with

Table 2
Data description.

Panel A. Data description before convergence with IFRS

Variables N Mean Std. Dev. Min. p25% Median p75% Max.

E 7456 0.0245 0.0307 �0.0357 0.0078 0.0216 0.0398 0.1060
D 7456 0.6882 0.4633 0 0 1 1 1
R 7456 �0.1379 0.2840 �0.7341 �0.3187 �0.1340 0.0450 0.4530
D_R 7456 �0.1944 0.2128 �0.7341 �0.3187 �0.1340 0 0
IFRS 7456 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IFRS_D 7456 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IFRS_R 7456 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IFRS_D_R 7456 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
UNCC_NONACC 4750 �0.0228 0.1440 �0.3686 �0.1063 �0.0127 0.0740 0.2279
UNCC_TACC 4750 �0.0033 0.0424 �0.0967 �0.0299 �0.0017 0.0244 0.0761

Panel B. Data description after convergence with IFRS

Variables N Mean Std. Dev. Min. p25% Median p75% Max.

E 18,462 0.0289 0.0323 �0.0389 0.0092 0.0233 0.0447 0.1030
D 18,462 0.6032 0.4892 0 0 1 1 1
R 18,462 �0.0935 0.3198 �0.7265 �0.2974 �0.0812 0.1296 0.4681
D_R 18,462 �0.1799 0.2248 �0.7265 �0.2974 �0.0812 0 0
IFRS 18,462 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
IFRS_D 18,462 0.6032 0.4892 0 0 1 1 1
IFRS_R 18,462 �0.0935 0.3198 �0.7265 �0.2974 �0.0812 0.1296 0.4681
IFRS_D_R 18,462 �0.1799 0.2248 �0.7265 �0.2974 �0.0812 0 0
UNCC_NONACC 17,132 �0.0543 0.1513 �0.3686 �0.1454 �0.044 0.0463 0.2279
UNCC_TACC 17,132 �0.0086 0.0444 �0.0967 �0.0368 �0.0076 0.0205 0.0761

Notes: Eit represents net profit after extraordinary items of firmi in yeart, scaled by the market value of firmi in yeart�1. Rit is the stock
return of firmi over a year ended April 30. UNCC_TACC is a proxy of UNCC, based on cumulative total accruals over the past three
years, divided by average total assets, and multiplied by negative 1, where total accruals equal earnings before extraordinary items, less
cash flows from operations plus depreciation expense. UNCC_NONACC is another proxy of UNCC, based on cumulative nonoperating
accruals over the past three years, deflated by beginning total assets, and multiplied by negative 1, where nonoperating accruals =
(earnings + depreciation � cash flows from operations) � (D Accounts Receivable + D Inventories + D Prepaid Expenses � D Accounts
Payable � D Taxes Payable). All continuous variables are winsorized at 5%.

Table 1
Data selection.

Item Firms Observations

Firms on CSMAR from 1996 to 2017 3704 40,769
Drop B-listed firms (114) (2353)
Drop financial sector firms (82) (966)
Drop firms with non-normal status (316) (3849)
Drop observations with negative equity or negative total assets 0 (413)
Drop 2006 data 0 (1203)
Drop 2008 data 0 (1359)
Drop observations with incomplete data (487) (4818)

Final sample 2705 25,808
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negative equity (413 observations) are dropped. Following He et al. (2012) and Li et al. (2018), 2006, the year
immediately prior to the 2006 accounting reform, is excluded. Although the 2006 accounting reform took
effect in 2007, firm managers may have had incentives to manipulate earnings in 2006, because they were
required to disclose earnings for that year (in their 2007 financial statements) based on the new accounting
standards (He et al., 2012, Li et al., 2018). In this regard, Zhang et al. (2010) document that Chinese listed
firms recognized lower impairment losses during the transition period (after the announcement of the new
standard and before the effective date) than in pre-announcement periods. Furthermore, Zhang, Lu, and
Ye find that firms with considerably high previous impairment losses tend to reverse more impairment losses
in the transition period, in order to achieve certain earnings thresholds. According to Hou et al. (2014), 2008
was the year when the impact of the global financial crisis was strongest in China. To isolate the potential
effects of the global financial crisis, 2008 is excluded from the sample (1359 observations). Finally, all obser-
vations with incomplete data are also removed (4818 observations). The final sample includes 2705 listed firms
(25,808 firm-year observations). To mitigate the possible effect of outliers on inferences, all of the continuous
variables are winsorized at 5%.

During the sample period, the Chinese capital market was affected by many significant events. In 1992, the
MOF issued the first set of Western-oriented accounting standards for domestic companies. In 1998, the MOF
issued a reform to eliminate the differences between the 1992 accounting reform and IAS principles (Chen
et al., 2002). Starting from January 1, 2001, all joint stock limited entities were required to follow the 2001
accounting reform (Deloitte, 2005). In 2006, China issued a reform to achieve greater convergence with IFRS,
with an effective date starting on January 1, 2007. In 2008, financial markets around the world were affected by
the global financial crisis. According to Hou et al. (2014), 2008 was the year when the global financial crisis
had the strongest impact on China. In May 2008, China issued the first Basic Standards of Enterprise Internal
Control, which were similar those enacted in the US with the Sarbanes–Oxley Act (SOX). In addition, a series
of internal control guidelines was issued in April 2010. Since January 1, 2012, all listed firms have been
required to adopt Chinese SOX (C-SOX) (Liu et al., 2017).

6.2. Data description

Table 2 reports some of the descriptive statistics from before and after the 2006 accounting reform. As can
be noted, the two samples are materially imbalanced. The number of observations is 7456 (18,462) observa-
tions in the main model before (after) convergence with IFRS, which reflects the process of development in
China. The primary comparison between the two samples shows an increase in the mean (median) value of
earnings, E, from 0.0245 to 0.0289 (0.0216 to 0.0233). Specifically, the mean (median) value of the accrual
component of earnings (as measured by UNCC_NONACC) increases from 0.0228 (0.0127) to 0.0543
(0.044). In addition, the mean (median) value of the accrual component of earnings (as measured by
UNCC_TACC) increases from 0.0033 (0.0017) to 0.0086 (0.0075).2 Furthermore, the dependent variable,
E, varies from �0.0357 (�0.0389) to 0.1060 (0.1030), with a standard deviation of 0.0307 (0.0323), before
(after) the 2006 accounting reform. Table 2 also shows that returns, R, range between �0.7341 (�0.7265)
and 0.4530 (0.4681), with an average of �0.1379 (�0.0935), a median of �0.1340 (�0.0812), and a standard
deviation of 0.2840 (0.3198), before (after) the 2006 accounting reform. The mean (median) value of returns
becomes less negative after the 2006 accounting reform, changing from �0.1379 to �0.0935 (�0.1340 to
�0.0812), suggesting that Chinese firms experienced an increase in their market value after convergence with
IFRS, again reflecting the process of development in China. The increase in the standard deviation, from
0.2906 to 0.3198 after the 2006 accounting reform, suggests an increase in the volatility and uncertainty in Chi-
nese capital market after the 2006 accounting reform, perhaps as a result of significant events such as the glo-
bal financial crisis in 2008. However, the comparatively high volatility of returns is characteristic of emerging
markets (Ball et al., 2000b). Not surprisingly, the minimum value of D in both samples is 0, and its maximum
value is 1. The mean value of D, 0.6882 (0.6032), indicates that 68.82% (60.32%) of the D variable takes the

2 The original sign in Table 2, the mean value of UNCC_NONACC (UNCC_TACC), is positive, but the stated value is multiplied by the
negative value for easy interpretation of UNCC.
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value of one before (after) the 2006 accounting reform, meaning that the frequency of bad news is greater than
the frequency of good news in China. Nevertheless, the frequency of bad news is reduced after the 2006
accounting reform, declining from 0.6882 to 0.6032, in favor of more frequent good news. This statistical
description aligns with the notion that the Chinese capital market has experienced a positive development
in value after convergence with IFRS. The mean (median) value of D_R is increased from �0.1944
(�0.1340) to �0.1799 (�0.0812), which may reflect an improvement in CC after the 2006 accounting reform.
Not surprisingly, the maximum value of D_R (in both samples) equals 0, as the maximum value of R is to be
multiplied by a D value that equals 0 when R is positive. Not surprisingly, all of the statistics for IFRS vari-
able before 2007 take the value of 0. Further, the interactions between IFRS and the other variables (IFRS_D,
IFRS_R, and IFRS_D_R) before the 2006 accounting reform also take the value of 0, because IFRS variable
equals 0 before 2007. However, the IFRS variable takes the value of 1 after 2006. Therefore, except for the
standard deviation, the statistics for this variable equals 1 after the 2006 accounting reform. In effect, the 0
value of standard deviation indicates that each observation of the IFRS variable equals the mean value, which
is 1. As the IFRS variable takes the value of 1 after 2006, all of the statistics in panel B for the other variables
multiplied by IFRS (IFRS_D, IFRS_R, and IFRS_D_R), equal the statistics for D, R, and D_R, respectively,
in the same period. For example, IFRS_D equals 1 times D, which equals D, and so on.

7. Results

Prior to the analysis of multiple regression, several assumptions related to the classical linear regression
model are tested. To mitigate homoscedasticity and autocorrelation, standard errors are clustered at the firm
level.

7.1. Results of the main model

Table 3 shows the estimated results for the main model, to test the impact of convergence with IFRS on
UNCC in China. As can be seen, the model is significant, as the p-value of the computed F-statistic,
140.26, is almost 0, and as a result, the R-squared, 0.0426, is significantly different from 0. The results show
that the Chinese non-financial sector experienced a significant reduction in UNCC after convergence with

Table 3
Results of the main model.

Variables E Expected signs Coefficients Standard errors p-values

D ? �0.0016 0.0012 0.1710
R ? 0.0401*** 0.0048 0.000
D_R ? �0.0317*** 0.0055 0.000
IFRS + 0.0091*** 0.0014 0.000
IFRS_D ? �0.0008 0.0015 0.575
IFRS_R ? �0.0223*** 0.0057 0.000
IFRS_D_R ? 0.0277*** 0.0065 0.000
Constant ? 0.0250*** 0.0012 0.000

Observations 25,808
Number of clusters 2705
R-squared 0.0426
F-statistic 140.26***
Prob > F 0.000

Notes: This table shows the estimated results of OLS regressions, to test the impact of convergence with IFRS on UNCC in China. The
sample period spans 1996–2017, excluding 2006 and 2008. The dependent variable, E, represents net profit after extraordinary items of
firmi in yeart, scaled by the market value of firmi in yeart�1. R represents the adjusted stock return of firmi over a year ended April 30. D
is a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if R is negative, and 0 otherwise. IFRS is a dummy variable that equals 1 for years after 2006,
and 0 otherwise. All continuous variables falling in the top or bottom 5% are winsorized. Standard errors are adjusted for clustering at the
firm level. The reported p-values are based on two-tailed significance levels, and on one-tailed levels when the prediction is directional. *,
**, and *** indicate statistical significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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IFRS (estimated coefficient IFRS = 0.0091, significant at less than 1%, one-tailed). Specifically, the intercept
of the Basu model is significantly increased, by about 0.0091, and it becomes approximately 0.0341 (0.0250
+ 0.0091) after 2006, which suggests that UNCC is significantly reduced under the Chinese version of IFRS.

The above results also suggest an increase in CC after China’s convergence with IFRS. The coefficient of
IFRS_D_R (0.0277) is significantly positive, suggesting that CC increased after 2006. However, this result
aligns with the notion that UNCC and CC are negatively related. Accordingly, the amounts of bad prudence
in Chinese accounting numbers (resulting from UNCC) are expected to decline. However, the good prudence
in Chinese accounting numbers (resulting from CC) is expected to increase.3 In other words, the overall eco-
nomic efficiency and social welfare can be expected to increase in China after convergence with IFRS.

7.2. Robustness tests

7.2.1. Results excluding the transition year (2007)

This study includes the transition year in its analysis. However, some scholars exclude the transition year in
such investigations. To address this concern, the main model is rerun omitting the transition year (2007). The
untabulated results show similar findings.

7.2.2. Results using unadjusted returns instead of adjusted returns

This study uses adjusted returns to overcome the effect of macroeconomic news and to capture firm-specific
news. As a robustness check, unadjusted instead of adjusted returns are used, and the results are similar.

7.2.3. Results excluding dividends

This study includes dividends in the calculation of returns. However, some researchers, such as Giner and
Rees (2001), exclude dividends from the calculation of returns. As predicted, the exclusion of dividends does
not affect the inferences of the main model.

7.2.4. Results using earnings before extraordinary items

Earnings after extraordinary items are used in the main model. However, some studies use earnings before
extraordinary items in such investigations. Hence the analysis is redone using earnings before extraordinary
items, and the results remain the same.

7.2.5. Results using narrower time windows

To reduce the likelihood of other factors confounding the results, prior studies rely on shorter periods. In
IFRS studies, short analysis periods generally cover two to three post-adoption years (Brüggemann et al.,
2013). Accordingly, the main model is rerun to cover two to three post-adoption years (2005–2007 and
2004–2009). Again, the obtained results remain similar to those derived from the main model.

7.2.6. Results considering only firms with complete data in both periods

Most studies of this kind do not consider the potential influence of sample firm differences across different
periods. To mitigate this effect, Liu et al. (2011) recommend considering only firms with complete data in both
periods. As a robustness test, this suggestion is taken into consideration but the results remain the same.

7.2.7. Results including the first accounting reform (1992–1997)

The first accounting reform (1992–1997) is not entirely included in the analysis. As a robustness test, the
main model is rerun including the period from 1992 to 1997. As expected, the inclusion of the first accounting
reform (1992–1997) does not disturb the initial conclusion.

3 André, Filip, and Paugam (2015) explain in detail that UNCC can be considered as a form of bad prudence, and CC can be considered
a form of good prudence.
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7.2.8. Results comparing the 2001 reform with the convergence with IFRS

To conduct a comparison between the effects of the 2001 and 2006 accounting reforms on UNCC, the main
model is rerun over the period from 2001 to 2017. The inferences remain identical to those reported in the
main model.

7.2.9. Results using fixed and random effects models

Most previous studies on the Basu regression estimator of CC have used the OLS model. Ball et al. (2013)
recommend using the fixed effect model (FEM), as this model might reduce the bias in the standard Basu
regression estimator. However, using the FEM and the REM both lend support to the initial conclusion
derived from the main model.

7.2.10. Results with consideration for possible delays in earnings announcements

Some scholars have taken account of potential delays in earnings announcements, as a way to ensure that
the accounting information is in the public domain. Returns are thus recalculated over a year from June 30 of
yeart to June 30 of yeartþ1. The results of this check confirm the main results.

7.2.11. Results using different definitions of returns

This study computes the returns as the natural logarithm of the ratio of the share price. The main model is
rerun using two differing definitions of returns (simple returns and cumulative returns), but these alternative
definitions yield similar inferences.

7.2.12. Results using different levels of winsorization

In the main model, all continuous variables used in the regressions are winsorized at 5%. As a robustness
test, winsorizations are conducted at the 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and even 10% levels, and the results are qualitatively
similar to those reported in the main model.

7.2.13. Results using alternative specification of the Basu model

The Basu model is used to measure UNCC, with share returns used as a proxy for the flow of value-relevant
information over each fiscal year. To retest the study hypothesis based on another specification of the model,
changes in income from the previous year (rather than changes in stock returns) are used as a proxy for good
news and bad news (Basu, 1997). The results of this alternative specification of the Basu model align with the
primary inferences.

7.2.14. Results excluding the effect of the C-SOX
To isolate the influence of the C-SOX on the relationship between convergence with IFRS and UNCC, the

main model is repeated excluding all years after adoption of the C-SOX in 2012, and all coefficients of this
check are nearly identical to those shown in Table 3.

7.3. Additional test – the negative accruals measure

Givoly and Hayn (2000) claim that AC leads to persistently negative accruals, unlike the expected pattern
of accrual reversals. This suggests that the average of accruals over a reasonably extended period can be used
as a firm-specific proxy for AC (Ahmedet al., 2002). Following Givoly and Hayn (2000), this study uses cumu-
lative nonoperating accruals (UNCC_NONACC) over the past three years, deflated by beginning-point total
assets, multiplied by negative 1, where nonoperating accruals = (earnings + depreciation � cash flows from
operations) � (D Accounts Receivable + D Inventories + D Prepaid Expenses � D Accounts Payable � D
Taxes Payable). Chen et al. (2014), among others, use this measure as a proxy for UNCC. In addition, follow-
ing Ahmad and Duellman (2013) UNCC is measured by defining UNCC (UNCC_TACC) as earnings before
extraordinary items, less cash flows from operations, plus depreciation expense, divided by average total assets
and averaged over the previous three years, then multiplied by negative 1 for ease of interpretation. A higher
value of UNCC_NONACC (UNCC_TACC) suggests a greater degree of UNCC. If convergence with IFRS is
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associated with a lower mean of UNCC than that associated with the previous Chinese GAAP, then it can be
concluded that UNCC was reduced after China’s convergence with IFRS.

As shown in Table 4, UNCC_NONACC (UNCC_TACC) is reduced from �0.0204 to �0.0554 (�0.0053 to
�0.0090), resulting in a significant reduction, �0.0350 (�0.0037), at less than 1% significance, indicating that
UNCC significantly decreased after 2006. These results further confirm the main results.

8. Conclusion

This study tests the effect that convergence with IFRS has had on UNCC in China. A sample of 25,808
firm-year observations is considered over the period from 1996 to 2017. Using the intercept of the Basu model,
the study finds a significant reduction in UNCC after 2006 in China. Robustness tests are conducted, and yield
similar results.

This study fills several gaps in the literature. First, UNCC has not been adequately investigated in the pre-
vious accounting literature (Qiang, 2007). Moreover, prior studies mainly examine mandatory IFRS adoption,
rather than convergence with IFRS. Therefore, this study enriches the literature by clarifying the relation
between convergence with IFRS and UNCC. Second, previous research mainly focuses on developed coun-
tries. By exploring the issue in relation to China, this study provides useful sights from the perspective of a
developing country.

Nevertheless, this study has some limitations, which are suggestive of future research directions. First, this
study examines the impact that China’s convergence with IFRS has had on UNCC, but not on CC. Second,
the study focuses on only one country, namely China. Hence, its inferences may not fit other countries.
Accordingly, future research should investigate this topic in other countries, such as pre-emerging countries.
Third, the study is limited to the non-financial sector. Future research should consider the impact of conver-
gence with IFRS on UNCC within the financial sector.
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Few studies have focused on the role of non-CEO top manager inside directors
in corporate governance, especially in the context of emerging countries.
Despite their tendency to be subject to CEOs, non-CEO top manager inside
directors can counterbalance CEOs in specific situations. Using panel data
on state-owned listed companies in China, we conduct an empirical study of
how non-CEO top manager inside directors influence CEO pay-performance
sensitivity under serious agency conflicts. We find that the proportion of
non-CEO top manager inside directors is significantly negatively correlated
with CEO pay-performance sensitivity in state-owned enterprises, whereas
the shareholding proportion of the controlling shareholders weakens this rela-
tionship. Furthermore, we find that non-CEO top manager inside directors sig-
nificantly increase executives’ on-the-job consumption. Our conclusions are
robust to endogeneity testing and alternative specifications.
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1. Introduction

Although boards of directors serve as a critical corporate governance mechanism, our knowledge of what
makes boards effective is limited (Masulis and Mobbs, 2011). Studies have investigated the impacts of various
governance subjects on board decision making and corporate behavior from the perspective of controlling
shareholders, the CEO, independent directors, and institutional investors. However, few studies have focused
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on the impact of inside directors, and most of these do not distinguish between CEO inside directors and non-
CEO inside directors or examine the monitoring role of non-CEO inside directors. Most of the literature con-
siders top managers as a whole and does not discuss the diverse roles of different top manager positions. Some
studies have discussed the compensation gap between CEOs and VPs (Main et al., 1993; Bognanno, 2001; Li
et al., 2012) and the compensation contracts for VPs (Ederhof, 2011). However, these studies do not indicate
whether non-CEO top managers can reduce CEOs’ agency problems.

We address whether non-CEO top managers monitor CEOs when the former are also directors. The con-
clusions about the governance effect of inside directors remain controversial in the literature. For example,
Weisbach (1988) finds that firm performance is more related to CEO turnover for firms with boards of direc-
tors dominated by outside directors than for firms with boards dominated by inside directors. Bozec (2005)
argues that firms must be exposed to a competitive environment for inside directors to be effective. Raheja
(2005), Adams and Ferreira (2007), and Harris and Raviv (2008) show that inside directors are valuable in
enhancing a board’s advisory and monitoring functions.

Non-CEO top managers have more information advantages than outside directors. Although they can con-
duct more timely and effective supervision of CEOs’ agency behavior, they are not independent from the CEO.
Some recent studies explore the roles of inside directors. Acharya et al. (2011) point out that inside directors
can improve efficiency when CEOs are less inclined to harm firm interests. Masulis and Mobbs (2011) find that
firms with inside directors holding outside directorship demonstrate better operating performance and market-
to-book ratios, especially when monitoring is more difficult. These firms make better acquisition decisions,
have greater cash holdings, and overstate earnings less often. Mobbs (2013) finds that talented inside operating
officers, as indicated by their holding of an outside board seat, are associated with increased CEO turnover
sensitivity to firm accounting performance and greater sensitivity of CEO compensation to stock performance
and that they are more likely to become a CEO than are other non-CEO inside directors. All of the above
studies show that inside directors can increase pressure on current CEOs to perform rather than entrench
CEOs. However, these studies are based on the United States’ capital market, which has strong legal protec-
tion for investors. We focus on the role of non-CEO top manager inside directors in China’s capital market,
which has weak legal protection for investors.

In firms with manager-shareholder agency problems, CEOs may use their managerial power to gain private
benefits (Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Murphy, 1999), such as on-the-job consumption (Burrough and Helyar,
1990), over-investment for more resources, or higher compensation (Jensen, 1986); to entrench themselves by
making manager-specific investments that make it costly for shareholders to replace them (Shleifer and
Vishny, 1989); to alter their compensation contracts (Core et al., 1999; Grinstein and Hribar, 2004; Cheng
and Indjejikian, 2009); or to benefit from completed mergers and acquisitions (Hartzell et al., 2004).

Performance-based pay can reduce manager-shareholder agency costs (Jensen and Murphy, 1990). Man-
agers in China’s state-owned enterprises (SOEs) receive direct incentives for economic performance through
the use of performance-based compensation, which has been both encouraged and enforced through govern-
ment regulation. China’s SOEs demonstrate serious manager-shareholder agency problems (Lei et al., 2013),
providing a good setting for us to study the role of non-CEO inside directors in monitoring CEOs through
pay-performance sensitivity. China is a transition economy with weak investor protection and ownership con-
centration and SOEs remain a vital part of the Chinese economy. By definition, SOEs are owned by ‘‘the
whole people”, which is an abstract concept and not a legal entity. This ownership structure can be perceived
as the root cause of SOEs’ agency problems. Agency problems exist as long as investors and managers are not
the same people. They are especially worse among SOEs, as the ability of the principal—all citizens—to mon-
itor the agent is extremely weak. This inability creates greater opportunities for SOE managers (relative to
their private counterparts) to pursue wasteful projects for managerial interests, such as empire building at
the cost of investors.

Agency theory and stewardship theory facilitate our understanding of the role of inside directors in
corporate governance (Nicholson and Kiel, 2007). Agency theory concerns aligning the interests of owners
and managers (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). It is based on the premise that an inherent conflict exists between
the interests of a firm’s owners and its management. Agency theory suggests that a greater proportion of non-
CEO inside directors is unable to monitor any self-interested CEO actions. As a result, the CEO has more
opportunity to pursue self-interest at the expense of the owners, such that the shareholders enjoy fewer
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returns. In contrast to agency theory, stewardship theory posits that inside directors are essentially
trustworthy individuals and that superior corporate performance is linked to a majority of inside directors,
as they naturally work to maximize shareholder profit. Stewardship theory suggests that a greater proportion
of non-CEO inside directors can monitor any self-interested CEO actions. This monitoring decreases the
opportunity for CEOs to pursue self-interest at the expense of the owners, such that the shareholders enjoy
more returns. Nisbett and Ross (1980) find that people’s behavior is susceptible to their environment. Thus,
we argue that the behavior of non-CEO inside directors is influenced by CEO behavior. If the CEO’s interests
are aligned with the firm’s, the non-CEO inside directors facilitate higher-quality decision making and better
corporate performance. Otherwise, if the CEO is entrenched for private benefit, the non-CEO inside directors
become his conspirators. Large shareholders can monitor managers (Vishny and Shleifer, 1986) and affect the
role of non-CEO inside directors.

Using a sample of Chinese listed SOEs from 2007 to 2017, we find that SOEs with more non-CEO top man-
ager inside directors demonstrate lower CEO pay-performance sensitivity. Furthermore, the negative effect of
non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity is less pronounced in SOEs with
more large shareholders’ shareholding. Our conclusions are robust to endogeneity testing. Additional testing
shows that non-CEO top managers can increase managers’ on-the-job consumption. We also find that VP
inside directors and CFO inside directors can significantly reduce CEO pay-performance sensitivity, but the
influence of board secretary inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity is not significant.

We contribute to the literature in the following ways. We conduct the first study to show a significant neg-
ative relationship between non-CEO top manager inside directors and CEO pay-performance sensitivity in
SOEs. We extend the emerging literature on inside directors and CEO compensation, which has received a
great deal of research attention. We provide new evidence that in firms with serious manager-shareholder
agency problems, non-CEO top manager inside directors can reduce CEO pay-performance sensitivity and
increase agency costs above other influencing factors identified by previous research. We also lend further
empirical support to the agency theory on inside directors. Overall, this paper has important practical signif-
icance for understanding the agency problems of SOEs and the role of non-CEO inside directors.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 analyzes China’s institutional background,
reviews the related literature, and presents our hypotheses. Section 3 describes our sample and research design.
Section 4 discusses our empirical results. Section 5 presents the endogeneity test. Section 6 outlines the addi-
tional tests. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Institutional background, related literature, and hypotheses

Boards of directors serve as a critical corporate governance mechanism that can monitor managers, reduce
agency costs, and improve firm performance. According to the Chinese Company Law, directors are
appointed by shareholders. In China, directors are appointed by large shareholders. Furthermore, SOEs’
boards of directors are mainly appointed by state-owned shareholders. Arranging the board of directors rea-
sonably is of great significance to the efficiency of the corporate governance of SOEs.

In China, under the system of ownership by all people, property rights belong to everyone and to no one in
particular, and state ownership property rights are intrinsically ambiguous. SOEs in China are affiliated with
the county, city, province, or central government. In 1993, the Corporate Law system was introduced and the
internal governance system of SOEs was restructured along the pattern of a modern corporation. The Corpo-
rate Law system requires SOEs to establish a governance structure that includes shareholders and a board of
directors. The reform of traditional SOEs significantly reduced the role of government intervention in the
management of SOEs. However, the rights and responsibilities of SOE stakeholders and management were
ill-defined and the boards of directors in SOEs were given weak incentives to monitor CEOs and protect inves-
tor benefits. Thus, when non-CEO top managers are also board members, they may have incentives to collude
with the CEO for private benefit, which increases SOEs’ manager-shareholder agency costs.

In addition, SOE boards of directors and CEOs are often appointed and dismissed by the government and
treated as government officials. This greatly limits the power of appointment and removal of personnel of
SOEs’ boards of directors, which correspondingly weakens the supervisory ability of boards of directors over
management.
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Weakening board supervision increases manager-shareholder agency problems, which are serious in Chi-
nese SOEs. Jensen (1986) and Hanson and Song (2000) argue that management shareholding helps reduce
agency costs and increase firm value, but management shareholding in SOEs is rather low. At the same time,
soft budget constraints are present, and SOEs can easily borrow from state-owned banks (Brandt and Li,
2003; Cull and Xu, 2005). Such systemic features of SOEs (e.g., soft budget constraints) undermine the incen-
tives and disciplinary mechanisms essential to corporate governance. Most board members and managers in
SOEs also still have a corresponding status of civil service, and their remuneration promotions still rely on the
assessments of their superiors in the political and administrative hierarchy rather than on market perfor-
mance. Company managers need not worry that poor management may cause their company to be taken over.
Public shareholders cannot ‘‘vote with their feet,” and managers are not concerned about their rights, giving
SOE managers a strong incentive to entrench themselves for private benefit.

The Chinese culture embodies the characteristics of strong power distance, and the bureaucratic system of
SOEs makes CEOs rather authoritative. This authoritativeness exerts great pressure on non-CEO managers,
who have a weak incentive to monitor CEOs.

According to managers, the missing link between executive pay and firm performance is the power imbal-
ance between executives and shareholders. CEOs can use their power to pursue self-interests, such as increased
pay and decreased pay-performance sensitivity (Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2001; Bebchuk and Fried, 2003;
Grinstein and Hribar, 2004; Otten and Heugens, 2007; Weisbach, 2007). CEOs can also influence the pay deci-
sions made by the board of directors or the remuneration committee due to the inefficiency of outside and
inside directors. Main et al. (1995) find that independent boards of directors may not safeguard shareholders’
interests and minimize opportunism on the behalf of management. Social influence may be responsible for sig-
nificant increments in CEO compensation beyond what economic theories predict. Core et al. (1999) find that
firms with weaker governance structures have greater agency problems and that the CEOs of firms with
greater agency problems receive greater compensation. Furthermore, Grinstein and Hribar (2004) find that
CEOs with more power to influence board decisions receive significantly larger bonuses. Overall, CEOs
may have great incentives to increase their pay and decrease pay-performance sensitivity to entrench them-
selves. Furthermore, non-CEO top managers may increase CEOs’ agency costs and salary-manipulating
behavior.

First, the systemic features of SOEs include soft budget constraints, ill-defined rights and responsibilities of
SOE stakeholders and management, and ambiguous property rights, which undermine the incentives and dis-
ciplinary mechanism essential to corporate governance. As manager-shareholder agency problems are more
serious in SOEs than in non-SOEs (Lei et al., 2013), non-CEO top managers have little incentive to monitor
CEOs or improve firm performance. Second, the CEO power in SOEs is strong, and CEOs can exert great
pressure on non-CEO top managers. As such, non-CEO top managers in Chinese SOEs may collude with
CEOs, increasing agency problems between managers and outside shareholders. In SOEs with more non-
CEO top managers, CEO agency problems are presumably greater and pay-performance sensitivity may be
lower than those in SOEs with fewer non-CEO top managers.

Considering the above discussion, we propose the following hypothesis in the alternative form:

H1. All else being equal, SOEs with more non-CEO top manager inside directors demonstrate lower CEO
pay-performance sensitivity.

La Porta et al. (1999) find that with the exception of economies with very good shareholder protection, rel-
atively few firms are widely held, and they are typically controlled by families or the state. Firms with central-
ized ownership structures may have fewer manager-shareholder agency problems than firms with decentralized
ownership structures. Controlling shareholders monitor managers effectively and reduce manager-shareholder
agency costs (Lei et al., 2013). Berle and Means (1932) point out that over-decentralized ownership structures
may increase the cost of shareholders’ decision making, thereby reducing the welfare of owners. The free rider
problem is an issue in economics. It is considered an example of a market failure. This is a situation where
individuals are able to consume a good without paying. Grossman and Hart (1980) argue that shareholders
can free ride on raiders’ improvement of the corporation, thereby seriously limiting the raiders’ profit.
Gorton and Schmid (1999) study corporate governance efficiency using Austrian cooperative banking, an
organizational form in which the ownership structure is exogenous. They show that firm performance
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decreases as the number of cooperative members increases, corresponding to a greater separation of owner-
ship and control. That is, more centralized ownership structures may monitor managers efficiently and
improve firm performance.

Large shareholders can have an important impact on corporate behavior. Studies have found that large
shareholders can significantly influence capital structure (Cao et al., 2004; Zhao and Zhu, 2006; Xiao and
Zou, 2008), investment (Wang and Hu, 2005; Yang et al., 2010; Luo et al., 2014), and dividend policy (Liu
and Hu, 2003; Deng and Zeng, 2005; Yang, 2008). Large shareholders also have strong incentives to monitor
managers and reduce manager-shareholder agency problems (Huang and Zhou, 2012; Wang et al., 2015),
thereby increasing firm value (Holderness, 2003).

Despite the ambiguous property rights of SOEs and the ill-defined rights and responsibilities of SOE stake-
holders and management, the government pays more attention to SOEs and gains more incentive to monitor
managers as the proportion of the first largest SOE shareholder increases. In this context, non-CEO top man-
agers have less opportunity and incentive to collude with CEOs.

Considering the above discussion, we propose our second hypothesis:

H2. All else being equal, the negative effect of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-
performance sensitivity is less pronounced in SOEs with more large shareholders’ shareholding.

3. Sample and research design

3.1. Sample and data source

The sample includes all of the A-share companies in the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock markets from 2007
to 2017. We start our sample period in 2007, as this is the year in which the new Chinese accounting standards
came into effect. Thus, all of the financial variables are comparable across our samples. We remove financial
listed firms, non-SOE firms, and firms with missing variables from the regression models. We obtain a final
sample of 8894 firm-year observations from 2007 to 2017.

All of the non-dummy variables are winsorized at the 1% and 99% levels to alleviate the potential effects of
outliers. We obtain each firm’s financial accounting information from the China Stock Market & Accounting
Research (CSMAR) database.

We mainly focus on collusion or mutual monitoring with top managers. In China, the annual report of a
listed firm must disclose the names and basic information of its board of directors, board of supervisors, and
top managers. According to the Chinese Company Law, the top managers in listed firms include general man-
agers (or the CEO), the VP, the CFO, the secretaries of the board of directors, and other top managers in the
articles of association. The other top managers are different in different listed firms, but nearly all listed firms
disclose the basic information of general managers (or the CEO), the VP, the CFO, and the secretaries of the
board of directors, such that we have two alternatives for the quantities of non-CEO top managers. The first
alternative refers only to the VP, CFO, and secretaries of the board of directors. The second alternative refers
to the VP, CFO, secretaries of the board of directors, and other top managers disclosed in annual reports.

We obtain the top manager information of listed firms from the CSMAR database and manually collate the
data on the non-CEO top manager inside directors.

3.2. Research design

We use model (1) to test H1 as follows:

LnCEO salary ¼ b0 þ b1 � ROAþ b2 � IDþ b3 � ROA � IDþ b4 � Asset þ b5 � Debt
þ b6 � Growthþ b7 � Ind Dir þ b8 � Boardsizeþ b9 � First þ b10 � Dual
þ b11 � Boardsal dumþ b12 � Separationþ b13 � Ageþ b14 � CEO Age

þ b15 � CEO Age2 þ Year þ Industry þ e

ð1Þ

We use model (2) to test H2 as follows:
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LnCEO salary¼ b0þb1 �ROAþb2 � IDþb3 �Firstþb4 �ROA� IDþb5 �ROA�First
þb6 �First� IDþb7 �ROA� ID�Firstþb8 �Assetþb9 �Debtþb10 �Growth
þb11 � Ind Dirþb12 �Boardsizeþb13�Dualþb14�Boardsal dumþb15�Separation
þb16 �Ageþb17 �CEO Ageþb18 �CEO Age2þYearþ Industryþ e

ð2Þ

where LnCEO_salary is the natural logarithm of total CEO salary, ROA is the net profit divided by total
assets, and ID is the number of non-CEO top manager inside directors. We have two alternatives for the num-
ber of non-CEO top managers. The first alternative refers only to the VP, CFO, and secretaries of the board of
directors. The second alternative refers to the VP, CFO, secretaries of the board of directors, and other top
managers disclosed in annual reports. Thus, we have six alternatives (ID1_dir, ID1_exe, ID1_dum, ID2_dir,
ID2_exe, and ID2_dum) for the number of non-CEO top manager inside directors. ID1_dir is the number of
first alternatives for the non-CEO top manager inside directors divided by the number of board members.
ID1_exe is the number of first alternatives for the non-CEO top manager inside directors divided by the num-
ber of first alternatives for the non-CEO top managers. ID1_dum is an indicator variable that equals 1 if the
first alternatives for the non-CEO top managers include inside directors and 0 otherwise. ID1_dir is the num-
ber of second alternatives for the non-CEO top manager inside directors divided by the number of board
members. ID2_exe is the number of second alternatives for the non-CEO top manager inside directors divided
by the number of second alternatives for the non-CEO top managers. ID2_dum is an indicator variable that
equals 1 if the second alternatives for the non-CEO top managers include inside directors and 0 otherwise.

The control variables are Asset, Debt, Growth, Ind_dir, Boardsize, First, Dual, Boardsal_dum, Separation,
Age, CEO_Age, CEO_Age2, Year, and Industry. Asset is the natural logarithm of total assets. Debt is the
total liabilities divided by total assets. Growth is the growth of firm sales. Ind_dir is the percentage of inde-
pendent directors, which equals the number of independent directors divided by the total number of board
members. Boardsize is the total number of board members. First is the percentage of shares held by the largest
shareholder of the listed firm. Dual is an indicator variable that equals 1 if the chairman and CEO of the listed
firm are the same person and 0 otherwise. Boardsal_dum is an indicator variable that equals 1 if the listed firm
pays the chairman and 0 otherwise. Separation is the separation of ownership and control, which equals the
control rights minus the cash flow rights of the firms’ ultimate controllers. Age is the firm age, which is the
number of years since listing. CEO_Age is the CEO age. CEO_Age2 is the square of CEO age. Year is the
year-fixed effects and Industry is the industry-fixed effects.

All of the variable definitions are provided in Table 1.

4. Empirical results

4.1. Descriptive statistics

Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics for all of the variables used in the regression analyses. The mean of
ROA is 0.0298. ROA demonstrates a broad range, from a minimum value of �0.2106 to a maximum value of
0.1844, which suggests that ROA varies widely among listed SOEs. The mean of ID1_dir is 0.0878, which sug-
gests that 8.78% of the board members in listed SOEs are non-CEO top managers (including the VP, CFO,
and secretaries of the board of directors). The mean of ID1_exe is 0.1799, which suggests that 17.99% of
the non-CEO top managers (including the VP, CFO, and secretaries of the board of directors) are inside direc-
tors in listed SOEs. The mean of ID1_dum is 0.5664, which suggests that 56.64% of the listed SOEs have non-
CEO top manager inside directors (including the VP, CFO, and secretaries of the board of directors). The
mean of Boardsize is 9.3295, which suggests that Chinese listed SOEs have nine board members on average.
The mean of First is 39.0651, which suggests that the average shareholding of the largest shareholder in SOEs
is 39% and is relatively concentrated.

4.2. Multivariate tests of H1 and H2

H1 predicts that SOEs with more non-CEO top manager inside directors demonstrate lower CEO pay-
performance sensitivity. We conduct multivariate regression analyses to test H1 with the full set of control
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variables. To alleviate concerns about potential standard errors in the data, we report t-values on an adjusted
basis using robust standard errors.

As shown in columns (1), (2), (3), and (4) of Table 3, all else being equal, the coefficients of ROA*ID1_dir
(�3.1575, t = �2.16), ROA*ID2_dir (�2.3633, t = �1.79), ROA*ID1_exe (�1.9497, t = �2.85), and ROA*I-
D2_exe (2.1964, t = �2.84) are all significant and display the expected signs. This means that SOEs with more
non-CEO top manager inside directors demonstrate lower CEO pay-performance sensitivity. Furthermore,
CEO pay-performance sensitivity decreases as the number of non-CEO top manager inside directors increases,
which is consistent with H1.

As the proportion of the first largest SOE shareholder increases, the government pays more attention to
SOEs and has more incentive to monitor managers. In this context, non-CEO top managers have less oppor-
tunity and incentive to collude with CEOs. Therefore, H2 predicts that the negative effect of non-CEO top
manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity is less pronounced in SOEs with more control-
ling shareholders’ shareholding. To test H2, we choose the largest shareholders’ shareholding (First) as the
moderator and investigate how it moderates the correlation between the number of non-CEO top
manager inside directors and pay-performance sensitivity. The regression results are presented in Table 4,
where the coefficients of ROA*First*ID1_dir (0.2070, t = 2.14), ROA*First*ID1_exe (0.1233, t = 2.75),

Table 1
Variable definitions.

Dependent
variables

Description

CEO_salary The total CEO salary
LnCEO_salary The natural logarithm of the total CEO salary

Independent
variables

Description

ROA The net profit divided by the total assets
ID1_dir The number of first alternatives for the non-CEO top manager inside directors divided by the number of board

members
ID1_exe The number of first alternatives for the non-CEO top manager inside directors divided by the number of first

alternatives for the non-CEO top managers
ID1_dum An indicator variable that equals 1 if the first alternatives for the non-CEO top managers include inside directors

and 0 otherwise
ID2_dir The number of second alternatives for the non-CEO top manager inside directors divided by the number of board

members
ID2_exe The number of second alternatives for the non-CEO top manager inside directors divided by the number of second

alternatives for the non-CEO top managers
ID2_dum An indicator variable that equals 1 if the second alternatives for the non-CEO top managers include inside

directors and 0 otherwise

Control variables Description

Asset The natural logarithm of the total assets
Debt The total liabilities divided by the total assets
Growth The growth of firm sales
Ind_Dir The percentage of independent directors, which equals the number of independent directors divided by the total

board members
Boardsize The total board members
First The percentage of shares held by the largest shareholder of the listed firm, multiplied by 100
Dual An indicator variable that equals 1 if the chairman and CEO of the listed firm are the same person and 0 otherwise
Boardsal_dum An indicator variable that equals 1 if the listed firm pays the chairman and 0 otherwise
Separation The separation of ownership and control, which equals the control rights minus the cash flow rights of the firms’

ultimate controllers
Age The firm age, which is the number of years since listing
CEO_Age The CEO age
CEO_Age2 The square of CEO age
Year The year-fixed effects
Industry The industry-fixed effects
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ROA*First*ID2_exe (0.1172, t = 2.33), ROA*First*ID1_dum (0.0509, t = 2.58), and ROA*First*ID2_dum
(0.0448 with t = 2.27) are all significant and display the expected signs. This means that the negative effect
of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity weakens in SOEs as the num-
ber of largest shareholders’ shareholding increases, which is consistent with H2.

5. Robustness checks

5.1. Endogeneity analysis

As discussed above, many of the managerial positions in SOEs are directly appointed by the government,
bypassing shareholders’ meetings and the board of directors. The government may appoint more non-CEO
top manager inside directors to alleviate information asymmetry in firms with low CEO pay-performance sen-
sitivity, which leads to endogeneity bias. We introduce instrumental variables and use two-stage regression
method to alleviate the endogeneity problems mentioned above.

Beyond the targeted company itself, we introduce the mean of the quantity of non-CEO top manager inside
directors of all other listed SOEs in the same year, city, and industry as the target company (ID_mean) as an
instrumental variable. Different cities and industries have different laws and financial institutions, which are
very important for the appointment of non-CEO top managers. Therefore, this instrument variable is reason-
able. We use the provincial legal environment (Legal-envir) as another instrumental variable for the quantity
of non-CEO top manager inside directors. The legal environment in different regions affects agency costs and
the companies’ decisions regarding whether to increase the quantity of non-CEO top manager inside directors.

Table 5 shows the second-stage results of the two-stage regressions. All else being equal, the coefficients of
ROA*ID1_dir (3.770, t = �2.23), ROA*ID2_dir (�2.7992, t = �1.83), ROA*ID1_exe (�1.8440, t = �2.41),
and ROA*ID2_exe (�1.9080, t = �2.11) are all significant and display the expected signs. This means that our
conclusion that SOEs with more non-CEO top manager inside directors demonstrate lower CEO pay-
performance sensitivity does not change after controlling for the endogeneity problem.

Table 2
Descriptive statistics.

Variables Obs. Mean Median Std. Dev. Min. Max.

CEO_sal 8894 578,368 456,750 505,344 24,000 3,105,000
LnCEO_sal 8894 12.9459 13.0319 0.8494 10.3450 14.9485
ROA 8894 0.0298 0.0283 0.0552 �0.2106 0.1844
ID1_dir 8894 0.0878 0.0833 0.0971 0.0000 0.3750
ID2_dir 8894 0.1057 0.0909 0.1063 0.0000 0.4000
ID1_exe 8894 0.1799 0.1429 0.2112 0.0000 1.0000
ID2_exe 8894 0.1786 0.1429 0.1880 0.0000 0.7500
ID1_dum 8894 0.5664 1.0000 0.4956 0.0000 1.0000
ID2_dum 8894 0.6248 1.0000 0.4842 0.0000 1.0000
Asset 8894 22.3840 22.2088 1.3615 19.6883 26.4656
Debt 8894 0.5222 0.5322 0.2033 0.0857 0.9994
Growth 8894 0.1726 0.0973 0.4654 �0.5725 3.0990
Ind_Dir 8894 0.3660 0.3333 0.0518 0.3000 0.5714
Boardsize 8894 9.3295 9.0000 1.8272 5.0000 15.0000
First 8894 39.0651 38.4600 15.2820 11.2970 77.0200
Dual 8894 0.0914 0.0000 0.2882 0.0000 1.0000
Boardsal_dum 8894 0.5381 1.0000 0.4986 0.0000 1.0000
Separation 8894 4.2888 0.0000 7.5910 0.0000 27.9277
Age 8894 13.4366 14.0000 5.5792 2.0000 24.0000
CEO_Age 8894 49.2651 49.0000 5.4286 37.0000 62.0000
CEO_Age2 8894 2457 2401 537 1369 3844
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Table 3
The impact of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal

ROA 3.7817*** 3.7618*** 3.8685*** 3.9079*** 3.7312*** 3.6377***
(16.29) (15.71) (17.41) (16.84) (14.66) (13.55)

ID1_dir �0.3642***
(�4.14)

ROA*ID1_dir �3.1575**
(�2.16)

ID2_dir �0.2174***
(�2.70)

ROA*ID2_dir �2.3633*
(�1.79)

ID1_exe �0.2157***
(�5.20)

ROA*ID1_exe �1.9497***
(�2.85)

ID2_exe �0.2057***
(�4.50)

ROA*ID2_exe �2.1964***
(�2.84)

ID1_dum �0.0716***
(�3.91)

ROA*ID1_dum �0.3888
(�1.27)

ID2_dum �0.0276
(�1.47)

ROA*ID2_dum �0.1972
(�0.63)

Asset 0.2314*** 0.2323*** 0.2269*** 0.2276*** 0.2307*** 0.2316***
(30.24) (30.34) (29.58) (29.65) (30.21) (30.26)

Debt �0.2682*** �0.2700*** �0.2702*** �0.2714*** �0.2697*** �0.2707***
(�5.27) (�5.30) (�5.32) (�5.34) (�5.31) (�5.31)

Growth �0.0592*** �0.0594*** �0.0575*** �0.0574*** �0.0574*** �0.0584***
(�2.91) (�2.92) (�2.82) (�2.82) (�2.84) (�2.87)

Ind_Dir �0.4560*** �0.4319*** �0.4667*** �0.4520*** �0.4401*** �0.4109**
(�2.82) (�2.67) (�2.89) (�2.80) (�2.72) (�2.54)

Boardsize 0.0174*** 0.0172*** 0.0200*** 0.0201*** 0.0188*** 0.0172***
(3.81) (3.76) (4.36) (4.36) (4.10) (3.74)

First �0.0044*** �0.0045*** �0.0043*** �0.0044*** �0.0044*** �0.0044***
(�7.96) (�8.04) (�7.77) (�7.91) (�8.03) (�7.96)

Dual 0.1327*** 0.1237*** 0.1360*** 0.1334*** 0.1237*** 0.1144***
(4.62) (4.32) (4.73) (4.64) (4.35) (4.03)

Boardsal_dum 0.0104 0.0082 0.0108 0.0122 0.0093 0.0029
(0.64) (0.51) (0.67) (0.76) (0.57) (0.18)

Separation 0.0076*** 0.0076*** 0.0076*** 0.0075*** 0.0077*** 0.0078***
(7.08) (7.06) (7.13) (7.02) (7.13) (7.20)

Age �0.0013 �0.0011 �0.0008 �0.0008 �0.0012 �0.0012
(�0.83) (�0.72) (�0.51) (�0.48) (�0.78) (�0.78)

CEO_Age 0.0846*** 0.0848*** 0.0847*** 0.0841*** 0.0853*** 0.0852***
(3.79) (3.79) (3.81) (3.77) (3.82) (3.81)

CEO_Age2 �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008***
(�3.45) (�3.45) (�3.48) (�3.44) (�3.48) (�3.47)

Year Control Control Control Control Control Control
Industry Control Control Control Control Control Control
Constant 5.0054*** 4.9744*** 5.0791*** 5.0745*** 4.9989*** 4.9756***

(8.82) (8.74) (8.97) (8.95) (8.80) (8.74)
(continued on next page)
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Table 4
The impact of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity: The effects of the largest shareholders’
shareholding.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal

ROA 4.6784*** 4.3781*** 4.9521*** 4.9370*** 5.0442*** 4.8594***
(7.83) (7.34) (8.78) (8.30) (7.45) (6.95)

First �0.0041*** �0.0042*** �0.0040*** �0.0042*** �0.0037*** �0.0036***
(�4.94) (�4.91) (�4.92) (�5.00) (�4.07) (�3.79)

ROA*First �0.0226* �0.0159 �0.0270** �0.0257* �0.0330** �0.0309**
(�1.65) (�1.15) (�2.07) (�1.88) (�2.19) (�2.01)

ID1_dir �0.3418
(�1.50)

ROA*ID1_dir �11.3116***
(�2.82)

First*ID1_dir �0.0010
(�0.19)

ROA*First
*ID1_dir

0.2070**

(2.14)
ID2_dir �0.1865

(�0.92)
ROA*ID2_dir �6.6928*

(�1.93)
First*ID2_dir �0.0011

(�0.22)
ROA*First

*ID2_dir
0.1120

(1.31)
ID1_exe �0.2229**

(�2.06)
ROA*ID1_exe �6.8460***

(�3.62)
First*ID1_exe �0.0002

(�0.06)
ROA*First

*ID1_exe
0.1233***

(2.75)
ID2_exe �0.2317*

(�1.96)
ROA*ID2_exe �6.8625***

(�3.21)
First*ID2_exe 0.0004

(0.13)

Table 3 (continued)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal

Obs. 8894 8894 8894 8894 8894 8894
Adjusted R2 0.3196 0.3182 0.3215 0.3205 0.3191 0.3172
F 61.67 61.16 62.14 61.74 61.60 61.02

Notes: Robust t-statistics are in parentheses.
*** p < 0.01.
** p < 0.05, and
* p < 0.1.
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Table 4 (continued)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal

ROA*First
*ID2_exe

0.1172**

(2.33)
ID1_dum �0.0386

(�0.79)
ROA*ID1_dum �2.3656***

(�2.82)
First*ID1_dum �0.0010

(�0.84)
ROA*First

*ID1_dum
0.0509***

(2.58)
ID2_dum 0.0111

(0.22)
ROA*ID2_dum �1.9337**

(�2.27)
First*ID2_dum �0.0011

(�0.94)
ROA*First

*ID2_dum
0.0448**

(2.27)
Asset 0.2312*** 0.2321*** 0.2265*** 0.2276*** 0.2304*** 0.2313***

(30.19) (30.28) (29.47) (29.53) (30.13) (30.14)
Debt �0.2681*** �0.2705*** �0.2693*** �0.2710*** �0.2664*** �0.2689***

(�5.26) (�5.30) (�5.30) (�5.33) (�5.24) (�5.27)
Growth �0.0590*** �0.0592*** �0.0571*** �0.0572*** �0.0572*** �0.0580***

(�2.91) (�2.91) (�2.81) (�2.81) (�2.84) (�2.86)
Ind_Dir �0.4476*** �0.4243*** �0.4581*** �0.4447*** �0.4368*** �0.4075**

(�2.77) (�2.63) (�2.85) (�2.76) (�2.70) (�2.52)
Boardsize 0.0173*** 0.0173*** 0.0200*** 0.0201*** 0.0185*** 0.0171***

(3.77) (3.78) (4.37) (4.38) (4.02) (3.71)
Dual 0.1323*** 0.1231*** 0.1355*** 0.1325*** 0.1234*** 0.1138***

(4.60) (4.29) (4.71) (4.60) (4.34) (4.00)
Boardsal_dum 0.0103 0.0082 0.0099 0.0115 0.0090 0.0028

(0.64) (0.51) (0.62) (0.71) (0.55) (0.17)
Separation 0.0076*** 0.0076*** 0.0076*** 0.0075*** 0.0077*** 0.0078***

(7.07) (7.06) (7.12) (6.99) (7.14) (7.21)
Age �0.0011 �0.0010 �0.0006 �0.0005 �0.0011 �0.0012

(�0.71) (�0.65) (�0.37) (�0.33) (�0.72) (�0.73)
CEO_Age 0.0861*** 0.0860*** 0.0865*** 0.0860*** 0.0875*** 0.0869***

(3.85) (3.83) (3.87) (3.85) (3.90) (3.87)
CEO_Age2 �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008***

(�3.51) (�3.49) (�3.55) (�3.51) (�3.57) (�3.53)
Year Control Control Control Control Control Control
Industry Control Control Control Control Control Control
Constant 4.9581*** 4.9361*** 5.0302*** 5.0180*** 4.9247*** 4.9105***

(8.70) (8.65) (8.86) (8.82) (8.61) (8.58)

Obs. 8894 8894 8894 8894 8894 8894
Adjusted R2 0.3198 0.3181 0.3222 0.3210 0.3196 0.3174
F 59.29 58.62 59.50 59.14 59.14 58.58

Notes: Robust t-statistics are in parentheses.
*** p < 0.01.
** p < 0.05, and
* p < 0.1.
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Table 5
The impact of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity controlling for endogeneity: The Second-stage
results.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal

ROA 3.8500*** 3.8260*** 3.8574*** 3.8608*** 3.7613*** 3.6547***
(15.52) (14.88) (16.36) (15.40) (13.37) (12.23)

ID1_dir �0.4185***
(�4.06)

ROA*ID1_dir �3.7708**
(�2.23)

ID2_dir �0.2208**
(�2.31)

ROA*ID2_dir �2.7992*
(�1.83)

ID1_exe �0.2592***
(�5.42)

ROA*ID1_exe �1.8440**
(�2.41)

ID2_exe �0.2688***
(�4.97)

ROA*ID2_exe �1.9080**
(�2.11)

ID1_dum �0.0935***
(�4.28)

ROA*ID1_dum �0.4146
(�1.16)

ID2_dum �0.0404*
(�1.82)

ROA*ID2_dum �0.1947
(�0.53)

Asset 0.2311*** 0.2320*** 0.2261*** 0.2265*** 0.2303*** 0.2313***
(29.77) (29.84) (29.07) (29.10) (29.73) (29.77)

Debt �0.2644*** �0.2664*** �0.2668*** �0.2677*** �0.2661*** �0.2667***
(�5.09) (�5.12) (�5.15) (�5.17) (�5.14) (�5.12)

Growth �0.0582*** �0.0585*** �0.0561*** �0.0560*** �0.0559*** �0.0574***
(�2.80) (�2.81) (�2.69) (�2.69) (�2.71) (�2.76)

Ind_Dir �0.4650*** �0.4323*** �0.4768*** �0.4625*** �0.4518*** �0.4155**
(�2.85) (�2.64) (�2.93) (�2.84) (�2.77) (�2.54)

Boardsize 0.0171*** 0.0168*** 0.0200*** 0.0203*** 0.0190*** 0.0171***
(3.72) (3.65) (4.34) (4.38) (4.12) (3.69)

First �0.0045*** �0.0045*** �0.0044*** �0.0045*** �0.0046*** �0.0045***
(�8.04) (�8.10) (�7.84) (�8.00) (�8.14) (�8.05)

Dual 0.1444*** 0.1327*** 0.1478*** 0.1461*** 0.1355*** 0.1243***
(5.00) (4.59) (5.12) (5.05) (4.76) (4.35)

Boardsal_dum 0.0109 0.0071 0.0116 0.0137 0.0109 0.0030
(0.67) (0.43) (0.71) (0.84) (0.66) (0.18)

Separation 0.0073*** 0.0073*** 0.0073*** 0.0072*** 0.0073*** 0.0074***
(6.65) (6.65) (6.72) (6.57) (6.68) (6.76)

Age �0.0014 �0.0012 �0.0008 �0.0007 �0.0013 �0.0013
(�0.87) (�0.77) (�0.50) (�0.45) (�0.81) (�0.81)

CEO_Age 0.0830*** 0.0831*** 0.0827*** 0.0819*** 0.0835*** 0.0832***
(3.67) (3.66) (3.66) (3.62) (3.69) (3.67)

CEO_Age2 �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008***
(�3.36) (�3.35) (�3.37) (�3.32) (�3.39) (�3.36)

Year Control Control Control Control Control Control
Industry Control Control Control Control Control Control
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5.2. Alternative measures of firm performance

In this section, we use three alternative measures of firm performance to test the robustness of our conclu-
sion that SOEs with more non-CEO top manager inside directors demonstrate lower CEO pay-performance
sensitivity: opeROA (the operating profit divided by total assets), ROE (the net profit divided by total equity),
and opeROE (the operating profit divided by total equity).

Table 6 shows the results of the impact of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance
sensitivity using opeROA as the dependent variable. As shown in columns (1), (3), and (4) of Table 6, all else

Table 5 (continued)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal

Constant 5.0647*** 5.0337*** 5.1612*** 5.1648*** 5.0713*** 5.0463***
(8.80) (8.72) (8.99) (8.99) (8.81) (8.74)

Obs. 8732 8732 8732 8732 8732 8732
Adjusted R2 0.3199 0.3182 0.3219 0.3206 0.3193 0.3170
F 62.57 62.00 63.24 62.71 62.55 61.82

Notes: Robust t-statistics are in parentheses.
*** p < 0.01.
** p < 0.05, and
* p < 0.1.

Table 6
The impact of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity: opeROA as the dependent variable.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal

opeROA 3.3888*** 3.3508*** 3.3995*** 3.4108*** 3.2356*** 3.1732***
(17.06) (16.39) (17.68) (17.14) (14.68) (13.80)

ID1_dir �0.3876***
(�4.51)

opeROA *ID1_dir �2.3029*
(�1.93)

ID2_dir �0.2391***
(�3.03)

opeROA *ID2_dir �1.5263
(�1.39)

ID1_exe �0.2365***
(�5.81)

opeROA *ID1_exe �1.1746**
(�2.08)

ID2_exe �0.2288***
(�5.11)

opeROA *ID2_exe �1.2728**
(�1.98)

ID1_dum �0.0828***
(�4.63)

opeROA *ID1_dum �0.0876
(�0.34)

ID2_dum �0.0374**
(�2.04)

opeROA *ID2_dum 0.0251
(0.09)

Asset 0.2217*** 0.2224*** 0.2171*** 0.2178*** 0.2208*** 0.2216***
(28.94) (29.02) (28.21) (28.33) (28.85) (28.92)

(continued on next page)
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being equal, the coefficients of opeROA*ID1_dir (�2.3029, t = �1.93), opeROA*ID1_exe (�1.1746,
t = �2.08), and opeROA*ID2_exe (�1.2728, t = �1.98) are all significant and display the expected signs. This
means that our conclusion that SOEs with more non-CEO top manager inside directors demonstrate lower
CEO pay-performance sensitivity is robust.

Using ROE as the dependent variable (Zhang et al., 2014), Table 7 shows the results of the impact of non-
CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity. As shown in columns (1), (2), (3), (4),
and (5) of Table 7, all else being equal, the coefficients of ROE*ID1_dir (�1.3688, t = �2.54), ROE*ID2_dir
(�1.1146, t = �2.43), ROE*ID1_exe (�0.8484, t = �4.01), ROE*ID2_exe (�0.8666, t = �3.62), and
ROE*ID1_dum (�0.1805, t = �1.66) are all significant and display the expected signs. This means that our
conclusion that SOEs with more non-CEO top manager inside directors demonstrate lower CEO pay-
performance sensitivity is robust.

Table 8 shows the results of the impact of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance
sensitivity using opeROE as the dependent variable. As shown in columns (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) of Table 8,
all else being equal, the coefficients of opeROE*ID1_dir (�1.2938, t = �3.00), opeROE*ID2_dir (�0.9034,
t = �2.41), opeROE*ID1_exe (�0.8040, t = �4.68), opeROE*ID2_exe (�0.7959, t = �3.89), and
opeROE*ID1_dum (�0.1697, t = �1.84) are all significant and display the expected signs, which is consistent
with H1.

Table 6 (continued)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal

Debt �0.2140*** �0.2153*** �0.2162*** �0.2177*** �0.2142*** �0.2149***
(�4.23) (�4.26) (�4.27) (�4.31) (�4.24) (�4.25)

Growth �0.0639*** �0.0641*** �0.0621*** �0.0619*** �0.0621*** �0.0631***
(�3.16) (�3.16) (�3.06) (�3.05) (�3.08) (�3.12)

Ind_Dir �0.4387*** �0.4150** �0.4480*** �0.4343*** �0.4234*** �0.3946**
(�2.72) (�2.57) (�2.78) (�2.69) (�2.63) (�2.44)

Boardsize 0.0179*** 0.0177*** 0.0205*** 0.0204*** 0.0193*** 0.0177***
(3.88) (3.83) (4.42) (4.40) (4.17) (3.81)

First �0.0045*** �0.0046*** �0.0044*** �0.0045*** �0.0046*** �0.0045***
(�8.16) (�8.24) (�7.99) (�8.13) (�8.24) (�8.18)

Dual 0.1369*** 0.1279*** 0.1397*** 0.1370*** 0.1279*** 0.1187***
(4.81) (4.51) (4.90) (4.82) (4.54) (4.21)

Boardsal_dum 0.0067 0.0045 0.0071 0.0083 0.0060 �0.0003
(0.41) (0.27) (0.44) (0.52) (0.37) (�0.02)

Separation 0.0077*** 0.0078*** 0.0078*** 0.0077*** 0.0078*** 0.0079***
(7.21) (7.21) (7.27) (7.18) (7.26) (7.33)

Age �0.0009 �0.0007 �0.0004 �0.0003 �0.0008 �0.0008
(�0.56) (�0.46) (�0.24) (�0.22) (�0.52) (�0.51)

CEO_Age 0.0897*** 0.0903*** 0.0893*** 0.0889*** 0.0908*** 0.0911***
(4.04) (4.05) (4.03) (4.00) (4.08) (4.09)

CEO_Age2 �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008***
(�3.70) (�3.71) (�3.71) (�3.67) (�3.75) (�3.75)

Year Control Control Control Control Control Control
Industry Control Control Control Control Control Control
Constant 5.1060*** 5.0697*** 5.1959*** 5.1897*** 5.0976*** 5.0666***

(9.03) (8.94) (9.21) (9.19) (9.01) (8.94)

Obs. 8894 8894 8894 8894 8894 8894
Adjusted R2 0.3208 0.3193 0.3224 0.3214 0.3203 0.3185
F 62.58 62.03 63.01 62.62 62.59 61.79

Notes: Robust t-statistics are in parentheses.
*** p < 0.01.
** p < 0.05, and
* p < 0.1.
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Table 7
The impact of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity: ROE as the dependent variable.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal

ROE 0.9374*** 0.9368*** 0.9852*** 0.9816*** 0.9131*** 0.9091***
(11.80) (11.60) (12.78) (12.38) (10.19) (9.67)

ID1_dir �0.3886***
(�4.60)

ROE*ID1_dir �1.3688**
(�2.54)

ID2_dir �0.2241***
(�2.90)

ROE*ID2_dir �1.1146**
(�2.43)

ID1_exe �0.2264***
(�5.78)

ROE*ID1_exe �0.8484***
(�4.01)

ID2_exe �0.2221***
(�5.11)

ROE*ID2_exe �0.8666***
(�3.62)

ID1_dum �0.0714***
(�4.16)

ROE*ID1_dum �0.1805*
(�1.66)

ID2_dum �0.0218
(�1.25)

ROE*ID2_dum �0.1531
(�1.37)

Asset 0.2500*** 0.2510*** 0.2453*** 0.2461*** 0.2497*** 0.2507***
(33.38) (33.49) (32.64) (32.72) (33.34) (33.42)

Debt �0.5662*** �0.5687*** �0.5691*** �0.5708*** �0.5704*** �0.5712***
(�11.97) (�12.00) (�12.04) (�12.07) (�12.05) (�12.03)

Growth �0.0296 �0.0299 �0.0284 �0.0283 �0.0272 �0.0285
(�1.43) (�1.45) (�1.37) (�1.37) (�1.32) (�1.38)

Ind_Dir �0.5519*** �0.5269*** �0.5602*** �0.5480*** �0.5311*** �0.5025***
(�3.38) (�3.22) (�3.44) (�3.37) (�3.26) (�3.08)

Boardsize 0.0179*** 0.0177*** 0.0205*** 0.0204*** 0.0193*** 0.0177***
(3.88) (3.83) (4.42) (4.40) (4.16) (3.80)

First �0.0041*** �0.0041*** �0.0040*** �0.0041*** �0.0041*** �0.0041***
(�7.29) (�7.36) (�7.13) (�7.26) (�7.35) (�7.28)

Dual 0.1320*** 0.1226*** 0.1344*** 0.1319*** 0.1226*** 0.1133***
(4.55) (4.24) (4.64) (4.55) (4.27) (3.95)

Boardsal_dum 0.0133 0.0107 0.0132 0.0145 0.0118 0.0052
(0.81) (0.65) (0.81) (0.89) (0.72) (0.31)

Separation 0.0078*** 0.0078*** 0.0078*** 0.0077*** 0.0079*** 0.0080***
(7.23) (7.22) (7.24) (7.13) (7.29) (7.38)

Age �0.0019 �0.0017 �0.0014 �0.0013 �0.0018 �0.0018
(�1.17) (�1.07) (�0.85) (�0.81) (�1.12) (�1.14)

CEO_Age 0.0867*** 0.0870*** 0.0867*** 0.0861*** 0.0869*** 0.0869***
(3.87) (3.87) (3.88) (3.85) (3.87) (3.86)

CEO_Age2 �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008***
(�3.52) (�3.52) (�3.54) (�3.50) (�3.53) (�3.52)

Year Control Control Control Control Control Control
Industry Control Control Control Control Control Control

(continued on next page)
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Table 7 (continued)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal

Constant 4.7679*** 4.7365*** 4.8514*** 4.8457*** 4.7691*** 4.7376***
(8.37) (8.29) (8.54) (8.52) (8.36) (8.28)

Obs. 8893 8893 8893 8893 8893 8893
Adjusted R2 0.3070 0.3055 0.3092 0.3079 0.3062 0.3043
F 57.12 56.76 57.52 57.20 57.11 56.63

Notes: Robust t-statistics are in parentheses.
*** p < 0.01.
** p < 0.05, and
* p < 0.1.

Table 8
The impact of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity: opeROE as the dependent variable.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal

opeROE 0.8935*** 0.8732*** 0.9437*** 0.9317*** 0.8673*** 0.8445***
(13.14) (12.63) (14.38) (13.73) (11.42) (10.73)

ID1_dir �0.36***91
(�4.51)

opeROE*ID1_dir �1.2938***
(�3.00)

ID2_dir �0.2169***
(�2.88)

opeROE*ID2_dir �0.9034**
(�2.41)

ID1_exe �0.2193***
(�5.70)

opeROE*ID1_exe �0.8040***
(�4.68)

ID2_exe �0.2179***
(�5.07)

opeROE*ID2_exe �0.7959***
(�3.89)

ID1_dum �0.0692***
(�4.12)

opeROE*ID1_dum �0.1697*
(�1.84)

ID2_dum �0.0227
(�1.33)

opeROE*ID2_dum �0.1172
(�1.25)

Asset 0.2424*** 0.2431*** 0.2379*** 0.2385*** 0.2420*** 0.2428***
(32.01) (32.07) (31.37) (31.42) (31.95) (32.00)

Debt �0.5247*** �0.5252*** �0.5286*** �0.5282*** �0.5266*** �0.5260***
(�10.94) (�10.93) (�11.04) (�11.03) (�10.97) (�10.93)

Growth �0.0339 �0.0342 �0.0322 �0.0322 �0.0317 �0.0331
(�1.63) (�1.64) (�1.54) (�1.54) (�1.53) (�1.59)

Ind_Dir �0.5191*** �0.4943*** �0.5328*** �0.5184*** �0.5000*** �0.4715***
(�3.22) (�3.06) (�3.32) (�3.23) (�3.11) (�2.92)

Boardsize 0.0184*** 0.0182*** 0.0207*** 0.0208*** 0.0198*** 0.0182***
(3.98) (3.92) (4.45) (4.46) (4.25) (3.89)

First �0.0041*** �0.0042*** �0.0041*** �0.0041*** �0.0041*** �0.0041***
(�7.37) (�7.43) (�7.29) (�7.39) (�7.41) (�7.34)
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6. Additional tests

6.1. Additional tests of the agent role of non-CEO top manager inside directors

Agency theory concerns aligning the interests of owners and managers (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). It is
based on the premise that an inherent conflict exists between the interests of a firm’s owners and its manage-
ment. Agency theory suggests that a greater proportion of non-CEO inside directors is unable to monitor any
self-interested CEO actions. Our empirical results are consistent with agency theory. We further test the agent
role of non-CEO top manager inside directors through the perspective of the impact of non-CEO inside direc-
tors on managers’ on-the-job consumption.

Table 9 shows the empirical results of the impact of non-CEO top manager inside directors on managers’
on-the-job consumption. As shown in columns (4) and (6) of Table 9, all else being equal, the coefficients of
ID2_exe (0.0032, t = 2.25) and ID2_dum (0.0011, t = 2.09) are both significant with a positive sign. The
empirical results suggest that non-CEO top manager inside directors increase managers’ on-the-job consump-
tion, which is consistent with the agent role of non-CEO top manager inside directors.

6.2. Effects of different types of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity

According to the Chinese Company Law, the non-CEO top managers in listed firms are mainly the VP,
CFO, and secretaries of the board of directors. Thus, we test the impact of VP inside directors, CFO inside
directors, and board secretary inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity. We find that VP inside
directors and CFO inside directors have significant impacts on CEO pay-performance sensitivity. However,
the influence of board secretary inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity is not significant. The
corresponding regression results are not shown here due to space constraints.

Table 8 (continued)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal LnCEO_sal

Dual 0.1353*** 0.1260*** 0.1381*** 0.1358*** 0.1266*** 0.1176***
(4.71) (4.40) (4.80) (4.72) (4.45) (4.14)

Boardsal_dum 0.0125 0.0101 0.0120 0.0138 0.0115 0.0052
(0.76) (0.62) (0.74) (0.85) (0.71) (0.31)

Separation 0.0075*** 0.0076*** 0.0075*** 0.0074*** 0.0076*** 0.0077***
(6.98) (6.98) (7.00) (6.89) (7.04) (7.12)

Age �0.0014 �0.0013 �0.0010 �0.0009 �0.0014 �0.0014
(�0.90) (�0.80) (�0.62) (�0.57) (�0.86) (�0.86)

CEO_Age 0.0901*** 0.0903*** 0.0903*** 0.0892*** 0.0907*** 0.0906***
(4.04) (4.04) (4.07) (4.01) (4.06) (4.05)

CEO_Age2 �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008*** �0.0008***
(�3.69) (�3.68) (�3.72) (�3.65) (�3.71) (�3.70)

Year Control Control Control Control Control Control
Industry Control Control Control Control Control Control
Constant 4.8300*** 4.8040*** 4.9110*** 4.9187*** 4.8198*** 4.7951***

(8.52) (8.45) (8.70) (8.70) (8.49) (8.42)

Obs. 8893 8893 8893 8893 8893 8893
Adjusted R2 0.3096 0.3080 0.3120 0.3106 0.3088 0.3070
F 57.44 57.04 57.99 57.60 57.31 56.90

Notes: Robust t-statistics are in parentheses.
*** p < 0.01.
** p < 0.05, and
* p < 0.1.
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6.3. Effects of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO pay-performance sensitivity in different types of

SOE

We divide SOEs into central SOEs, provincial SOEs, and municipal SOEs. We then test the relationship
between non-CEO top manager inside directors and CEO pay-performance sensitivity in SOEs. We find that
non-CEO top manager inside directors have a significant impact on CEO pay-performance sensitivity in

Table 9
The impact of non-CEO top manager inside directors on CEO managers’ on-the-job consumption.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables Perks Perks Perks Perks Perks Perks

ROA 0.0252*** 0.0253*** 0.0254*** 0.0255*** 0.0253*** 0.0252***
(4.31) (4.33) (4.34) (4.37) (4.33) (4.32)

ID1_dir �0.0005
(�0.21)

ID2_dir 0.0023
(0.98)

ID1_exe 0.0018
(1.49)

ID2_exe 0.0032**
(2.25)

ID1_dum 0.0007
(1.45)

ID2_dum 0.0011**
(2.09)

Asset �0.0045*** �0.0045*** �0.0044*** �0.0044*** �0.0045*** �0.0045***
(�18.69) (�18.71) (�18.50) (�18.38) (�18.66) (�18.68)

Debt �0.0031** �0.0031** �0.0031** �0.0031** �0.0031** �0.0031**
(�2.02) (�2.04) (�2.04) (�2.04) (�2.04) (�2.06)

Growth �0.0007 �0.0007 �0.0007 �0.0007 �0.0007 �0.0007
(�0.95) (�0.95) (�0.96) (�0.97) (�0.97) (�0.97)

Ind_Dir �0.0025 �0.0021 �0.0020 �0.0018 �0.0021 �0.0020
(�0.49) (�0.42) (�0.39) (�0.35) (�0.40) (�0.39)

Boardsize 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000
(0.51) (0.44) (0.32) (0.20) (0.34) (0.27)

First 0.0001*** 0.0001*** 0.0001*** 0.0001*** 0.0001*** 0.0001***
(5.93) (5.97) (5.90) (5.95) (5.97) (6.02)

Dual �0.0003 �0.0004 �0.0005 �0.0006 �0.0004 �0.0005
(�0.30) (�0.46) (�0.52) (�0.63) (�0.47) (�0.50)

Boardsal_dum 0.0004 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002
(0.72) (0.53) (0.52) (0.37) (0.49) (0.39)

Separation 0.0001** 0.0001** 0.0001** 0.0001** 0.0001** 0.0001**
(1.99) (2.07) (2.06) (2.13) (2.07) (2.14)

Age 0.0003*** 0.0003*** 0.0003*** 0.0003*** 0.0003*** 0.0003***
(6.49) (6.45) (6.43) (6.35) (6.48) (6.43)

CEO_Age 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
(0.03) (0.04) (0.05) (0.07) (0.03) (0.03)

CEO_Age2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
(0.28) (0.27) (0.26) (0.24) (0.27) (0.27)

Year Control Control Control Control Control Control
Industry Control Control Control Control Control Control
Constant 0.0874*** 0.0871*** 0.0863*** 0.0856*** 0.0869*** 0.0870***

(5.23) (5.21) (5.16) (5.11) (5.20) (5.21)

Obs. 8772 8772 8772 8772 8772 8772
Adjusted R2 0.0617 0.0618 0.0620 0.0623 0.0620 0.0622
F 9.879 9.893 9.915 9.967 9.913 9.950

Notes: Robust t-statistics are in parentheses.
*** p < 0.01.
** p < 0.05, and *p < 0.1.
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central SOEs and municipal SOEs but not in provincial SOEs, possibly because central SOEs are very impor-
tant to the national economy and municipal SOEs also play an important role in regional economic develop-
ment. Therefore, the managers in central SOEs and municipal SOEs are subject to greater supervision than
those in provincial SOEs and have fewer agency problems.

7. Conclusions

Agency theory and stewardship theory help us understand the role of inside directors in corporate gover-
nance (Nicholson and Kiel, 2007). Agency theory suggests that a greater proportion of non-CEO inside direc-
tors is unable to monitor any self-interested CEO actions. As a result, the CEO has more opportunity to
pursue self-interest at the expense of owners. In contrast to agency theory, stewardship theory suggests that
a greater proportion of non-CEO inside directors can monitor any self-interested CEO actions. Using listed
SOEs as our sample, our empirical results are consistent with agency theory. We find that the proportion
of non-CEO top manager inside directors has a significant negative correlation with CEO pay-performance
sensitivity in SOEs, whereas the shareholding proportion of the controlling shareholders can weaken this rela-
tionship. Our conclusions are robust to endogeneity testing and alternative specifications. Furthermore, we
find that non-CEO top manager inside directors significantly increase executives’ on-the-job consumption.
Overall, we contribute to the literature on inside directors.

The results of this paper also have practical implications. Specifically, the government should strengthen the
supervision of SOE managers’ behavior and decrease manager-shareholder agency problems. This would stim-
ulate the stewardship role of non-CEO top manager inside directors and protect investor interests.
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